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Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers

to fully replicate a multi -speaker movie theater So

CINEMA DSP- you , r hear sounds everywhere in

the nom. Even in places where

there arex't speakers. We also offer multi -room,

multi -source capabilities,$r increased flexibility

 Phantom Speaker Effect

Only Cinema DSP can take you to the Serengeti with

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps
of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible.  That's
because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this
through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic!  Digital
Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the
world.  Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then trans-
ferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a
button.  And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room,
matching the action on the screen.  These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a
multi -speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room.  All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of
home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

©1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories LicensingCorporation.



Nrw RX-V2090

The RX-V2090. Easy -to -use features plus state-of-the-art technology. Like learning remote

control, on -screen display, 7 -channel amplificatson, DSP, Cinema DSP and AC -3 compatibility.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most
exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already men-
tioned.  But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like
multi -room, multi -source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main
system A/V sources from another listening room.  The RX-V2090 has 7 -channel amplification with 100w mains and
center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre -outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S -Video
terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC -3. And 10 DSP programs
including 70mm movie theater.  Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's
why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you. 0 Which means
now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip.

YAMAHA® For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

New RX-V390

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622



simply related. a TV and a VCR born together.



TVCRs available in 13", 19" and 25". isoo so sinple. simply samsung.
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S EXACTLY Till:

QUALITY OF SOUND

YOU'D EXPECT FROM A

HIGH -END CD PLAYER.

That is,
A CD PLAYER COSTING

TWICE ITS PRICE.

The new Rotel
RCD970BX is a

premium quality CD
player that delivers per-

formance and technology
normally found only on far

more exotic and expensive designs.
A new 18 -bit ladder -type D/A con-

verter with continuous calibration
results in nearly 20 -bit resolution. A

toroidal transformer and superb quality filter
capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted

power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access,
precise tracking and gentle handling of your most

cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance
components, and gold-plated, RCA -type coaxial digital

output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning
performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low-

profile, high performance CD player with scan, random, 20 -track
programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the RCD970BX. If you're
impressed with the sound, wait until you
hear the price.

ROTEL OF AMERICA

PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.
Rotel of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109
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No matter where you are, you're :here.

Musical truth.

At once fatriliar. Yet resonart with expanded meaning.

You sink deeper and deeper into a private experienc2--

You've travelled these chords nefore, but suddenly

you're hearing them for the -.7ery first time. The

speakers fade Into the distarre as the

soundttage grows.

See your Enemy dealer today. And

audition the 11CW Connoisseur series.

Surrer_der to pure, unadulterated sound.

Your comin3rx1 performance.

Lost in space.

Energy Cor_wisseur-series s[eake

EFcEZG)
Sound as a performance al.

CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVIC,- ;.ARE.
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Adcom's GFA-55511 is no longer made.



Adcom's new GFA-5500 continues the legend.

The Adcom GFA-555II power amplifier has

been legendary among audiophiles and serious
music listeners. It set the standard for high end

sound at reasonable cost, consistently being
compared to amplifiers costing two and three

times as much. Now, after years of evolution-

ary development, its successor is available.
The new GFA-5500 provides 200 watts-

per -channel continuous at any frequency from

20 Hz to 20 kHz at 8 ohms. It continues the

Adcom tradition of delivering high current into
low impedance loads that results in extraordi-

narily pure, clean, musical sound reproduction.

But the big news is its use of the newest hybrid

MOSFET transistors, HEXFETS. These all -

new devices permit a more efficient circuit

board design that leads to shorter power paths

for improved sound. And the really good news
is that while providing all the punch and

muscle of MOSFETS, they have a remarkable

ability to sound as sweet as tubes.

So while audiophiles the world over may be
sad to see the end of the legendary GFA-555II,
music lovers everywhere can look forward

to hearing the sweet power of the GFA-5500.

Visit your Adcom dealer and listen. You will

hear the details that make a difference.

details you can hear
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal,
Quebec (514) 344-1226

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Mesa Engineering Amp
With its output tubes

operating in Class A, the all -tube
Mesa Baron Reference can be
switched to all -pentode or
all -triode operation and to two
steps in between. Power ranges
from 150 watts per channel in
all -pentode mode to 65 watts
per channel in pure triode
operation. The large illuminated
meters, which are switchable to
read from 0 to 15 watts or 0 to
150 watts, can also be used
to check and help adjust bias
and d.c. balance. Price: $3,395.
For literature, circle No. 100

Dynaco CD Player

Though not the first CD
player to use a vacuum -tube
analog section, Dynaco's
CDV-1 may be the first to
put its tubes on display. The
tube input and driver stages
operate in Class A, and a
volume control allows the
CDV-1 to drive a power
amplifier directly. On the
digital side, it uses a Philips
transport and one -bit
D/A converters. Price: $699.
For literature, circle No. 101

H AT'S

DIalosh
AUP,,,,CFP lo,11:114f

COMP. S.F..

T he McIntosh CR12 lets
you select separate A/V

or audio -only program sources
in your

home. Volume level, bass and
treble, and automatic muting
(when a telephone is used)
can be independently
controlled For each zone;
individual AM/FM tuners can
also be used for dedicated
broadcasts to each zone.
Programming capability

allows, for example, separate
sources and volume levels for
morning wakeups in each

be
controlled by a handheld
remote beamed at remote
infrared sensors or
through wall -mounted
keypads. Up to six CR12s
can be cascaded, for
control of up to 24 zones.
Price: $3,300.
For literature, circle No. 102

N [11
Wright Preamp

Five line inputs and an MM

phono input, as well as a tape

output, are accommodated by

the all -tube Wright PL -1

Series 2 preamp. Mil -spec

resistors and metallized

polypropylene coupling

capacitors are point-to-point

wired, eliminating the need for

p.c. boards. Frequency

response is rated ±1 dB from

10 Hz to 60 kHz. Price: $850.

For literature. call 503/343-1413

J. A. MICHELt TURNTAPLE
The chassis of J. A. Michell's

belt -driven Orbe turntable is

not only suspended but

dynamically balanced, to ensure

symmetrical motion. The motor

power supply is oscillator -

controlled for accuracy at all

three speeds (331/4, 45, and

78 rpm) and mounted externally

to reduce hum and vibration

pickup. No arm is supplied, but

the mounting plate accepts most

tonearms. Price: $4,200.

For literature, circle No. 103

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1995
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PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
FINE DEALERS:

AL: BIRMINGHAM LIKIS AUDIO  HUNTSVILLE.
BEDDINGFIELD AN  MOBILE CUSTOM AUDIO 
MONTGOMERY COHENS  AR: FAYETTEVILLE
STEREO ONE  FORT SMITH STEREO ONE  AZ:
MESA. HI Fl SALES  TUSCON WILSON AUDIO  CA:
AUBURN. WOODEN SHIP STEREO  BAKERSFIELD
URNERS  BERKELEY. MUSIC LOVERS  CHICO
SOUNDS BY DAVE  COSTA MESA ATLANTIC
STEREO  EUREKA SOUND ADVICE  HOLLISTER
FORTINOS  LOS ANGELES AHEAD STEREO  L A
A/V  MENLO PARK SOUND PERFECTION 
REDDING CLYDES  REDONDO BEACH SYSTEMS
DESIGN RIVERSIDE SPEAKERCRAFT
SACRAMENTO. PAPAW/ME  SAN DIEGO SOUND
COMPANY  SAN FRANCISCO PERFORMANCE
AUDIO  SAN JOSE CENTURY STEREO  SAN LUIS
OBISPO AUDIO ECSTASY SAN MARCOS SOUND
COMPANY  SANTA BARBARA MISSION AUDIO
SANTA CRUZ WATER STREET STEREO  SANTA
MONICA SHELLEY'S  SANTA ROSA CALIFORNIA
AN  HOMETECH  SAUSALITO. PACIFIC RIM 
STOCKTON GLOSSING  VALLEJO STEREO
SHOWCASE  VISALIA LEE'S STEREO  WALNUT
CREEK SOUND DISTINCTION WOODLAND HILLS.
SHELLY'S  CO: COLORADO SPRINGS SOUND SHOP
 DENVER SOUND HOUNDS  FORT COLLINS
OVATION MUSIC  GRAND JUNCTION. SOUND CO 
PUEBLO SOUND SHOP  CT: NEW MAVEN TAKE 5 
NEWINGTON. AUDIO STORE  NORWICH SOUND
ONE  DE: WILMINGTON HI Fl HOUSE  FL:
BLOUNTSTOWN. ENCORE! HOME ENTERTAINMENT
 BRADENTON AUDIO WORKSHOP  CLEARWATER
RISING SOUNDS  CORAL SPRINGS. SOUNDVISIONS
 DESTIN PALM AlV  ORLANDO ELECTRONICS
PLUS  PENSACOLA SOUTHERN HI Fl  WEST PALM
BEACH AUDIO ADVISORS  WINTER PARK.
ELECTRONICS PLUS  GA: ALBANY. CUSTOM INC
ATHENS CUSTOM INC  AUGUSTA CUSTOM INC
BOGART CUSTOM INC  DUNWOOOY AUDIO
FOREST AUDIO SOLUTIONS  HI: HONOLULU
CLASSIC AN  IA: BETTENDORF REFERENCE AN 
CEDAR FALLS HAWKEVE DES MOINES
AUDIOLABS  IDA GROVE BRENNER'S  IOWA CITY
HAWKEYE  SIOUX CITY PFLANZ  ID: COEUR
DALENE EVERYTHING STEREO  IL: CHAMPAIGN
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO  CHICAGO PRO MUSICA 
CHNYSTAL LAKE SOUND FORUM  CLARENDON
HILLS SOUNDS DELUXE  FAIRVIEW HEIGHTS HI Fl
FO FUM  HOFFMAN ESTATES SIMPLY STEREO 
MORTON GROVE PRO MUSICA  ROCKFORD
ABSOLUTE AUDIO  SPRINGFIELD. TEAM ELEC ST.
CHARLES ST CHARLES AN  VILLA PARK SIMPLY
STEREO  IN: BLOOMINGTON CAMPUS AUDIO 
CARMEL. SOUND PRO  FT WAYNE LEHMAN'S 
HUNTINGTON LEHMAN'S  LAFAYETTE PROAUDIO 
WABASH WORLD SCAN  KS: WICHITA CUSTOM
SOUND  LA: BATON ROUGE ART COLLEY'S 
LAFAYETTE TEATS ENTERTAINMENT  NEW
ORLEANS WILSON AUDIO  MA: ARLINGTON.
STEREO SHOP  CAMBRIDGE 0 AUDIO 
NORTHAMPTON TRIPOD AUDIO  SUDBURY
ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE  WORCESTER O'COIN'S 
MO: BALTIMORE COUNTY A/V ME:
SCARBOROUGH NEW ENGLAND HI Fl MI:
DETROIT PECARS *FLINT STEREO CENTER 
GRAND HAVEN BEKINS AN  GRAND RAPIDS
STEREO SHOWCASE IRON MOUNTAIN.
SOUNDNORTH  KALAMAZOO STEREO SHOWCASE
 PETOSKEY PUFFS. TRAVERSE CITY THE SOUND
ROOM  TROY PECARS  MN: ALEXANDRIA SOUND
SHOP  BEMIDGI OVERBEEK ELECTRONICS 
MINNEAPOLIS STEREOLAND  ROCHESTER
AMALGAMATED AN  MO: COLUMBIA 0 KM SOUND
 ST LOUIS HI FI FO-FUM  We STARKVILLE IDEAL
ACOUSTICS  MT: BILLINGS U S TECH  MISSOULA
STEREO PLUS  NC: ASHEVILLE. AN CHAMBER 
DURHAM KERRS AN  WINSTON SALEM PLATINUM
AUDIO  NO: FARGO TODAY ELECTRONICS 
MANKATO. TEAM ELECTRONICS  NE: GRAND
ISLAND VIDEO KINGDOM  OGALLALA VIDEO
KINGDOM  OMAHA STEREO WEST  NR: NASHUA
ENSEMBLE  NORTHHAMPTON NEW ENGLAND HI Fl

NJ: BERNARDSVILIE STEVEN'S AUDIO
BLOOMINGDALE SOUND CITY  CHERRY HILL HI Fl
SALES  E BRUNSWICK ATLANTIC STEREO 
FREEHOLD. ATLANTIC STEREO  MIDDLETOWN
STEREO DYNAMICS  PARAMUS RABSONS AN 
POMPTON PLAINS SOUND CITY  SOMERVILLE
SOUND EXCHANGE  TOWACO SOUND CITY  WEST
NEW YORK PARK PLACE  NM: ALBUOUEROUE
ABSOLUTE AUDIO. LAS CRUCES. DESERT SOUND 
NV: RENO WILD WEST  NY: ALBANY ALTAIR AUDIO
 COMMACK SOUND APPROACH HAMBURG.
SOUTHTOWN AN  JOHNSON CITY. OLUMS  LAKE
GROVE AUDIO DEN  MT KISCO' AUDIO OUTLET 
NEW YORK AN CENTER  AUDIO SALON  PARK
AVENUE  SOUND CITY  PLEASANTVILLE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE ROCHESTER ROWE AN
SYRACUSE GORDON BROTHERS  WATERTOWN
HAPPY EAR  WEST BABYLON AUDIO VISIONS  ON:
AKRON OHIO SOUND . CINCINNATI. OHIO VALLEY 
DAYTON AUDIO ETC DUBLIN. AUDIO
ENCOUNTERS  TOLEDO JAMIESON'S STEREO 
OK: BARTLESVILLE SOUND STATION  MIDWEST
CITY. AUDIO MIDWEST  STILLWATER AUDIO SN 
OR: EUGENE ADVANCED AUDIO  PORTLAND
FRED'S M A V  ROOM SERVICE  SALEM
ADVANCED AUDIO  HEAR NO EVIL PA:
BROOMALL HIGH FIDELITY  CAMP HILL HI-FI
HOUSE  CHAMBERSBURG LINCOLN LECTRONICS 
EPHRATA STEREO BARN  GREENSBURG STEREO
SHOP  HARRISBURG HI-FI HOUSE  JENKINTOWN
STEREO OUTLET  JOHNSTOWN. CONNECTING
POINT  LANCASTER GNT STEREO  MCMURRAY.
GOOSEBUMPS  MONTGOMERYVILLE WORLD WIDE
STEREO  PITTSBURGH AUDIO GALLERY  WORLD
WIDE  STATE COLLEGE PAUL K TOW'S 
WHITEHALL. PALMER AUDIO  RI: PROVIDENCE
STEREO A/V CENTER  SC: COLUMBIA SOUND
ADVICE  GREENVILLE AMERICAN AUDIO  HILTON
HEAD ISLAND. AN ARCHITECTS  MT PLEASANT
PEACHTREE  SO: BROOKINGS ZEPHYR AUDIO 
TN: JOHNSON CITY MR TOADS  KINGSPORT
AMERICAN VIDEO  KNOXVILLE STATEMENT AN 
MEMPHIS MODERN A/V  TO: AMARILLO. AUDIO
VISIONS  AUSTIN AUDIO BY DESIGN  BRYAN
SOUND WAVES  CORPUS CHRISTI ABSOLUTE AN 
DALLAS HILLCREST FI  HOUSTON ALL STAR
AUDIO  GROOVE AN  LUBBOCK SOUND WAVE 
MIDLAND MIDLAND SOUND . SAN ANTONIO. AUDIO
CONCEPTS  SAN MARCOS DISCOVERY AUDIO 
SHERMAN. WORLD WIDE  TYLER SAY CENTER 

PROVO AUTO SPECIALTIES VA:
BLACKSBURG SCOTTY'S  CHESAPEAKE DOMES 
OAKTON MUSICSCOPE  VT: WILLISTON CREATIVE
SOUND  WA: BELLEVUE DEFINITIVE AUDIO 
EVERETT AUDIO WANES  KENNEWICK QUICK
SILVER AUDIO  PULLMAN OPTIMUM SOUND 
SEATTLE. DEFINITIVE AUDIO  SPOKANE SKI
INTERIORS  WI: APPLETON SUESS ELECTRONICS 
MADISON. UNIVERSITY AUDIO  MILWAUKEE AUDIO
EMPORIUM  RACINE AL'S STEREO  SHEBOYGAN
ABSOLUTE SAD  WASHBURN AUDIO WORKS  WV:
MORGANTOWN SOUND INVESTMENTS  WY:
CHEYENNE NOW HEAR THIS  LARAMIE KEN'S
MUSIC BOX 

MD THE IMRE

Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

Awards
since 1990

Paradigm is the
number one choice
for critical listeners!

"Superb!"
- Stereo Review on the Export/B?

"Stunning!"

- The Inner Ear Report on the ET:it/RP

"Awesome!"
- Audio Ideas Guide on the ErlinseIBP

paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are an
engineering and sor c marvel! With years of

design expertise and our highly advanced R&D 'acility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build
the world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless of fast!

111111111.1h

ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND

For more information on PARADIGM BIPOLARS as .41 as otbr r fine Paradigm speakers

visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER or write..4101057RFAM,

MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
In Canada.. PARADIGM, 101 HanIan Rd, Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD



AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Tri- and Bi-Wiring Redux
QI read in a recent equipment review
about a pair of loudspeakers that were

capable of being tri-wired. How are such
loudspeakers arranged so that they can be bi-
or tri-wired? How are they wired to a power
amplifier? What advantage does this type of
wiring have over a single cable running to a

loudspeaker, which is what I have always
done?-Spencer Albion, Oshawa, Ont.,
Canada

AI have written about bi-wiring in the
past, but apparently the subject is still

mysterious to many who read this column.
I'll try to be really detailed, in the hope that
you can gain a better understanding of
what is involved.

A loudspeaker system often consists of
two sections, or drivers: A woofer and a
tweeter. Such a speaker is referred to as a
two-way system. Other speaker systems
may consist of a woofer, a midrange, and a
tweeter-a three-way system. Bi-wiring is a
way of feeding each driver of a two-way sys-
tem independently from the same amplifi-
er; tri-wiring does likewise for three-way
systems. (Three-way systems can also be
bi-wired, using one cable for the woofer
alone and the other for the midrange and
tweeter.)

For two- or three-way systems to operate
properly, the audio spectrum must be di-
vided into "slices." In the case of a two-way
system, the spectrum is divided, using a
crossover network, so that the low and mid
frequencies are fed to the woofer and the
higher frequencies are fed to the tweeter. In
the case of a three-way system, the lower
frequencies are sent to the woofer, the fre-
quencies in the middle of the spectrum are
fed to the midrange driver, and the higher
frequencies are fed into the tweeter. Most
loudspeakers, particularly in the low and
medium price brackets, provide only a sin-
gle pair of input connections, which feed
the entire crossover network.

To make bi-wiring and tri-wiring possi-
ble, the network must be designed so that
each driver can be fed independently via its
own terminals. A loudspeaker system that is

designed in this way can be connected to
the amplifier via a single wire pair, and the
speaker terminals jumpered, so that the
drivers are connected in parallel. But for bi-
wiring or tri-wiring, these jumpers are re-
moved, and separate cables are run between
the power amplifier and each pair of speak-
er terminals. Notice that although we are
using the same power amplifier to feed each
driver in our system, we are using different
cables to feed each one. (There also are sys-
tem that employ a separate amplifier to
power each driver. This is called biamping
or triamping.)

Why go to the bother of bi-wiring? The
best reason is that, because of the lowered
d.c. resistance of multiple cables, there is
less tendency for ringing at the speaker's
crossover points. Suffice it to say here that
ringing produces a smearing of the music.
Another reason often cited is better control
by the amplifier over each driver, with less
mutual influence between crossovers and
between drivers. Any sonic improvements
obtained through this wiring approach are
going to be subtle, and I can't tell you
whether it all will be worthwhile.

Obviously, bi-wiring doubles the quanti-
ty of speaker cable required to hook up a
system, and tri-wiring triples it. If you pre-
fer using very exotic, expensive speaker ca-
ble, these wiring schemes can materially in-
crease the cost of the installation over that
of conventional wiring.

Cassette Heads and
Frequency Response

QIn "Trouble in Treble City" (November

1994), a reader complained that tapes
made on his three tape decks gained or lacked

highs when played on the other decks. Your
comments on azimuth adjustment were help-
ful and appropriate. But you didn't follow
through on the equalization aspect. If the
decks were of different makes and models, the

problem might be in the design of the various
playback heads and consequent differences in
equalization of the playback amplifiers.

Playback EQ is adjusted for flat response
from a standard test tape. Record EQ is then

adjusted for flat record/play response, which

in turn is affected by the deck's play head and

playback EQ. This can cause differences in
treble response when tapes are interchanged
between decks.

This problem will continue until all cas-
sette heads are manufactured to the exact
same standards-which I don't expect will be
very soon in coming. Frequency response
anomalies are just a frustrating part of life in
the cassette world.-Kurtis Vanel, Bernaby,
B.C., Canada

AIf the playback EQ was so well
matched to the play head that play-

back response was perfectly flat, then the
playback system would have no effect on
record EQ, and you'd be wrong. But since
this is never quite the case, you probably
have a point.

A more likely cause, aside from mis-
matched head alignment between decks,
would be the effect of mismatched record
sensitivity settings on Dolby noise -reduc-
tion circuitry or of mismatched threshold
settings of the three decks' Dolby NR de-
coders. You could check for this by making
test recordings on each deck with the NR
shut off, and keeping it off when playing
these tapes back on the other decks.

If one or more decks have auto reverse,
you may also run into problems caused by
mismatches in the tape path as the tape
runs across the head assembly in each
direction.

LP DSP
QMy CD changer has digital signal pro-

cessing built into it. Using its DSP
"rock" and "jazz" settings certainly helps en-
hance CDs. Can DSP also be used to enhance

the sound from my LPs? If I buy an A/V re-
ceiver, will I need a separate DSP in it, or can
I use the one in my player?-Theodis White-
side, Jr., Little Rock, Ark.

ADSP unit does not "know" what pro-
gram source is feeding into it: It will

work as intended, regardless of source. But
the DSP system built into your CD player
will only be able to process CDs if there is a

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your letter
is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio -
clinic, please indicate if your name and/or ad-
dress should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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"Based on our time with the SDP1,
surround sound is the essential next step in
home music reproduction...

Most importantly, the two main chan-
nels pass through to the main amplifier,
untouched. Execution is half the battle and
ARC has applied their high standards to
the SDP1. This is reflected not only in the
build quality, but in the design of the
digital delay circuitry and the circuits that
derive the ambient and center channel
information. The approach is purist...

We want to buy into the illusion that a
live music event is happening in our
homes... The ARC SDP I helped me get
much closer to that illusion...

Adding surround sound through the
SDP1 was like switching from solid state to
tubes without sacrificing the resolution...

The SDP1 weaves its most powerful spell
on concert recordings...

With the SDP1, the listener cannot avoid
involvement and it takes much less effort
to suspend disbelief...

The SDP1 removes the wall; it restores
the continuum of sound between the
instruments and the listener. This effect
is subtle but profound. It is a revolutionary
improvement in the credibility of repro-
duced music."

By Tom Miiller
Reprinted from
THE AUDIO ADVENTURE
April 1995, Vol 2, Issue 4

PURE. SIMPLE.
NATURAL.

The critics agree.
"The Audio Research SDP1 plays music

with superb sonic fidelity, much better
than other surround processors.

As things stand today, the Audio
Research SDP1 is clearly focused at the
listener who is unwilling to compromise
the basic sonic fidelity and spatial imaging
of the front stage space, who is unwilling
to settle for less music than he hears today
from his high end stereo system.

On music recordings, all the musical
information is up front in this front stage
space. All other surround processors
degrade this vital information. Only the
SDP1 does not.

In fact, the SDP1 can enhance this front
stage information. The SDP I can help the
center stage space become deeper, richer,
and more realistic, enhancing the believ-
ability of the musical event on stage. It can
even improve the apparent fidelity of in-
struments playing center stage. The natural
musical nuances of each instrument can be
more clearly heard when each instrument
is surrounded by its own portion of believ-
able stage space.

Congratulations to Audio Research for
having the courage to uphold their tradition

audio research

and stick to their guns. It's paid off with a
unique surround processor that redefines
the fidelity standard for music lovers inter-
ested in surround sound."

By J. Peter Moncrieff
Reprinted from
IAR HOTLINE! 68-70
December 1994

"For those of us who have succumbed
to the enticements of surround -sound for
music, Audio Research's SDP I is... cause
for rejoicing because someone has finally
done music surround right...

Audio Research is, to my knowledge,
the first company to offer completely dis-
tortionless stereo channels in a surround
decoder...

I wasn't surprised to find the SDP1 the
best -sounding surround decoder I've ever
heard-or, rather, not heard...I could hear
no "sound" from the decoder whatsoever...
I guarantee you won't find another sur-
round decoder that has any less effect on
the front channels than this one...

If you have any misgivings about getting
into surround -sound for your music listen-
ing. the Audio Research SDP1 should dispel
them. It passes the all-important front
channels completely unscathed, it does as
good a job as any decoder can with the
surround channels..."

By J Gordon Holt
Reprinted from
STEREOPHILE
Vol.15, No. 8, August 1995

HIG H DEFINITION®
5740 Green Circle Drive / Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343-4424 / Phone 612-939-0600 / FAX: 612-939-0604
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way to route other program sources
through it. The DSP section of an A/V re-
ceiver will certainly process any signal you
choose to feed through the receiver, though
the effect may not be identical to that from
your CD player-it may be better, worse, or
just different.

"Static" with VHS Hi-Fi
QSometimes I hear a soft, static -like

crackling on the Hi-Fi soundtracks of
many prerecorded VHS Hi-Fi tapes but not '
on their linear tracks. A slight adjustment of
the tracking control will sometimes lessen the

problem but never eliminate it. Not all tapes
have this problem, yet those that do exhibit it
on all three of my Hi-Fi machines. Would you

suspect my equipment, hookup, cables, dry
environment, etc. to be the cause of this? Is it

due to some inconsistency between record and

playback standards?-Richard A. Lipari,
Chicago, Ill.

AThe "static" is, I believe, related to
the switching between the VCR's two

playback heads. If the mechanical switching
during playback occurs at different times
from those which occurred during record-
ing, there will be some static. This is often
caused by damaged tape edges, which make
the tape skew so that the switching times
don't match. As you have noticed, it can of-
ten be reduced, and even eliminated, by an
adjustment (sometimes considerable) of
the tracking control.

Rental tapes are more prone to tracking
problems. This is largely because they have
been played many times, often on decks
whose guides are so badly aligned as to
cause edge damage.

Problems can also occur with your own
tapes, if you make them on "bargain" blank
cassettes. These "cheapies" may have been
poorly slit and have edge problems from the
start, often exacerbated by poorly made cas-
sette shells that also cause alignment prob-
lems. Such tapes may also have coating and
binder problems. High-grade tapes from
recognized manufacturers are now cheap
enough that you shouldn't have to skimp
and compromise your recordings.

Also note that misadjusted tracking con-
trols can cause tracking errors on the
recordings you make. Such tapes would play
properly on your machine but wouldn't
track correctly when played on properly ad-
justed machines unless you adjusted their

tracking controls. However, unless all three
of your VCRs are identically misadjusted
(which is most unlikely), this is probably
not the cause of your problem. You'd know
if one of your VCRs had tracking misalign-
ment, since its tapes would then need track-
ing -control adjustments when played on
your other two decks.

Who Needs Separate
D/A Converters?

QWhy are there stand-alone D/A con-
verters? Don't CD or LaserDisc players

already include such converters?-Rick
Wang, Irvine, Cal.

AHaving separate components instead
of a combination unit lets you select

the best of each. And in many cases, as you
can see from Audio's test reports, separate
D/A converters do outperform the D/A sec-
tions in CD players.

Separates also let you upgrade piecemeal.
If your CD player has a digital output, you
can hook it up through a separate D/A and
see if you hear the difference. If you decide
to buy the D/A, you can later try a dedicat-
ed transport and see if it, too, improves
your sound. And when improved equip-
ment comes along, you can replace only the
component you consider "obsolete."

It's About Timers
There are two ways to set up a cassette deck

for timer -operated recording that were not
covered by the question and answer on this
subject in the February 1995 issue.

First, I've seen universal remote controls
(such as the Memorex CP-8) that had a
built-in timer. If the tape deck can be con-
trolled by a wireless remote, such a remote
could be programmed with the deck's record-

ing functions. You could then use the remote
to start the deck recording (or playing) at a
preselected time. As an additional benefit,
this system can be made to operate other de-

vices. For instance, it could be set to turn on a

receiver, have it tuned to a particular station,
and then start the tape deck to record the
program.

Second, you could record on a Hi-Fi VCR,

using its built-in timer, and then copy that
recording onto a cassette deck. The high qual-
ity of the original recording should ensure a
satisfactory copy, and you have a chance to
edit the tape, if need be, during the
transfer.-Michael Sock, Providence, R.I. A
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Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
They are an amazing achievement!

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The 'Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea.) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Technology®
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers,.

Each revolutionary bipolar BP2000 ($1499 ea) has a built-in 111115 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore, MD 21117  (410) 363-7148

300 -watt RMS powered 15" subwoofer for ultimate performance. Please see our dealer list on page 14
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Battery -Powered Amps
Dear Editor:

I read Bascom H. King's article
"Switched -On Amps: Power with a Pulse"
(February 1995) with interest.

Now, for some questions. First, will bat-
tery power supply be a viable option for the
amplifiers discussed, since they have very
modest power requirements? Second, in re-
gards to the battery power supply, since
switching amp use very little power, would
ordinary car batteries work to power them?
Consider this: One 75-AH battery would be
big enough to power a 300-watt/channel
Class -D stereo amp for about 12 hours; an
ordinary car battery charger could be used
to charge the battery when the amplifier is
off. And a dedicated control box could be
used to manage charging the battery. If off-
the -shelf components could make up most
of the battery supply, the price would be
low-not $3,000!

Arild Gjeldnes

Jesus Pobre, Spain

Author's Reply: Yes, indeed, battery power is

a viable option for powering switching am-
plifiers. A simple external charging circuit is
needed also. For example, the Infinity car
audio switching amplifiers could certainly
be used for home use with a battery. Inci-
dentally, one doesn't need to use a battery
as big as a car battery; motorcycle or small-
er gel -cell batteries work quite well. For in-
stance, the Arnoux 7B amplifier uses a 10-
AH battery, and it runs the amp for most of
the day at low to medium volume with the
charger disconnected. Still, for serious use
at higher power levels, a car battery would
be best.-B. H. K .

Living in a Vacuum?
Dear Editor:

I was very disturbed by the two power
amplifier reviews by Bascom H. King in the
July issue.

The first amp reviewed was the Cary Au-
dio Design CAD -805 mono amp, a vacuum
tube design that, according to my 1945 edi-
tion of the Radiotron Designers Handbook,
is reminiscent of amps of that era that were

& NOISE

used primarily in public address systems.
The second amp, the Carver Research
Lightstar Reference, a solid-state design us-
ing innovative power -supply design tech-
niques, is a logical progression in the ad-
vancement of audio power amplifier
design.

What disturbs me is the fact that even
though the solid-state design exhibited
measured performance vastly superior to
that of the vacuum -tube design, the "listen-
ing test" which followed in both cases
negated the effort spent in that testing.

The description of the sound of the
CAD -805 starts with, "I must admit I was
quite impressed with the sound of the
CAD -805s when I first got them going.
There was, indeed, an ease to the sound that
made it a pleasure to listen to music with
these amps." Compare that with the de-
scription of the Lightstar Reference, the sol-
id-state design: "At first encounter, the
Lightstar Reference sounded a bit obscure
and unclear." The text that followed
showed an obvious prejudice for the vacu-
um -tube design.

I was "stung" by the high-fidelity bug in
the early -1960s at the age of 12. I gravitated
toward Audio magazine as my prime source
of information because of its objectivity in
product reviews and the depth of the tech-
nical articles. Your publication, among oth-
ers, influenced my professional growth in
the field of electrical engineering.

I'm disappointed that a young person of
today might think the years of study re-
quired to become an audio engineer are not
justified, because ancient, marginal tube
designs produce superior sound to designs
that require years of experience, many man
years of research and development, and a
commitment to improving the status quo
in amplifier design.

High-fidelity sound reproduction is as
close as many of us in the engineering field
will come to promoting the arts, by bring-
ing the sensation of the musical experience
to others. There is much work to be done,
but the work should be focused on the
known problems, not amplifier design us-
ing ancient technology.

There are not many publications that
provide the kind of information Audio has
provided over the years. Please do not lose
sight of this.

Bob Smith

Los Altos, Cal.

Author's Reply: I am glad Mr. Smith was dis-

turbed by my reviews! If nobody got dis-
turbed, I wouldn't be doing a good job as
a reviewer. Getting people disturbed is
the precursor to possibly changing their
thinking.

In my reviews, I do make measurements
to the best of my ability, and where possi-
ble, I try to relate them to possible sonic re-
sults. To be honest, though, the measure-
ments that most of us reviewers make don't
relate very well to the sonic results. In my
listening and use tests, I try to describe how
the equipment sounds to me and whatever
reactions I have to it, sonic and otherwise.

I do have my feelers out looking for new
measurements that relate to sonic experi-
ence, but they don't seem to be in great
abundance. I am open to suggestions for
new measurement techniques that possibly
relate better to the sonic experience.

With the above in mind, I fail to see how
the listening tests negate the effort spent in
testing the amplifiers. Furthermore, I don't
see how my comments that follow the mea-
surements for the solid-state amplifier
show any obvious prejudice for vacuum -

tube designs, as there is no mention of
them at all in this text! I wouldn't worry too
much about members of the younger gener-
ation who want to become audio engineers
being discouraged by the good sonic attrib-
utes of "ancient, marginal tube designs."
Those young people who are destined to be-
come good audio engineers will learn from
the past, use their ears to listen, and find a
way to combine what is legitimately good
about those old designs into whatever new
technology that they will be practicing.

In the final analysis, what matters more
to me is how an audio component handles
real music signals in an actual music repro-
ducing system than how it measures on the
test bench.-B.H.K.

Open -Reel Fan
Dear Editor:

I would like to see Audio do an article on
the state of open -reel recorders today. It is
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sad that no magazine runs articles about
them anymore. There still are open -reel
recorders being manufactured, such as by
Nagra and Studer. Also, I'd like to see an ar-

ticle on the state of blank open -reel tape.
Phillip R. McCreary

Columbus, Ga.

Editor's Reply: As we have noted before,
open -reel recorders today are aimed at the
professional market and, as such, are out-
side Audio's focus on the consumer indus-
try-a focus applauded by the great major-

ity of our readers. We did, however, run an
article in the April 1994 issue on the splicing

and care of open -reel tape, "Jurassic Tape:
How To Be a Good Audio Dino."-E.P.

Time Delay and Diffusion
in Surround Sound
Dear Editor:

I would agree with Tomlinson Holman's
excellent article on surround speakers (July
1995) that diffuse sound is required at the
side speakers in a theater setting. On aver-
age, the listener sitting in the audience is lo -
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cated closer to the side speakers than to the
speakers in the front, which are typically 40
to 100 feet away. With that setup, the direc-
tional cues from the front channels must be
given preferential treatment.

In a home setting, however, the side
speakers are likely to be only 10 to 15 feet
from the front speakers. With such place-
ment, the front channels are likely to
swamp any perception of the side channels,
due to the precedence effect. In cases such
as this, a more directional radiator may be
more appropriate.

Ronald B. Levine

Philadelphia, Pa.

Author's Reply: There are two cases regard-
ing the difference in time delay between
front and surround speakers. For matrixed
sound, like Dolby Stereo, both the cinema
processor used in theaters and the con-
trollers used at home have delay lines in the
surround channel. In the cinema processor,
the delay is adjustable, so that surround
sound arrives at typical listening locations
approximately 15 to 20 mS after the direct
sound. In home controllers, a similar time
delay is used, but due to the room size, the
actual time delay is shorter. The results are
the same, however.

The reason for having the surround
sound delayed in a matrixed system is, as
Mr. Levine's letter suggests, the suppression
of crosstalk into the surround channels: It is
important that this crosstalk be suppressed
so that dialog, for instance, constantly
sounds in front. This is accomplished by us-
ing the precedence effect to advantage.

In a fully discrete system, on the other
hand, there is no need to delay the sur-
rounds in order to suppress crosstalk. Delay
will nonetheless be available on controllers,
so that home conditions may better mimic
dubbing stages by delaying the surrounds
to "put them into sync" with the front
channels. In addition, Home THX AC -3
controllers will have separate center and
subwoofer delay controls, ensuring that
time -of -arrival synchronization at listening
locations can be achieved. For the sub -
woofer channel, this is a distinct advantage
because it permits the subwoofer to be
placed in a corner for best coupling into the
room, while simultaneously allowing its
output to combine with front speakers dis-
placed from it.-T.H.

"VW", "Volkswagen" and "Beetle" are trademarks of Volkswagen AG. "Open -Aire" is a trademark of Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
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Speakers, Call and Response
Dear Editor:

I'd like to respond to several minor qual-
itative boo-boos in Hank Zumbahlen's oth-
erwise informative "Zobels and All That"
(June 1995).

First, the acoustic center of a driver isn't
"located" anywhere; it moves with respect
to frequency. The impedance of a driver is
capacitive at some frequencies, inductive at
others, and purely resistive at both the reso-
nance point and the point of minimum im-
pedance above resonance. This causes
phase shifts in input current, and results in
displacement of the acoustic center as fre-
quency changes. Mechanical considerations
also have an effect.

Second, low amplifier impedance does
nothing to "control" induced EMF in the
voice -coil. Induced voltage is proportional
to voice -coil velocity. This voltage at no
time "sees" the low amplifier output im-
pedance. Such a situation would cause an
enormous current flow in opposition to the
amplifier's output voltage, an obvious im-
possibility. What the back EMF "sees" is
amplifier voltage in opposition to, and al-
ways greater in magnitude than, the in-
duced EMF itself. Current is driven through
this circuit by a single net voltage (mea-
sured at the amp output), and low output
impedance is still important to damping.
Back EMF is reflected in high speaker im-
pedance and reduced current flow.

To be fair, both these subjects are widely
misunderstood, but I think you ought to
run an article covering these types of con-
cerns by D. B. Keele before you publish one
like this. I remain a loyal subscriber (due in
part to Mr. Keele) and greatly miss the late
Bert Whyte's column.

Andrew R. Lewis

Englewood, Colo.

Author's Reply: Thanks for your interest in
my article. In response to the points you
praised:

First, you state that the acoustic center is
not located anywhere and then say that it
"moves." I maintain there is an acoustic
center; the fact that it moves was a detail be-
yond the point I was trying to make. I was
discussing the use of all -pass filters used as
time delays in active crossovers. The point
was made that there was no practical pas-
sive counterpart available. If you mount

drivers on a standard flat baffle, the acoustic
centers will not align. This is why audio-
philes sometimes tilt speakers back a bit.
Several high -end manufacturers (such as
Thiel) use a sloping baffle or separate sub -
enclosures that physically offset to adjust
for this effect (B & W and Vandersteen, for
example).

On your second point, I disagree com-
pletely. If the voice -coil of a speaker is con-
nected to the output of an amplifier, it most
certainly does see the output impedance of
the amplifier as its load. Practically all mod-

ern amplifiers can be thought of as voltage
sources. This means that the amplifier will
provide whatever current is required to
hold the output voltage at its proper level-
within its range, obviously. It is this proper-
ty that controls the back EMF. I think we
are talking about the same effect here, just
from different vantage points. Also realize
that while the speaker does generate
back EMF, its power capability is low. I
greatly encourage you to respond if you
wish. Discussion is, by far, the best path
to understanding.-H.Z.

"...one of high end's most

accomplished companies."
-Tom Miller, The Audio Adventure

.J
From Taft to right: SC32, CS1.5, CS1.6, CS5i, CS7, CS2 2, CS.5

Priced from $1,350 to $12,300 per pair

World-wide critcal acclaim for current THIEL models include:
 8 CES. Design and Engineering Awards

 5 Audio Video International "Product of the Year" Awards
 2 Stereo Sound (japan) "Component of the Year" Awards

 Stereophile magazine's 'Loudspeaker of 1993." Runner-up '92 & '94
 Six models in Stereophile's "Recommended Components"

Call or write for our 32 -page full -line brochure,
review reprints, and the name of vour nearest 1111EL dealer.

THIEL
Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

QUICK:
SOME DELAY!

have some
more campy-
or, should I say,
campish-material
concerning audio at
an adult summer camp as de-

scribed last month. It ran me out of
space, yet could be useful for many
of our readers. You will recall my ac-
count of a certain out-of-date feeling
in the enormously powerful and
sonically excellent rigs that abound-
ed in the camp, mostly all going at
once and with no distinction be-
tween indoors and outdoors (no
windows, only screens).

The equipment was strictly stereo,
largely out of pairs of hefty speakers
set up to cover audiences large and
small, usually from a pair of up -front
locations. For small it works; for
large there are major problems of
coverage. That is indeed the way we
always did things in the days, in the
many decades, before digital and
multiple small speakers. We don't
anymore-thank the gods of audio!

The big change was mainly due to
developments made possible by digi-

tal diversity: Variable delay circuits,
potent but small multiple "local"
speakers close to all listeners, lots of
available channels for them. Now we
have a wholly different species of au-

dio coverage, vitally useful in hun-

dreds of ways, from the
church services (where

I first read about the
technique maybe a
dozen years ago in
db magazine) to

'II rirnW

classical *ilk
music con-
certs, amateur
talent shows, and
meetings of all
sorts, large and small,
announcements and
speeches made to large gather-
ings-you name them. It is a fantas-
tic improvement
in what once was
just called P.A.,

Public Address,
drastically altering
major aspects of
audio, even in-
cluding recording.

Yet little of this,
remarkably, was
evident at my camp in Maryland.
Nor, come to think of it, at several
other similar camps I have visited on
vacation. I wonder how many thou-

sands of places all over the country
are the same? Big, too -loud sound,
mostly up front, progressively less
intelligibility towards the rear, only a
small portion of the listeners ideally
placed for best hearing. Regrettably,
still all too common.

I can think of so many horrible
examples out of the past! In the early
1930s, my Harvard music professors,

who were gingerly converting to the
phonograph (electric) in place of the
piano for everything, would put a big
console or even a small table phono
up on a lecture platform. They
would aim it straight in the face of
the nearest listeners and then turn
the volume up full-hideously dis-
torted, of course-while almost visi-
bly plugging their own ears with
their fingers. How they hated those
machines! I kept saying to myself, it
can't be that bad-there must be a
better way. It was the same a few

years later when I taught music at
Princeton.

Much of my life since those
days has been devoted to ex-
periments trying to improve
the use of audio so it could do

its best in such situations. In
the 1930s it was an uphill job, let

me tell you.

And not much different in the
'50s, at least in the academic and
professional worlds. That great and
wonderful pioneer in electronic mu-
sic, Edgard Varese, actually knew
nothing about electronics but, in the
way of genius, saw what could be
done with that medium (he had as-
sistance!). Varese planned to put on

his last big piece,
"Deserts," alter-
nating orchestra
and taped factory
sounds, with the
same gruesome
technique: Two
speakers, in this
case huge Altec
Voice of the The- t

atre jobs, right at the edge of a con-
cert hall stage and aimed directly at
the front -seat audience members not la
10 feet away. Talk about assistance; I Z1 -

PUBLIC SOUND SYSTEMS

SHOULD BE LESS LIKE

LOCOMOTIVES,

MORE LIKE TROLLEYS

AND SUBWAYS.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY
V,/ I MOUT THE
H IL H ANXIETY

How TECHNICS 60 -DISC CHANGER
WILL CHANGE THE WAY You

LisTEN. To Music.

Fly from a track on disc 1
all the way to a track on
disc 60.

MASH
Brings out fine musical detail.

The remote even
controls Direct
Programming -
for one -touch

programming of your favorite
songs as you listen.

TechnIcs developed the world's I rat MASH
type DAC. MASH technology was invented ^
NTT (LSI Labs I MASH a a trademark of N r'

IMAGINE - YOU THINK OF A SONG,

PUSH A BUTTON, THE SONG PLAYS.

No MORE SEARCHING FOR CDS.

IT'S THE NEW TECHNICS SL-MC5O

MEGA CD CHANGER. IT HOLDS 60

CDs, OFFERS FRONT LOADING AND

QUICK SINGLE -PLAY FUNCTION.

TECHNICS MEGA CD CHANGER.

IT'S A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.

MAD
The science of sound

Tuner

Amplifier

Equalizer

60 -Disc Changer

Tape Deck

No larger
than a
standard
compo-
nent, it
easily fits
into your
system.

Group your discs
according to musical
genre. artist or any
way you like

Proud Sponsor of the 11 S A
1996 U.S. Olympic Team C)Q9
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REVOLUTIONARY
WIRELESS PREAMP

ALSO UPDATES OLDER
COMPONENTS AND

SUBWOOFERS TO REMOTE
CONTROL....

If you own an older preamp, receiver, or pow-
ered subwoofer and are tired of jumping up

and down every five minutes to fine tune the bal-
ance or adjust the volume, Chase Technologies'
RLC-1 Remote Line Controller was made to order.
This versatile, acoustically transparent preamp
lets you re -capture the convenience of remote
control performance without having to replace
any components you currently own.

PERFECTJOR HOME THEATER.
In most movies, as the drama unfolds from scene
to scene, the loud sounds are too loud and the
soft pessages can barely be heard. The RLC-1
puts instantaneous home theater control right at
your fingertips by allowing you to easily adjust
the volume without interrupting the action.

EXTREMELY CLEAN. NOISE -FREE OPERA-
TION. More than the undeniable appeal of retro-
fitting your older components with remote con-
trol, the RLC-1 is a meticulously engineered pre-
amplifier that won't dilute or degrade signal qual-
ity. As Stereo Review noted, "...the RLC- I is very
unlikely to introduce arty audible artifacts into
any hi:fl system." Skeptical audiophiles will
appreciate the way the RLC-1 works via a con-
ventional tape -monitor loop - engage it for
movies, defeat it for critical listening. What could
be simpler?

RISK -FREE FACTORY DIRECT OFFER. We're
so sure you're going to enjoy the convenience and
versatility of this remarkable preamp, we invite
you to audition the RLC-1 in your home for 30
days. If for any reason you're not completely
satifisfied, simply return it to us for a full refund.

Please refer to key code AUD 313 when ordering.

RLC-1 Remote Line Controller. $119 ($10 S&H)
HTS-1 5 -Channel Home Theater Decoder. $99 ($10 S$H)
The award -winning S affordable Kt, to enjoy surround sound.

1-800 531-0631

1114A SE
htp international company

111 Second Ave., NE Suite 700A
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

FAX 813 896-7899
E-MAIL: ChaseTeck@aol.com

©Copyright 1995, Chase Technologies
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actually persuaded him to reverse those
speakers and aim each one at the slanting
side walls of the stage, for a reflected but
bearable sound, also avoiding the nearby
musicians. I think I saved a good many
people's hearing. My audio
Good Deed for the day.

There were real prob-
lems at my camp.
True, two speakers
up front and well
separated are an im-
provement over one.
True, most people,
and especially the
young, expect enor-
mous audio volumes
and do not com-
plain. Nevertheless,
in every sort of con-
cert or live act there
was very loud vol-
ume, a few hands
over ears in the front
rows and sometimes
shouts of "louder,
louder" from the
rear. It was a decidedly poor system any way
you look at it, the height of inefficiency for
the conveying of acoustic information to a
live audience.

A curious analog suddenly occurs to me.
One of the greatest -ever inventions in elec-
trically powered transportation was what is
called multiple unit control, replacing a sin-
gle locomotive pulling a string of cars. It
was first developed by the trolley man's ge-
nius, Frank Sprague, in the 1890s. Each car
is self -powered and self -braked, with all
controls operated from the front car's cab.
Enormous advantages! We take them for
granted. But when, as a kid in 1927, I visited
London and discovered the famous Under-
ground, deep round tubes with round cars
for a close fit, all the trains had locomotives
in front. British traditionalism? Our sub-
ways, the first in 1904, have always had mul-

tiple control, if sometimes with a few "trail-
ers" (not any more). Do you follow my
analog? Our big P.A. speakers were all too
much like unwieldy locomotives.

At camp this older technique reached its
nadir in the dining room. Another long,
large wooden building with crosswise ta-
bles, an aisle down the middle and cafete-
ria -style food service down each side, next

to open screened windows, as usual. Roar of

conversation-a person with a message
could yell for minutes before achieving
semi -silence, and then a mere acoustic
voice, unpowered, would still be unintelligi-
ble. It actually happened during a power
outage at camp. When the P.A. system was
restored, guess what came out, down
somewhere at one end? Great vocal blast,
and still few could understand. With my

ears I got little, and was sorry
to miss important changes

in the schedule.
You would

think somebody
there would have

known, and have
made a permanent in-
stallation long since:
Multiple small speak-
ers, mounted directly
overhead on the con-
veniently available
wooden cross beams;
delayed maybe, so all
would hear at once.
Nice low volume, com-

pletely intelligible. What a difference! Curi-
ously, those same beams were used exactly
in that fashion for multiple overhead fans,
pushing air gently downward, drawing in
cooler air from outside. (Where the speak-
ers would be small, the fans were the oppo-
site, big and slow turning, making virtually
no noise.) How about two enormous fans up
front? Thankfully, no. But speakers, yes.

I admit that the use of time delay is very
confusing in this and other situations for
many a non -engineer. I was not clear as to
where the "live" announcements were com-
ing from. I could not find it for a while but
finally located the position-at the mid-
point of the hall. But the sound did not
come from there. Nor could I locate where
the loudspeaker or speakers were. General
confusion.

In any delay system, the timing of each of
the numerous outlets must be suited to the
distances involved and the desired mix of
direct and amplified signal. An orchestra is
one thing, a person speaking into a micro-
phone quite another. Those who make such
installations can easily explain how this is
done-all I know is that with digital well in
hand and multiple channels easily available,
the many -speaker system is not a problem

WITH TWO SPEAKERS,

SOUND WAS TOO LOUD

AT THE FRONT AND

TOO SOFT IN THE BACK.

CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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in present engineering terms. Those who
haven't tried it, take note.

The ultimate in sophisticated delay was
surely achieved a few years back in the huge
Carlos Moseley outdoor P.A. for the New
York Philharmonic and the Met Opera
summer concerts, as designed with im-
mense imagination by the well-known
Chris Jaffe and his associates, Mark Holden
and Paul Scarbrough. When I wrote about
it at length (January 1991), the system was
having its first outdoor trials. It has been in
routine use ever since, for perhaps hun-
dreds of concerts. One of our editors re-
cently heard it in a "remote" appearance, I
think in Philadelphia, and was impressed. I
feel I must keep plugging this system of
widely distributed loudspeakers, each
radio -controlled, with delay adjusted to fit
and an ingenious simulation of stereo that
sounds like stereo at each location (as be-
tween neighboring speakers), yet has no
specific directionality. (If you are looking at

and listening to an orchestra a quarter -mile
distant, there is no observable side -to -side

separation!)
I should cite, finally, the early use of the

quiet multiple -speaker system by, of course,
the Audio Engineering Society for its many
spoken presentations. I have never studied

MY CAMP'S 12 -HOUR

POWER OUTAGE BROUGHT

WHAT I CONSIDERED

A WELCOME SILENCE.

the details, but long ago became aware of
the low-level and completely understand-
able speech, every word perfectly clear (ex-
cept when some eloquent genius moved ab-
sent-mindedly so far away from the mike
that no power of electronics could equalize
the volume!). This is the way it should be,
always, in every situation where live speech
or music is distributed to a sizable audi-
ence, with or without delay. Even in
portable form.

The director of the camp session did a
noble job despite 104° temperatures and 12
continuous hours of power outage (for me
a welcome silence!). Copies of these articles

go to him, helpfully I hope. A
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Announcing the first actual theater amplifier available for your home theater!

The Cinepro 600x
What is the difference between con-
sumer amplifiers and a real professional
amplifier? Professional amplifiers are designed
to play to hundreds of people in a theater setting.
As such, they must be built very ruggedly, be able
to play 24 hours a day, and must have extremely
low noise and distortion. When used in a home
environment, this "overbuilding" results in effort-
less and explosive dynamics, crystal clear dia-
logue reproduction, and rich sonorous musical
sound-not to mention near perfect reliability.

Is the Cinepro 600x identical to its profes-
sional sibling? Yes, and no (sorry). We took a
THX-pro certified proven design, with over 5,000
units in daily operation in some of the most pres-
tigious (and best sounding) theaters around the
world, and optimized the circuit for use in the
home. We improved the signal-to-noise ratio,
reduced distortion, and eliminated the fan noise.
Then we added an attractive 5/16" milled alu-
minum front panel, and a friendly user manual
that the home consumer can easily follow.

Will it plug into my existing system? Yes.

The Cinepro 600x features both RCA unbalanced,
and professional XLR balanced input connectors.
The speaker jacks are standard five -way binding
posts. Hookup is a snap.

I have a Pro Logic receiver, can I
upgrade? Yes. If you have front line level output
RCA jacks, you're set. If you only have speaker
outputs, order the 3 -channel Power Up speaker -
line level adaptor from Cinepro for just $59.00.

How will it sound? Some of the top
Audiophile engineers in the country contributed to
the "sonic tweeking" of the Cinepro 600x . We
added custom audiophile components like Kimber
and Wima capacitors, and Dale metal film resis-
tors. We sonically compared this amplifier to
some very high -end units costing up to 10 times
as mi.ch, and in many ways, the Cinepro is equal
to or better sounding.

Can I use it for 2 -channel stereo?
Absolutely, and with our 30 -day no risk,
money -back guarantee, we invite you to com-
pare it to any amplifier...even those costing
many times more.

How about for center channel? On the rear
panel, a simple switch converts the amplifier to
an awesome 600 watt center channel
monoblock.

SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER (both channels driven at rated distortion)
400 watts/ch. @ 2ohms 300 watts/ch. @ 4ohms
250 watts/ch. @ 6ohms 200 watts/ch. @ 8ohms
Mono (center channel mode) 600 watts @ 8ohms
DISTORTION: At rated power 20-20KHz <.15%
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: Greater than 105dB
FREQ RESPONSE: 3-75KHz +/- 3dB @ 1 watt
INPUTS: RCA, Phone Plug, XLR-Balanced
WEIGHT: 36.2lbs DIM: 18"W x 5.75"H x 12.25"D

Hurry, limited factory allocations
available - order yours today.

600 watts-Real Theater
Factory Direct

$699
To order

1-800-395-1222
24 -hours a day

Visa, MC, Amex accepted

We Ship FedEx 2nd -Day Air

nationwide for just $25.00 FecEx

CINEPROm
THEATER PRODUCTS

Redwood City, CA

Service/Technical Support (415) 299-1222
FAX (415) 299-9111

30 -day, no hassle return.
Try it. If not absolutely thrilled,just return it within 30 days for a full purchase price refund.

WARRANTY: 3 years parts & labor.

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CURRENTS
JOHN EARGLE

DOLBY AC -3:
LONGER LIFE

FOR THE LASERDISC
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ress events ordinarily intro-
duce some new product or
service. However, when Dol-
by Laboratories officially
launched the AC -3 multi-
channel coding system at the

EIA's Specialty Audio & Home The-
ater Show in Chicago last June, few
attending journalists were unaware
of it. Indeed, so many in the press
had already seen demonstrations of
the system that the event was almost
a nonevent. Nevertheless, Dolby's
announcement can be seen as the
latest in a line of events and products
that stretch back some 20 years.

When you last went to a movie,
chances are you were listening to
Dolby Stereo Optical soundtracks,
unless the theater's marquee specifi-
cally said "Digital." Dolby Stereo
Optical was developed during the

1970s as an alternative to traditional
(but very expensive) multichannel
technology that had been introduced
in the '50s, when movies made their
big move into stereo. With Dolby
Stereo Optical,
the two channels
on the film are en-
coded so that four
channels of sound
can be produced
in a movie theater:

Left-, center-, and
right -front chan-
nels behind the
screen, and a single surround chan-
nel for the multiple loudspeakers lo-
cated on the side and back walls of
the theater.

Eventually, the Dolby -encoded
soundtrack found its way onto the
stereo audio track of VHS tapes and

LaserDiscs. When these are played
back through receivers equipped
with Dolby Pro Logic decoders,
the same surround sound that you
enjoy at the movies can be heard
at home.

Home theater is currently one of
the fastest growing segments of
home entertainment, and a quick
glance at the catalog of any mid -
priced supplier of audio electronics
will indicate that audio/video
receivers far outnumber stereo re-
ceivers. Dolby Laboratories estimates
that, by the end of 1994, there were
more than 15 million Dolby Sur-
round systems in homes worldwide,
with about half of them in the Unit-
ed States and Canada. More to the
point, about 3.6 million were sold in
1994 alone, indicating that the mar-
ket is still ramping up.

There is also a growing market for
audio -only CDs with Dolby Sur-
round encoding. These discs contain
two stereo channels, but with added
attention paid to the steering cues in
the program which, in a surround
setup, direct in -phase program ma-
terial to the front center and direct
random -phase material to the sur-
round loudspeakers. In addition,
most A/V receivers have special op-
erating modes for enhancing music,
as opposed to the normal movie
soundtrack mode of operation.

When it comes to digital sound in
the movie theater, there are presently
three competing systems. All of these

are discrete-that
is, not matrixed.
Dolby's system is
known as SR -D.
The "SR" refers to
the two analog
tracks on the film
(making it back-
wards compati-
ble), while the

"D" stands for the digital informa-
tion, which is encoded in a format
known as AC -3. The other two com-
peting digital systems are Sony's
SDDS and Digital Theater Sound's
DTS; like SR -D they also have analog

stereo tracks for compatibility.

DOLBY'S AC -3 IS SEEN

AS A VAST IMPROVEMENT

OVER PRO LOGIC;

IT CAN'T BE HELD BACK.
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TO CLAIM THAT OUR DIGITAL COMPONENTS WILL BRING
MUSICIANS INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM MIGHT BE PUSHING IT.

HOWEVER, YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOCK YOUR LIQUOR CABINET.

7ow presenting HDCD. It's the remarkable D/AC-1100HD Digital to Analog
Converter. HDCD Item/lines in our
new D/A converters. It's sure to be

process that vastly improves the fidelity CDs, a hit even among analog groupies.

including ones you already own. And four of our new any of our single or 5 -disc CD transports and your music

digital to analog converters have it. Simply marry one to will come so alive that it's a little scary. To enjoy the show,

C/DC.1500 Multi -disc Carousel head to your local Parasound dealer. Where there's never a
Changer. A plattoful of high -end sound
means you no longer have to compromise
for convenience. Easily upgradeable to cover charge.
AES/EB l.) and ST outputs.

PARASOU ND
fiordabfr audio fir the moral Scorer

Parasound Products  950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111  415-397.7100 Fax 415-397-0144  In Canada, distributed by Absolute Sound Imports. 604-984-3400

HOOD is a registered trademark of Pacific Micrcoomm.
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All three of these systems conform to rec-

ommendations made by an SMPTE (Soci-
ety of Motion Picture and Television Engi-
neers) study group. This committee
recommended that a minimum of five full -
bandwidth channels and a single special -
effects (subwoofer) channel be made
available to the movie
industry for digital
presentation in the
theater. Three of these
channels are placed
behind the screen, in a
left, center, and right
array. The other two
full -bandwidth chan-
nels are assigned to
surround left and right, and the sub chan-
nel is assigned to special low -frequency

loudspeakers located behind the screen.
The format is familiarly called "5.1," for the
five main channels and the single 100 -Hz
limited -bandwidth channel.

It was only a matter of time before the
5.1 digital technology would become a con-
sumer option, specifically with movies on

LaserDisc. In January
1994, Pioneer Elec-
tronics demonstrated
a LaserDisc on which
both the AC -3 code
and standard analog
stereo tracks were
present. The demon-
strations were well re-
ceived, and Pioneer

stated that players and recorded product
would be coming in late 1995. That time is

IT WAS ONLY A MATTER

OF TIME UNTIL

5.1 -CHANNEL DIGITAL

SHOWED UP IN

CONSUMER PRODUCTS.

DOLBY AC -3 VS. PRO LOGIC

Surround Channels

Low -Frequency
Effects Channel

Panning Options

Channels

Other

Dolby Suriuund AC -3 Dolby Sumotmd Pro Logic

Stere, full range (3 Hz to Monaural, limited range
20 kHz)

Yes (3 to 120 Hz)

L C

f .4
LS RS

Six d screte; each channel can
carry a different signal
simu taneously

Impr)ved sound imaging via
"time alignment," i.e., making
it sound like each speaker
is the same distance from
the listener

Appr )priate compression
adjustments during low -volume
playback of dynamic movie
soundtracks (late at night, for
instance) to ensure low-level
program content is retained

Deco lers programmable to
route low bass only to channels
in the system ecuipped with
wide -range speakers or
subwoofers

(100 Hz to 7 kHz)

No

L C R

Four derived; only one
dominant signal can be
decoded at a time

Economical way to achieve
high-performance surround
sound

Surround sound from any
nonencoded stereo source

Compatible with all current
and future two -channel
formats
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Matthew Polk Redefines State -Of -The -Art ...Again."
MATTHEW POLK'S HOME THEATER SYSTEM CAN NOW BE YOURS

What started out as Matthew Polk's desire to design the ultimate home theater

system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk's 22 year

history. The result, the Signature Reference Theater

(SRT), is a home entertainment sys-

tem of such enormous dynamic

range, accuracy, clarity and

power that listening will touch

you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk tech-

nologies, including Polk's leg-

endary SDA imaging, are com-

bined to bring you "Performance

Without Limits".

For more information

and the location of a Polk

SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377 - POLK.

NEM

Dealer Locator Number

11 1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 20012

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including too 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Cents.- with wireless remote.

Matthew Polt
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" am registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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your old CD player.. .

It sk-sk-skips. . .

It's slocococ)cocococow. . .

It's iiisforv.

We'll give you $100.°° for it!
Don't deep six your old CD player.

It could be worth $100 or more. Now through December 16, 1995, that ancient CD player
of yours - regardless of brand, model, or condition - is worth at least $100 in trade toward the

purchase of any new MusicBank TM CD changer at the suggested retail price.

Think about it.
A trade -up to state-of-the-art Nakamichi performance from your outdated carousel -
or magazine -type CD player. Hey, it's history in the making. But with an offer this

good you better get down to your authorized Nakamichi dealer soon because this may
be one time that history doesn't repeat itself.

rNakamichi
Nakamichi America Corporation  955 Francisco Street  Torrance, California 90502  (310) 538-8150

MusicBank is a trademark of Nakamichi Corporation
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DATA REDUCTION FOR SURROUND

All of the digital sys-

tems proposed for
movie surround operate
on one data -reduction
plan or another. So great is

the basic data rate, and so
small the information
space available, that con-
siderable measures must
be taken in order to make
AC -3, DTS, and SDDS
work at all. A number of
psychoacoustical tech-
niques are beneficially ex-
ploited here; the most im-
portant of these is spectral
masking-the observation
that a tone in one frequen-
cy band will mask tones in

a higher band if those
tones are below a certain
threshold level.

In order to make the
system work, the music
spectrum in each channel
is broken up into a set of
sub -bands. These are ana-

lyzed every handful of mil-

liseconds, and their con-
tents are compared with a
psychoacoustical "hear-
ing" model (in the form of
a lookup table). From this,
it can be determined how
many bits may actually be
required to encode the
data in a given band and at
a given level. On average.
as few as four bits may be
required, since lower level
signals are masked. The
system can thus function
at an average four -to -one
data -reduction ratio, since

full 16 -bit quantization is
no longer required for ac-
ceptable sound quality.

This analysis assumes
that we are taking the prc-
gram one channel at a
time. If we look at the en-
semble of channels, as in a
5.1 system, and encoce
them jointly, it is observed

that the system complexity

varies only as tie square
root of the number of ac-
tual channels. What this
means is that a five -chan-
nel system will be only -sg

(about 2.24) times more
complex than a single -
channel system. Quite a
saving!

Other tricks are avail-
able: The analysis time can

often be lengthened, and
signals in one channel can
mask those in another.
These are just two of the
possibilities.

One of the ironies of
data reduction is that the
two systems that led up to
the current state of the art,
the Digital Compact Cas-
sette (DCC) and the Mini -

Disc (MD), are virtually
nonexistent as market-
place entities. But their
technology lives on. J.E.

now here, and Dolby Laboratories made the
first official consumer launch of AC -3 at the
EIA-sponsored Specialty Audio & Home
Theater Show last June.

Dolby has an interesting task on its
hands. On the one hand, Dolby Pro Logic,
the stereo -based surround system, is still
growing and winning
new adherents daily.
On the other hand,
AC -3 is seen as a giant
improvement over Pro
Logic, one that cannot
be held back. After all,
think of all the movies
with digital sound
made in recent years,
waiting to be released (or rereleased?) on dis-

crete surround. And the tricky job is to intro-
duce another golden egg -laying goose with-
out interfering with the one already at world

How will the future of discrete surround
sound for video unfold in the near future?
Some interesting points should be raised
here. It is acknowledged that the LaserDisc,
no matter how fine its quality in both pic-

ture and sound, is a difficult medium to
manufacture. As an analog system (for the
video portion), it is subject to myriad man-
ufacturing problems and handling prob-
lems by the consumer. Ultimately it will be
replaced by one or both of the two stan-
dards now being considered for digital

video. The Super
Density Digital Video
Disc (SD-DVD),
proposed by Time-
Warner/Toshiba and
now endorsed by an
impressive coalition
of software compa-
nies, will use AC -3 as

the primary carrier
soundtracks. The

THE TRICK FOR DOLBY

IS TO PROMOTE AC -3

WITHOUT KILLING OFF

PRO LOGIC.

for its surround
Sony/Philips Multi -Media Compact Disc
(MMCD) camp has not decided on a sound
carrier as of this writing.

The changeover to the new CD -sized dig-
ital video media could begin as soon as next
year but will take three or four years, de-
pending on who's doing the prognosticat-
ing. It's going to be interesting. A

..11111111111111111111
CAMBRIDGESouNI)(.s,

Audio Catalog
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make unique,
critically -acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of
AR, KLH & Advent). We sell them-and
components from companies like Sony,
Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-factory -
difect, with no expensive middlemen. Call
today and find out why Audio magazine said
we may have "the best value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
AIWA, Harman Kardon, Philips, Carver
and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"Best Buy."
PC Magazine

Add our award -
winning $219.99
SoundWorks system
to your computer,
radio, TV or Walk-

manfor
roornfilling
sound and

powerful bass.

vow
1-800-FOR-HIFI
Critically -Acclaimed. Factory Direct.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 104N, Newton, MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

0".anada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
n1995 Cambridge Sound Works.
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Ifyou think the ultimate speaker sys,em
would have a subwoofer, you're half right.

The dual-subwoofer Ensemble® speaker system by Henry Kloss. S59999 factory -direct.

Ensemble is Cambridge SoundWorks' very
best speaker system. It involves no compro-
mises in performance, no cost -saving
shortcuts. As a result, its performance stands
head -to -head with audiophile tower speakers
selling for well over $1,000 a pair, yet its
unique four -piece design literally disappears
in your room.

There is no other speaker system like it.

Designed to perform in your home -
not in a laboratory.

It has always been true that speaker
placement in the listening room has a signi-
ficant effect on the sound of any speaker
system. No matter how a speaker may per-
form in a laboratory or a specially -designed
showroom, at home the acoustics of the
listening room significantly affect the sound.

Most positions in a room where you might
place a speaker tend to emphasize one
portion of the musical range, and tend to de-
emphasize some other portion of the musical
range. For example if you place a conven-
tional speaker close to a room corner which
will enhance the bass response, that location
may hinder the upper ranges of music.

Ensemble's unique four -piece design
eliminates this dilemma.

Big sound without the big boxes.
Ensemble consists of four separate speaker

units; two for each stereo channel. Two

powerful, but ultra -slim subwoofers repro-
duce the deep bass, while two compact
satellite units reproduce the rest of the range.

By separating the low bass from the rest of
the musical range, Ensemble is able to
reproduce just the right amount of energy
across the musical spectrum, without turning
your listening room into a stereo showroom.

"Crisp, balanced sound, stereo
imaging& phenomenally sharp -
some gi the best I've heard...some
of the speakers I'm comparing it to
cost $1900 to $2800"

High Performance Review

You can place the subwoofers on the floor,
up against a wall, or in a corner - all places
that allow them to reproduce bass notes
efficiently. These locations are also often out-
of -sight, which can be a real decorating
advantage. The satellite speakers can then be
placed out in the room, at ear level, posi-
tioned to create a realistic stereo image. They
can be hung directly on the wall, placed on
shelves, or mounted on stands.

Why two subwoofers?
Subwoofer/satellite speaker systems that

use one subwoofer can and do sound terrific
(in fact, we offer a full range of single-
subwoofer systems). But for the ultimate in

breathtaking, accurate sound reproduction,
and the most powerful bass performance, you
should have two subwoofers. Here's why:

 Increased sound pressure levels and
power handling capability. Quite simply,
Ensemble's dual subwoofer system, with its
two 8" long -throw woofers, will play louder
and take more power than single-subwoofer
speaker systems, including our own. This is
even more significant if you are using
Ensemble in a home theater, since authentic
low bass sound effects in movies require
extra -powerful bass output.

Ensemble is now available with either its original
charcoal Nextelfinish with black subwoofers, or a
new version with white handfini shed satellites and
white vinyl subwoofers for no additional charge.
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Ensemble's ultra -slim (41/2") subwoofers can

be put in out-of-the-way places - even behind

or under furniture.
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Lett sato-we Right Sate hte

Subwooler

Ensemble's dual subwoofers accurately

reproduce the stereo bass on some modern

digital recordings, adding to imaging realism.

Left
Satellite

Subwooters

Rot satato

Ensemble's dual subwoofers can be placed

together in a corner to achieve very high bass

output for reproducing low -frequency movie

sound effects with incredible realism.

In larger rooms with big openings into other

rooms, Ensemble's dual-subwoofer design

assures uniform bass throughout the room.

 Uniform bass response throughout the
listening room. Depending on room acoustics
and speaker placement, a system can produce
bass "nulls" and "peaks" in different areas of

Cambridge SoundWorks "may
have the best value in the world."

Audio Magazine

a room. Two subwoofers can solve that
problem. To quote Audio magazine, "At low
frequencies, strong and widely spaced room
modes are occurring... some locations have a
lot of bass while others lack bass. When two
subwoofers are placed in the room, better
uniformity of bass response is obtained."

 Ultimate placementilenbili0 7. It is our
experience that room placement is the
ultimate key to real -life performance of any
given speaker in any given room.
Ensemble offers more
placement flexibility
than any other
speaker we know
of. Its subwoofers
are only 4 1/2"
thick, so you can
actually put them in
places where no other
subwoofer would fit: under
furniture, on top of bookshelves
or behind draperies. You can also put
one on one side of the room, and the other on
the opposite side, which turns out to be
correct placement in many cases.

7Wo-channel bass on modern recordings.
Some modern recordings, especially two -
microphone recordings of full orchestral
works, have stereo bass imaging. Audio
magazine says, "Using two subwoofers
provides more realistic bass and takes

advantage of program material with fully
stereo bass."

No compromises. No shortcuts.
Don't be fooled by Ensemble's price. It's

affordable because of our efficient factory -
direct sales system.

 The satellites are genuine two-way
designs with separate 4" mid-bass/mid-range
drivers and 1 3/4" tweeters with integral
domes. The satellite cabinets are solidly
constructed of resonance -resistant MDF for
optimum acoustic performance. Each one is
hand -finished in scratch -resistant, suede -like
Nextel or durable white paint.

 The speaker drivers used in the satellites
and subwoofers are of the highest quality.
The 8" long -throw woofer drivers, designed
by Henry Kloss and manufactured by
Cambridge SoundWorks, use a unique,

integrated heat sink for increased
power handling capacity.

 Each satellite and
subwoofer contains
the precise response -
tailoring crossover

circuitry it requires.
This allows you to

choose from several
different ways to wire the

entire system.
 Both the satellites and

subwoofers use gold-plated five -way
connecting posts.

 Durable, acoustically transparent metal
grilles protect the speaker drivers, instead of
the inexpensive cloth grilles used by many
systems.

 Last but not least, the entire Ensemble
system has been painstakingly fined tuned
(or "voiced") by Henry Kloss for proper
octave -to -octave tonal balance. Because it

Are "tower" speakers better?
A great many people presume that very large, very

expensive "tower" speakers are inherently better than

subwoofer/satellite speakers. Nothing could be

further from the truth. If you were to take apart a high

quality tower speaker and Ensemble, you'd see both

use premium quality drivers, crossovers and

cabinets. The physical volume of the cabinets

enclosing each speaker driver is carefully matched

to the demands of that driver. With Ensemble you

get all the quality components and precise engin-

eering of premium tower speakers - built into four

smaller cabinets instead of two large ones. Separate

cabinets give you room placement flexibility to get

optimum performance in y_Qa listening room.

CAIVIERIDGESouls

does not give undue emphasis to any one
octave of music, Ensemble has a rich,
natural, accurate sound normally associated
with the best (and most expensive) of
conventional speakers under laboratory
conditions.

"smoother than many more
expensive speakers... it is hard to
imagine going wrong with
Ensemble.." Stereo Review Magazine

You can spend hundreds of dollars more
for a speaker system that doesn't sound as
good. Or you can buy Ensemble- direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks, or at
Factory -Direct Speaker Walls
in Best Buy stores.

Factory -Direct Savings
Ensemble is available factory -direct for only

$59999 with a full 30 -day risk -free home
audition. Listen to Ensemble in your home,
with your music. If you aren't happy, return

it within 30 days for a
full refund. We even
reimburse your original
UPS ground shipping
charges in the
continental U.S.
Call today.

To order factory -
direct, for a free
catalog, or for
the nearest store
location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Needham Street, Suite 104N, Newton, MA 02164
Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

0 1995 Cambridge SoundWorks.
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COMPUTE vSQUvt\ID BOARDS

udio and computer techno
have long been converging. Digital

audio systems, such as CD, use com-

puter technology wholesale. while

many a tuner, tape deck, or preamp

incorporates microprocessor control. At the same time,

"multimedia" computers incorporate audio facilities

for music production (directly, as synthesizers, or via

MIDI instrument control) and for reproduction of

sounds from games, from CD-ROMs, and eve-i from

music CDs. Computers can record digital audio, too.

to hard disk or to CD.

r sound boards when

all they could d produ the bleeps and bonks
..-

mput" ' and when games were the only ap-

plications u, t em. No

tion programs, from

ROM rtfer2nce s

er, serious applica-

ntatio is to CD -

fen mploy audio. In
cards claim CD -

e asked Bascom King

to how s, c11 two o t e ost-known PC sound cards

(1, ii r on that proMise-and asked compu-er and au-

dio authority Jchn Woram what's involved in turning a

PC into a multi media system. LB.
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With the right sound board (or card), a computer can make the
most of game and multimedia programs and act as the centerpiece
of a digital home recording and editing studio-of sorts. Even mul-
timedia computers, which by definition include sound cards, can
sometimes benefit from an upgrade to a better card.

My intention in measuring these sound cards was to compare
their performance to the standard attainable with CD players in or-
der to see if the claimed "CD quality" label was, in fact, accurate.

The two cards tested here, Creative Labs' Sound Blaster AWE32
($399.95) and Turtle Beach's
Monterey ($399), share a num-
ber of useful capabilities. Both
can record and play back digi-
tal sound, with 8- or 16 -bit res-
olution, from analog sources,
CD, CD-ROM, or synthesized
signals generated by the board
itself. Both can mix and alter
audio signals. They can control
or be controlled by musical de
vices using the Musical Instru-
ment Digital Interface (MIDI)
Standard, and they include joy-
stick ports for use with games
and other software.

Both cards require PC -type
computers with 80386 (or lat-
er) processors, an empty 16 -bit
slot, and at least 2 megabytes (MB) of
RAM. Users who intend to record
should also have plenty of hard -disk
space available.

Beyond that, the two boards differ
considerably. For instance, Creative Labs'
Sound Blaster offers both FM synthesis (for
backward compatibility with older pro-
grams and the generation of nonimi-
tative sounds) and the more realis-
tic -sounding wavetable
synthesis; the Turtle Beach
offers only wavetable syn-
thesis. These boards adhere to
the General MIDI specification, which defines
patch numbers for 128 musical -instrument sounds and sound ef-
fects, and they surpass the required 24 -note polyphony. Both can,
in fact, handle 32 -note polyphony, though the Turtle Beach goes
beyond the Standard's minimum of 16 MIDI channels, handling 48
channels.

The AWE32 is compatible with virtually all PC games that use
sound (for which "Sound Blaster compatibility" is a watchword),
but it is not compatible with all Windows multimedia applications.
The Turtle Beach, which is compatible with those applications,
lacks Sound Blaster compatibility for games.

The Sound Blaster interfaces with the computer through direct
memory access (DMA), which can temporarily swamp slower com-
puters if you're processing 16 -bit audio. Turtle Beach's Hurricane

architecture allows sound data to move through the PC roughly
eight times faster.

MIDI FACILITIES
The Sound Blaster AWE32 supports the General MIDI Standard

and is compatible with Sound Canvas (GS) and MT -32 sound sets.
An onboard ROM holds 1 MB of sound samples. And since the
AWE32 uses the E -mu EMU8000 sound and effects chip, it also

SoundFont audio library of sampled sounds,
which can be downloaded into
the AWE32's onboard 512 -kilo-
byte RAM ( expandable to 28
MB) for added sound variety
and flexibility.

The MIDI facilities can be ex-

panded, sometimes to near -or-
chestral levels, by plugging in
Sound Blaster -compatible
modules from Kurzweil, Roland,
or others. These modules add
additional sampled sounds and
effects.

The Turtle Beach Monterey,
which uses the Motorola DSP-
56001 chip, holds 4 MB of 16 -
bit samples in ROM. Its Sam-
pleStore memory also accepts
additional wavetable samples

but can be expanded only to 4 MB. The
Monterey actually combines Turtle

Beach's Tahiti sound card and Rio MIDI
synthesizer, physically grafted together.
Either board can apply a wide range of ef-

fects to sounds. The Monterey's spec sheet lists
eight flavors of reverb and six of echo, plus "Fast

Delay" and "Lotsa Repeats." Users can also program
their own effects. The AWE32's specs list reverb, chorus,

pan, and QSound Virtual Audio.

supports E-mu's

HE MONTEREY BO
IMPRESSIVE SPECS,
FOR ITS D/A AND

A/D CONVERTERS AND
FOR AUDIO PERFORMANCE.

ti

         AUDIO FACILITIES         
Turtle Beach stresses audio quality, including detailed (and im-

pressive) audio performance data in its spec sheet; many other
sound -card spec sheets (including the SoundBlaster's) omit this in-
formation. The Monterey's A/D converters are 16 -bit sigma -delta
types, with 64 -times oversampling. The 18 -bit D/A converters, also
sigma -delta types with 64fs oversampling, use 8f, interpolating fil-
ters. The Motorola DSP56001 chip can perform operations like
real-time adaptive differential pulse -code modulation (ADPCM)
decompression, and provides the needed horsepower for future
multimedia standards like data compression.

All analog inputs and outputs of the Monterey are at line level, so

you'll need an external amp, as well as speakers, to hear its output.
You can, however, hook headphones to its line output.

The AWE32 does have an amplifier, rated at 4 watts peak music pow-

er per channel into 4 -ohm loads, so it can drive speakers directly. It also

has a microphone input and microphone; the Monterey does not.



HARDWARE DIFFERENCES r o 44.1 -kHz recording and playback, so these programs weren't

Both cards require 16 -bit slots, but the AWE32 is full-sized,
while the Monterey is, at 81/2 inches, only about 60% as long; this
may be useful in some crowded computers. The Monterey's Rio
MIDI circuitry is on a smaller daughterboard.

The AWE32 has digital connections for use with CD-ROM drives,

and both cards have analog inputs for CD audio (see John Woram's
sidebar "Adding Multimedia to Your PC"). The AWE32 also in-
cludes direct support for Sony, Mitsumi, and Creative Labs CD-
ROM drives, saving the space (and cost) otherwise needed for these

drives' proprietary interface cards.

 *  * *   SOFTWARE
Both boards include software for mixing, record -level monitor-

ing, and sound recording and editing. Since the Sound Blaster has a
microphone, it has speech -recognition software, too. Less pre-
dictably, it also has software to read text as speech. Other Sound
Blaster software can embed .WAV waveform sound files in other
files that accept OLE (object linking and embedding).

     TEST CONDITIONS AND SETUP     
With sound cards, as with two -head tape recorders, you can

monitor input signals as you record, but you cannot monitor the
actual recording as you make it. However, since the recording is on
hard disk, the wait to "rewind" the recording for playback and
jump from one part of a recording to another is almost impercepti-
ble. It is technically possible, but not trivial, to monitor what is be-
ing recorded; while a few other sound cards permit this, neither of
the cards reviewed here do.

To measure various parameters as a function of frequency and
amplitude, recordings of these various sweeps are made on the
computer's hard drive and then played back. To record stereo infor-
mation at a 44.1 -kHz sampling frequency takes a lot of hard -drive
space. Each minute of recording takes up about 10.5 MB. A number
of test recordings for measurement can fill up a drive real fast, espe-
cially when Windows is installed along with a number of sound -
card -specific programs. When measuring played -back frequency
sweeps, it is relatively easy to set the Audio Precision System One
test gear to track the incoming frequency and automatically plot a
performance parameter as a function of frequency. But measuring
a played -back sweep as a function of recorded amplitude gets quite
a bit harder; the instrument loses its ability to track the incoming
amplitude at low levels, due to wideband noise from the device un-
der test. One way around this is to record a number of individual
signal amplitudes, record the playback data, and have the Audio
Precision system make a plot out of it.

I used two PC computers to do this testing, a 486DX-33 and a
486DX2-66. The Monterey was in the DX -33 along with 100- and
240 -MB hard drives and 4 MB of RAM; this machine was running
Windows for Workgroups 3.11 and DOS 6.0. The AWE32 was in
the DX2-66, with a 100 -MB drive and 8 MB of RAM, which was
running Windows 3.1 and DOS 6.2. (My resident lab computer, an
Everex 1800B 286, did its usual duty of running my Audio Precision
system.) I found that disk -compression and disk -caching software
(such as MS-DOS DoubleSpace and SMARTDrive, respectively)
could cause problems keeping up with the thirsty data demands of

used. It should be noted that these computers were set up for opti-
mal measurement of sound cards, with minimum problems. With
other computer -system configurations, available resources, etc.,
there might be some problems in recording and playing back stereo
16 -bit material without interruption. In general, you need at least a
486DX-33, 8 MB of RAM, and a fast, large hard drive-despite the
lower minimums quoted by the manufacturers.

I have seen two sound -card topologies. In one, the monitor path
just goes through the linear audio circuits on the card; the AWE32
follows this pattern. The other, as used in the Monterey, sends the
monitored signal through the A/D and D/A conversion processes.
In the first case, one has to record and play back to find out the
overall record/play characteristics. In the latter case, it turns out
that the behavior in the monitor mode for measurements of fre-
quency response is substantially the same as when actually measur-
ing the record/play characteristics. Of course, you still have to
record and play back test files in order to measure all of the cards'
characteristics meaningfully.

          MEASUREMENTS         
Figure 1 shows the overa'l record/play frequency response of

both cards. As can be seen, the Monterey has the flatter frequency
response, with the AWE32 having more roll -off at the frequency ex-
tremes. The 20 -kHz value, some -16 dB, is a bit excessive. Also, the

AWE32 has a small but noticeable (about +0.1 dB) upper -midrange
rise, presumably due to its tone -control algorithm. I would rate the
Monterey, but not the AWE32, in the CD -quality league here. How-
ever, both these cards have far less low -frequency roll -off than
many other sound cards do.

FIG. 1-
Record/play
frequency

response.

FIG. 2-
THD + N
vs. frequency.
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n putting a multimedia
system together, there's
the easy part (buying the
hardware) and the hard
part (getting it to work).
If you get a CD-ROM
drive and sound card in a

bundled package, the bundler has pre-
sumably made sure the devices are
compatible, thus making the easy part
even easier. However, such packages of-
ten include a pair of so-so loudspeak-
ers and perhaps other stuff you don't
really want. So you may very well de-
cide that it's preferable to pick and
choose among available components,
in order to get just what you need
without paying for things you either al-
ready have or that you don't want.
With that in mind, here's a quick
overview of a few multimedia hard-
ware options for a Windows -based PC
system, followed by a few thoughts on
surviving the hard part.

CD-ROM
These days, most multimedia soft-

ware requires CD-ROM drives. For this
reason, many sound cards have built-in
controllers for such drives. Some, like
the Creative Labs Sound Blaster tested
by Bascom King, are designed to work
with drives that would otherwise re-
quire proprietary interface cards (but
such drives are rapidly disappearing).
Others have controllers for a single CD-
ROM drive using the far more common
small -computer systems interface
(SCSI) connections. If a card is de-
signed to control a drive you already
have or if you just know you'll never
want to add another SCSI device (say, a
second CD-ROM, another hard drive,
or some other peripheral), then such a
sound card offers an efficient means to
get up and running with minimal fuss.
But the same option becomes redun-
dant if you already have a SCSI con-
troller on board or becomes limiting if
you expect to add additional devices in
the future. In that event, you can get
more bang for your buck by buying a
sound card that omits the SCSI connec-
tor. Use the controller you already have,

or get one that supports more than one
device.

Many new computers have Extended
IDE (EIDE) or ATAPI hard -disk inter-
faces; EIDE/ATAPI CD-ROM drives are
now becoming available. But most of
the computers in the field that don't al-
ready have multimedia facilities pre-
date EIDE. And since most of the CD-
ROM drives now available require a
SCSI controller, I'll concentrate on
SCSI drives.

If your computer does not already
have a SCSI controller, you'll probably
need one to support a SCSI CD-ROM
drive. But if your system is already set

turn it over, and search for a tiny
juniper on the drive's circuit board.

With luck, you won't have to bother
with this if the controller itself becomes
an intermediate device in the SCSI
chain. For example, the Future Domain
controller mentioned above has an
auto -termination circuit that senses the
controller's location in the chain. If it
finds the device is at either end, termi-
nation is enabled; otherwise, it's not.

As another consideration, every SCSI
device must have a unique ID number
(0 to 7). The controller itself is ID 7,
while 0 and I are usually reserved for
hard disks. If the new CD-ROM drive is

ADDING MULTIM
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up for SCSI, you certainly don't need
another controller just for the sake of
this drive. If your system does not al-
ready have one, add a Future Domain
SCSI Controller Kit for support of up
to seven SCSI devices. The kit's adaptor
card supports both internal and exter-
nal devices.

In assembling or modifying any mul-
timedia hardware system, don't over-
look the SCSI terminators that must be
enabled on the devices at either end of
the physical chain and disabled every-
where else. For example, if you already
have a SCSI controller and hard drive,
both devices are presumably terminat-
ed. If you attach a CD-ROM drive to a
connector on the flat cable between the
controller and the hard drive, then its
termination must be off. However, if
the new drive is placed at either end of
the signal chain, then its termination
must be on and the termination on the
device now in the middle of the chain
must be off. If you need to disable ter-
mination on a SCSI hard drive, you
may have to remove it from the system,

the only other SCSI device in the sys-
tem, set its ID to any number from 2 to
6. Otherwise, just make sure the num-
ber does not conflict with some other
device already installed. The appropri-
ate ID is usually set by a DIP -switch
block on the drive's rear panel. Note
that the ID number is simply a logical
designator and has no relationship to
the device's physical position in the
SCSI chain.

As a final interface consideration,
note that a CD-ROM may contain au-
dio in any of three formats: Conven-
tional CD audio (16 -bit PCM at 44.1
kHz), MIDI sequences and instruc-
tions, or waveform (.WAV) files. Con-
ventional CD digital audio is converted
to analog at the drive itself; only this
signal can be heard at the drive's front -
panel headphone jack. An external
CD-ROM drive has twin RCA

by John 7v1. Woram
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phono jacks on the rear panel, while an
internal drive usually has a three- or
four -pin Berg connector on its rear
panel. In either case a dedicated cable
carries analog audio from the CD to the
sound card. An external drive's analog
output can be easily connected to the
line input jack on the card's adaptor
bracket or routed to an external amp.

A bit more attention must be paid to
the digital interface cable between an
internal drive and the sound card,
which handles MIDI and .WAV files.
Although a recent MPC (Multimedia
PC) Level 2 spec lists pin 1 to 4 assign-
ments as left, ground, ground, and

IA
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right, the pins on many sound cards
don't conform to this standard. For ex-
ample, the pins on one popular sound
card are left, (common) signal ground,
right, and chassis ground. As a result,
an MPC Level 2 cable connected to this
card will feed only one audio channel
(left or right, depending on which way
the connector is placed over the pins),
with the other channel shorted out.

As a compatibility test, I tried to
match an MPC-2 CD-ROM drive with a
noncompliant sound card. Since the ca-
ble supplied with the drive did not
match the sound -card connector, I
called various multimedia vendors to
see what could be done to resolve this
problem. Only one (NEC) responded,
immediately sending out a complimen-
tary adaptor. The rest either had no
suggestions or simply ignored my in-
quiry. And so, a word to the wise: Be
prepared to rewire your own cable, or
else make sure this won't be an issue be-
fore making a purchase.

Once the hardware interface is com-
plete, it's time to tackle the other half of

the difficult part, which is the software
support. Since CD-ROM drive support
is not built into the disk operating sys-
tem (MS-DOS versions up to 6.22), a
software device driver must be loaded
into memory as the system starts up. In
addition, the data structure on a CD-
ROM does not match that found on
conventional diskettes and hard disks.
Therefore, the Microsoft CD-ROM ex-
tensions file (MSCDEX.EXE) must also
be loaded. To help keep things confus-
ing, the device driver is loaded via the
CONFIG.SYS file, while the extensions

are loaded in the AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
And as if that's not enough, both lines

ILLILLILLILLLP

YOUR PC

must contain a common driver signa-
ture so that the driver and the exten-
sions can find each other. Accordingly,
you should find lines such as these in
your own startup files:

in CONFIG.SYS:
device=filename.SYS /d:MSCD000

in AUTOEXEC.BAT:

C: \ DOS \ MSCDEX.EXE /d:MSCD000

In practice, filename.SYS will be the ac-
tual name (and path, if necessary) for
your own device driver. This example
assumes the CD-ROM extensions file is
in the C:\DOS directory, although
yours might be in the C:\WINDOWS
directory or perhaps elsewhere. Finally,
note that the common driver signature
(/d:MSCD000, in this instance) appears
on both lines.

Assuming the CD-ROM drive is
physically installed and lines such as
those shown above are in your own
startup files, basic DOS functions
should work once the system is up and

running. In other words, you should be
able to log onto the drive, view a direc-
tory listing, copy files from a CD-ROM
to the hard drive, and so on.

Saving the worst for last, the final
step is to configure the sound card's in-
terrupt request (IRQ), direct memory
addressing (DMA), and input/output
(I/O) port address. The sound card uses
its assigned IRQ line to let the comput-
er's microprocessor know when it
needs attention or else turns to DMA to
bypass the CPU and communicate di-
rectly with computer memory. The I/O
addresses identify the ports by which
data flows back and forth. Needless to
say, all three parameters must be select-
ed with care so that sound -card opera-
tion won't cause a conflict with other
devices that also use one or more of
these services. Depending on the specif-
ic sound card, you may need to specify
these settings via jumpers or switches
on the card and/or by setting software
parameters.

No matter what settings you or the
setup procedure select, one thing is fair-
ly certain: Initially, it won't work. Mul-
timedia devices seem to have a talent-
some might call it a gift-for finding a
configuration that will conflict with at
least one other device. As a result, you'll
be treated to an endless ding -ding -ding
loop or some other indignity when you
try to access the system. The usual cure
is to change an IRQ and/or DMA set-
ting until you find the combination
that works. If you know what settings
are taken by other devices, then the
work is half done; just choose other val-
ues. But if you're not sure about this,
then a certain amount of guesswork
may be in order. If all else fails, try IRQ
7,10, or 15 and any DMA setting from 4
to 7.

If you think there should be a sim-
pler way, there is: In most cases, Mi-
crosoft's new Windows 95 eliminates
the need for the AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS lines cited earlier, as well
as doing a pretty good job of finding,
and using, multimedia settings that
won't cause trouble with any of your
other hardware devices. A
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With either card, when square waves were recorded and played
back (not shown), the ringing at their leading and trailing edges
were mirror images of each other. This shows that both cards have
essentially linear phase characteristics, a desirable quality that's
typical of digital audio devices
and a function of using finite -
impulse response (FIR) filters.

Figure 2 shows both cards'
THD + N at full-scale input
level as a function of frequen-
cy. The measurement filter
bandwidth was 22 kHz, in or-
der to get the best picture of
in -band distortion values. The
high value of distortion near
20 kHz for the AWE32 has two

causes. The Sound Blaster is
generating real difference
tones here. However, the mea-
surement is also a bit inflated
because it is expressed as a per-
centage of the signal level in a
region (18 to 20 kHz) where
the actual signal level is rolled
off, as was shown in Fig. 1. As a

point of reference, a good CD
player would have distortion values between
0.002% and 0.003%. Many separate D/A con-
verters measure in the range of the Monterey.
The AWE32's somewhat higher THD + N would
not be considered CD quality.

Figure 3 shows both cards' THD + N for a 1 -
kHz signal as a function of recorded input -sig-

nal amplitude, with a measurement band-
width of 400 Hz to 22 kHz. This test
reveals distortion artifacts at lower
levels, such as idle -tone generation.

HE SOUND BLASTER

COMES WITH BOTH

A MICROPHONE AN

VOICE-RECOGN

SO FTWA

TA B L E I-Record/playback S/N ratios, in dB.

CREATIVE LABS SOUND BLASTER AWE32

Bandwidth LEFT RIGHT
Wideband 67.6 67.0
22 Hz to 22 kHz 76.6 75.8

400 Hz to 22 kHz 77.1 76.5
A -Weighted 79.3 78.8

TURTLE BEACH MONTEREY

Bandwidth LEFT RIGHT
Wideband 68.6 68.9
22 Hz to 22 kHz 83.9 86.2

400 Hz to 22 kHz 84.3 86.8
A -Weighted 86.3 88.4

At levels below fill scale, where the highest distortion occurs, it is
frequently just a measure of noise. In the case of the Sound Blaster
AWE32, there is some distortion at full scale (an innocuous
0.035%), which quickly disappears in the noise at about 10 dB be-

low full scale (dBfs). More sig-
nificant, the general noise level
of the AWE32 is about 10 dB
greater than the noise level of
the Monterey.

Deviation from input/output
linearity, or correspondence of
output for a given input, is
shown in Fig. 4. (The zero refer-
ence level for the Monterey has

been displaced 6 dB for clari-
ty.) Again, the Monterey is the
winner here. I might add,

however, that some high -
end D/A converters have
measured worse than

the AWE32 in this test.
The interchannel

crosstalk (not shown) for
both cards indicated some

capacitive coupling, in that the
crosstalk increased with fre-

quency at a rate of 6 dB per octave.
The Monterey's crosstalk was more uni-

form in the two directions; it was better
than -90 dB up to about 350 Hz, -70 dB at 4

kHz, and about -58 dB at 20 kHz in the right -to -
left direction, and was about 3 dB better yet when

going from left to right. In both directions, the AWE32's
crosstalk was better than that quoted for the Monterey

from 20 kHz down to 1.3 kHz, with left -to -right crosstalk lev-

elling off to abou: -90 dB in the region from 50 to 100 Hz, while
right -to -left crosstalk stayed below -90 dB up to about 1.7 kHz and
finished at about -64 dB at 20 kHz. All in all, pretty good crosstalk
performance for a piece of audio gear in general, but not as good as
the better CD players and external D/A converters can do.

Signal-to-noise ratios at various measurement bandwidths are
enumerated in Table I for both sound cards. For these measure-
ments, the line -level inputs that I was using for recording were ter-
minated in 25 ohms and turned fully up, while other inputs were
turned down. Noise levels for the AWE32, previously commented
on, are some 15 dB higher than good CD player performance. The
Monterey is closer to CD performance.

Input impedances for the line -level inputs were about 115 kil-
ohms for the AWE32 and about 62 kilohms for the Monterey.

Output impedance at the line outputs was about 70 ohms for ei-
ther card. The Monterey could easily drive a load of 600 ohms or
even lower impedance, such as 40- or 50 -ohm headphones, with
relative ease. It would put out about 600 mV at about 0.01% distor-
tion into the Joseph Grado Signature HP -2 headphones I used for
some of the listening tests. By contrast, the line output of the
AWE32 could put out about 73 mV into the HP -2 'phones (and



some 800 mV at the onset of clipping into a 600 -ohm load, which
should be totally adequate for line out use). Of course, higher pow-
er demands for headphones and speakers can be satisfied by the on-
board power amplifier. Neither card's measured performance was
affected by the IHF load of 10 kilohms in parallel with 1,000 pF,
which means that they should drive any practical load.

The AWE32 inverted signal polarity, both in its monitor output
mode and when playing back a recording. The Monterey main-
tained input -signal polarity in both modes.

I noticed something else when checking the AWE32 card for sig-
nal polarity. In order to avoid overloading the AWE32's line input
circuitry, I put a 50-kilohm stereo volume -control box between this
input and the output of the external D/A converter that was con-
verting my test generator's digital signals to analog. When I hap-
pened to switch my test generator from the polarity -test waveform
to a 1 -kHz sine wave, I noticed that the distortion from the AWE32
was about 0.15% at full-scale input in monitor mode, even though
it had been only about 0.033% when fed directly from the Audio
Precision's analog output. It turns out that the AWE32's line input
circuitry is sensitive to source impedance, and the output imped-
ance of the external volume control (10 to 20 kilohms, at the vol-
ume settings I used) caused this distortion increase.

The meter facilities for setting record levels were accurate
enough, and were set for 0 dB in the case of the Monterey's VU me-
ters and full deflection in the bar -graph display in the AWE32. Both

systems appeared to respond to the program's peak, rather than av-
erage, level.

USE AND LISTENING TESTS * *   
To test the sonic attributes of these sound cards, I brought a

Parasound C/DP-1000 CD player/transport into the lab, recorded a
number of pieces of music on both sound cards, and then played
them back through a pair of Grado HP -2 headphones. I compared
the sound of the source in monitor mode with the playback. Gener-
ally, I was impressed. Both cards sounded pretty damn good. How-
ever, I could easily hear small pops and clicks with both cards at the
start and finish of a recording. The 2-V full-scale output of the CD
player would overload the circuitry of the AWE32's line input,
which really surprised and annoyed me. No amount of juggling the
input gain or input level with the AWE32's mixer software fixed this
problem; I had to reduce the actual input level to the card (which I
did with my volume -control box). Without testing, I presumed that
the CD input, internally accessed via a connector on the card, has
appropriate input signal acceptance. By contrast, the Monterey's
mixer application has a neat input -level sensitivity adjustment, and
the card easily accepted the 2-V full-scale signal.

I then took both computers into my lis-
tening room and set them up to work with
my main sound system. Here, the Para -
sound CD player fed a First Sound II pas-
sive signal selector and volume control that,
in turn, fed the inputs of a pair of Cary Au-
dio CAD -805 single -ended triode ampli-
fiers. The CAD -805 amps drove my resi-
dent B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 speakers.
This let me compare the sound of the
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source coming directly from the CD player with the playback from
the sound cards, by switching the First Sound's input cable between
sources. I felt the Monterey softened the sound a little and set the
soundstage a bit farther back, but otherwise, it sounded quite good.
The AWE32 had a tendency to be a little edgy and to reduce the
sense of dimension and space in recordings with good ambience.
Otherwise, it sounded pretty good too. Overall, I preferred the re-
production from the Monterey.

At a reasonable playback level, I listened to the noise out of the
speakers with both cards, though I could hear a little hiss from the
AWE32 that wasn't audible with the Monterey. True, this was with
my head in the speakers-but at high playback levels with speakers
real close, as in typical multimedia setups, the noise from the
AWE32 could be audible. Nevertheless, I think either card would
satisfy most sophisticated multimedia users.

The application software that I used consisted of the sound mix-
ers supplied with each card, which I used for level setting, muting

inputs, etc. Although the AWE32 comes with
an excellent Windows record and playback ap-
plication (the Monterey doesn't have Windows
record/playback software), I used WinDAT
from Voyetra Technologies for recording and
playback with both sound cards.

Despite their differences, I liked both
boards. I plan to buy the two of them for use
with my computer programs, for experi-
ment, and for just plain fun. A

COMPANY ADDRESSES

CREATIVE LABS, 1901 McCar y
Blvi., Milpitas, Cal. 95035

TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS,
52 Grumbacher Rd., York, Pa. 17402
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THE UDIO INTERVIEW
BY JAMES Rozzi

Dr. Rudy Van Gelder' educa on was in optometry, b

his heart and the jo *ty of his professional years have been de-

voted hill-time to t rcording industry. Ask any jaz buff about

Rudy, and they'll name him as the recording enginee responsible

for all of those classic Blue Note and Prestige recor s, among I-

ast countless of rs. Ask Rudy about Rudy, a d he usua ly

won't talk at all. This interview, one of the very few intervie s

Rudy has granted in his 40 -plus years in the business, was c

ducted in his E

cility just acros

s, New Jersey, studio,

ge Washington Bridge fr

Plank him for shan g his history and views,

:let's a given in the jazz world that you have set the standards for
jazz recordings for the past 40 years. In an ever-changing industry,
how do you continue to maintain consis tie quality in your
recordings?

I prefer to do my own masters, my own edi . By "my own," I
mean I want it to be done here. It's not that I influence what it is.
It's just that I need to be involved in the whole process-up to and
including the finished product-in order to give my clients what
they expect from me, which is the reason they're coming here. The
agree upon that before we can do anything. This is really the onl
major stipj4ation I have, that I do that process. It's not because it
expensive ecause the expense is minimal. I purposely keep it that
way becalm I don't want the money to be a part of their decision.

C

gorgeous
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Once we have

track tap
next step

whoever is ii
put the tune

The point is that I'd like to have at least some
measure of control over the finished sound be-
fore it's sent for replication to the plant.
This is contrary to the way most studios work.
The business, at least from my viewpoint, has
really become fragmented-more like the
movie industry. There are engineers who do
jazz recording who don't own the studio and
don't have anything to do with the mainte-
nance, ownership, or op f the studio.
They just go to a.tudio as a fr ce engineer
and use the f 'ty for their o clients. Obvi-
ously, that's t e situation here. I own the
studio. I run e studio. I maintain it. It's my
responsibility.
place else. It r
Being involv
production
studio. Woul

gotten to the point
has all of the tunes
me to get together

I'm here every day, not some-

5lects me.
ti in the complete digital post-

ess is highlyunusual for any
you please explain it?
f recording and mixing two -

he client wants for the C the
'al the producer or musicia

charge of the projec -and sequence it. We hay
in the order that they will appear in on the G

all i,se timin in between the songs precise, and take al
out. As for e medium for that, the most comm
DAT. Now, ost people-including musicians

cept for th e who work here-beli
ut no DAT an ever be a master tat

signed to be, an
elements require

noises

edium is
d producers,

e that this is a master tape.
Tti format was not de-

s incapable of being, a feaster. There are other
r CD replication that cannot be incorporated

onto a DAT. There is just no roo on a DAT for the information
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which tells your CD player to go to track
one when you put a CD in and press "play."
The information that makes this possible
has to be incorporated on the CD. The DAT
must be transferred to another medium
that incorporates this information. This
studio uses a CD -R. Prior to the CD -R,
1630 was the de facto standard. I consider

THE AUDIO INTERVIEW

Intentionally changing the sound from
that of the DAT?

Intentionally changing the sound! Chang-
ing the loudness to softness, the highs to
lows. Yes, it's a very elaborate procedure; it

Now, to me that's just a sad event which has

befallen the record industry. The rejected
outtakes have been renamed "alternate
takes" for marketing reasons. It's a disser-
vice to the artist. It's a disservice to the mu-
sic. It's also rampant throughout the land,
and I'm just telling you how I feel about it. I
would recommend to all musicians: Don't

ye made thottiandi rnailer and
that now obsolete. Most recording studios
do not get involved in this process.
If most recording studios don't get involved
in digital post -production, then how is it
commonly done?
The very fact that most recording studios
don't care to do it has created the existence
of what are called mastering houses. They
don't have studios. They don't even have a
microphone. They just put the numbers on
there and then transfer from one medium
to another.
Why are you so concerned with accom-
plishing this process yourself? Isn't the
equipment expensive?
Yes, it's very expensive, very difficult to ac-
quire and maintain. The problem is that
there can be processing at this stage, quite
extensive processing.

is a part of the recording process that most
people don't even know exists.

Who is responsible for making the decision
to alter the sound at this late a stage in the
recording process?

Whoever is following the course of the pro-
ject, usually whoever is paying for it or their
representative. I'm now defining why I in-
sist on doing everything myself. And you
can extend this into the reissue process too.
Reissuing is nothing but post -production.
The people who were originally involved in
the recording are no longer there, or they
no longer own it. These mastering decisions

on reissues are being made by someone
else, someone affiliated with the company
who now owns the material.

What are your feelings on issuing alternate
takes?

let the outtakes get out of your hands. Of
course, that may be easier said than done.
You must be disappointed by much of what
has been released as alternate takes.
Yes, when I hear some of this stuff, I'm re-
minded of all the problems I had, particu-
larly on these outtakes. It's like reliving all
of the difficulties of my life again. So I don't
take a lot of pleasure in that because I know
I can do a lot better now, and all that does is

reinforce my uneasiness. Of course, when it
was a recording problem, the music was
usually still so good that it was worth it to
me. And the fact that it's still being heard-
in many cases being heard better than ever
before-is an incredible experience. And
it's clean, with no noise. I don't like to com-
plain too much.
I feel that way very often myself, the way
you described, being able to hear the music
better than ever. I'm not a person who
locks into the sound as closely as I do the
music. The music is all-important to me,
but sometimes I become distracted by how
bad the sound is. It seems that a big prob-
lem in translating those old recordings
onto CD is the sound of the bass. It be-
comes very boomy.

Well, you can't blame that entirely on the
people who are doing the mastering. That
particular quality is inherent in the record-
ing techniques of the time-the way bass
players played, the way they sounded, the
way their instruments sounded. They don't
sound like that now. The music has
changed the way the artists play. Now
everything has got to be loud. A loud drum-
mer today is a lot louder than a loud
drummer of 30 or even 20 years ago. It's all
relative. But as far as that certain quality
you're talking about, some of it is very
good, by the way. There were some excellent

..=1=...



bass recordings made at that time because
the bass player and I got together on what
we were trying to do.

Considering the reverence given to the his-
torical Blue Note recordings and the fact
that they were accomplished direct to two -
track, do you get many requests nowadays
to record direct to two -track?
Usually they say, "I want to go direct to two -

track like the old days." And I say, "Sure, I'll

do that." I can still do it, or we can record to
the 24 -track digital machine. As far as the
musicians are concerned, regarding their
performance out in the studio, that's trans-
parent to them. There's no difference in the
setup. I sort of think two -track while I'm
recording and actually run a two -track
recording of the session, which very often
serves as the finished mix. But this is the
real world now. The musicians will listen to
the playback, and the bass player will say,
"Gee, I played two bad notes going into the
bridge of the out -melody. Can you fix that,
Rudy?" Now, it used to be that when a client

ELI)LK

How did you first become affiliated with
Alfred Lion of Blue Note Records?
There was a saxophone player and arranger
by the name of Gil Melle. He had a little
band and a concept of writing, and I
recorded him. This was before I met Alfred.

I recorded it in my Hackensack studio in
my parents' home. So somehow-and I was
not a party to it-he sold that to Alfred to
be released on Blue Note. And Alfred want-
ed to make another one. So he took that
recording to the place he was going. It hap-
pened to be in New York at the WOR
recording studios. He played it for the engi-
neer, who Alfred had been using up until
that time, and the engineer said, "I can't get
that sound. I can't record that here. You'd
better go to whoever did it." Remember, I
wasn't there; this is how it was related to
me. And that's what brought Alfred to me.
He came to me, and he was there forever.

to ice I& of
asked for a two -track session, I would never

run a multitrack backup. They didn't want
to get involved in it, for money reasons.
They didn't want to spend the money for
the tape or didn't want to have to mix it af-
ter the session. I went along with that for a
long time. But the bass player would still
come in, hoping to fix wrong notes, and I'd
sit there like a fool and say, "Well, I can't do
anything about it. The producer didn't
want to spend the money for multitrack-
ing." So I decided I wasn't going to do that
anymore. I think of it as a two -track date-
we're talking about a small acoustic jazz
band now, not any kind of heavy produc-
tion thing-and I run a multitrack backup.
Then when the bass player asks to fix a cou-
ple of notes, I look at the producer or who-
ever is paying for the session, and that be-
comes his decision, not mine. He now has
to answer the bass player.
So the final product may consist of both
multitrack and two -track recordings?
That happens. Right. And my life is a lot
happier. And the producers have come
around a little bit too.

Those Blue Note records, they're just so
beautiful. . . .

Masterpieces.

Did Alfred and you work at producing
those jazz masterpieces? Did he have you
splice solos?

Yes, he did. He was tough to work for com-
pared to anyone else. He knew what he
wanted. He knew what that album should
sound like before he even came into the stu-
dio. He made it tough for me. It was defi-
nitely headache time and never easy. On the
other hand, I knew it was important, and he
had a quality that gave me confi-
dence in him. The whole burden
of creating for him-what he
had in mind-that was mine.
And he knew how to extract the
maximum effort from the musi-
cians and from me too. He was a master at
that. I think one of the reasons our relation-
ship lasted so long was because he listened
to what other people were doing parallel to
our product. I don't believe he ever heard
anything that was better than what we were
doing. I have no doubt that if he had heard
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someone doing it better than what I was
doing, he would have gone there. But he
never did, and that made it possible for me
to build this studio. I knew he was always
there.
Once you developed that sound, you knew
exactly what to do initially. When the mu-
sicians walked in, you knew right where
everything should be regarding micro-
phone placement and all of that. And you
went from there. From that point, it was
just minor alterations according to that
session.

That's very well put, and do you know why
that was? Because Alfred used to come here
often. He used to bring the same people out
in various combinations. They all knew
what I was like. Everybody would come in
and know exactly where their stand was,
where they would play. It was home. There
were no strangers. They knew the results of
what they were going to do. There was nev-
er any question about it, so they could focus
on the music.
Then when Bob Weinstock of Prestige
Records started with you, there was that
whole crowd of musicians, sometime cross-
ing orer personnel.
Well, Weinstock would very often follow Al-

fred around, but with a different kind of
project in mind. And you know, when I ex-
perimented, I would experiment on Bob
Weinstock's projects. Bob didn't think
much of sound; he still doesn't. He doesn't
care. So if I got a new microphone and I
wanted to try it on a saxophone player, I
would never try it on Alfred's date. Wein-
stock didn't give a damn, and if it worked
out, great. Alfred would benefit from that.
I've always thought of the Prestige dates as
a more accurate indication of what was
happening in the clubs. Although I know
that after a Blue Note session wound

act riddance.
down, the musicians could go out into the
clubs and play original tunes, with Pres-
tige it was mostly standards. That's what
they went out and jammed on. And that
deserves documentation as well.
Absolutely. I agree with that, and I've said
so, though not as well as you did. I wouldn't



want the world to be without them. There
are people who say that the difference be-
tween Blue Note and Prestige is rehearsal.
That's just glib. That's bullshit. That's not
even a fair way to put it. It resulted in a lot
of my favorite recordings. You know, those
Miles [Davis] Prestige things . .. they can't
hurt those things. It's really one of the most
gratifying things I've done, the fact that
people can hear those. It's really good.
When you were in the control booth listen-
ing to the sessions, were you ever aware
that those sides would end up as classics?
Well, you can't see into the future. I had no
way of knowing that. But I knew every ses-
sion was important, particularly the Blue

HE , UDIO NTERVIEV\

more toward trying to commercialize jazz
music. You're familiar with his CTI label?
That's another world altogether. That's
when we started to be conscious of the
charts. I love the sound of strings, particu-
larly the way Creed Taylor handled them
with Don Sebesky. And I love an exciting
brass sound too. Creed is a genius as far
as combining these things that we're talk-
ing about. I'm not at all isolated in the
world of a five -piece be -bop band. As a
matter of fact, sonically, this other thing is
more rewarding.

Where does it come from? The engineers.
You've noticed they've attributed the sound
to the medium. They say digital is cold, so
they've given it an attribute, but linear digi-
tal has no attributes. It's just a medium for
storage. It's what you do with it. A lot of this
has to do with the writing in consumer
magazines. They've got to talk about some-
thing. What should be discussed is the way
CDs are being marketed as 20 -bit CDs, but
there is no such thing as a 20 -bit CD. Every
CD sold to the public is a 16 -bit CD. You
can record 20 -bit and it is better than 16 -
bit, but it has to be reduced to 16 -bit before
you can get it onto the CD. History is re-
peating itself. It reminds me of when they

Jibe maiic hai charled the wav play.
Note stuff. The Blue Note sessions seemed
more important at the time because the
procedure was more demanding. But in ret-
rospect, the Prestige recordings of Miles
Davis, the Red Garland with Philly Joe
Jones, the Jackie McLean and Art Taylor, the

early Coltrane-sessions like that-turned
out to be equally if not more important. I
always felt the activity we were engaged in
was more significant than the politics of the
time, to the extent that everything else that

What are your feelings on digital versus
analog?
The linear storage of digital information is
idealized. It can be perfect. It can never be
perfect in analog because you cannot repro-
duce the varying voltages through the dif-
ferent translations from one medium to an-
other. You go from sound to a microphone
to a stylus cutting a groove. Then you have
to play that back from another stylus wig-
gling in a groove, and then translate it back

now evervthinq haJ to be load.

was happening was unimportant. And I still
feel that way. I treat every session .. . every
session is important to me.
Have you done any classical or pop?
There was a long period of time parallel to
those years when I was working for Vox, a
classical company. I would get tapes from
all over Europe and master those tapes for
release in this country. I did that for 10
years or more. So I had three things going:
Blue Note, Prestige, and Vox. Each of them
was very active. And I did some classical
recordings: Classical artists, solo piano
recordings, a couple of quartets.
How about pop?
A lot of that popular stuff came with Creed
Taylor later in the '70s. He was oriented

to voltage. The biggest distorter is the LP it-
self. I've made thousands of LP masters. I
used to make 17 a day, with two lathes go-
ing simultaneously, and I'm glad to see the
LP go. As far as I'm concerned, good rid-
dance. It was a constant battle to try to
make that music sound the way it should. It
was never any good. And if people don't
like what they hear in digital, they should
blame the engineer who did it. Blame the
mastering house. Blame the mixing engi-
neer. That's why some digital recordings
sound terrible, and I'm not denying that
they do, but don't blame the medium.
A lot of people argue that digital is a cold-
er, sterile sound. Where do you think that
comes from?
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marketed mono recordings as "remastered
in stereo." All they did was put the highs on
one side, put the lows on the other, and add
a lot of reverb to make it believable. Then
they'd sell it as a stereo record.
Do you feel today's jazz musicians stack up
to the players of the 1950s and '60s, Blue
Note's heyday?
Well, there are a lot of great kids around.
You know, technically they're great. I feel
they're suffering from a disadvantage of not
being able to play in the kind of environ-
ment that existed then. You don't want me
to make a broad statement saying, "Gee
whiz, it was better 20 years ago than it is
now." First of all, I don't believe that. I
don't even think of it that way.
Do you see yourself as a technician and an
artist?
Absolutely. When you mention the techni-
cal end, the first thing I think of is making
sure all the tools are working right. The
artistic part is what you do with them. The
artistic part involves everything in this
place. There's nothing here that isn't here
for an artistic reason. That applies to the
studio. The whole environment is created to
be artistic. It's my studio and it's been this
way for a long, long time, and people like it.

It's even mellowed through the years, and
people are aware of that. Musicians are sen-
sitive to that. Someone came in here only
yesterday and said, "If the walls could re-
peat what has happened here...." A



THE HYMN ST SERIES AMPLIFIERS

Listen Past the Equipment

and Experience the Music

as Intended

Once in a while an idea

comes along which represents

a significant step forward in

advancing the current state-

of-the-art. We feel our new

ST Series amplifiers exemplify

this unique distinction.

A new approach to low -noise,

low distortion signal -path

has produced a line of

amplifiers which is actually

quieter and more transparent

than any source material

currently available.

Music

fora

Generation

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 8B FT 4 channel 120 wpc, 5B ST 3 channel 120 wpc,
4B ST 250 top stereo, 7B ST 500 wgsts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120 wpc stereo.

The Bryston ST innovation: our

ultra -linear 'input buffer -with -

gain" substantially lowers the

distortion and inherent noise

floor - hearng is believing.

Completely separate power

supplies for each channel elimi-

nat any crosstalk to ensure firm

focis and completely accurate

imaging of musical instruments.

Bryston Ltd, Box 2170, 677 Neal Dive, Pe:erborough, Ontario,
Canada K9J 7Y4 Tel: (705) 742-5325 Fax: (7)5) 742-0882

CIRC_E NO. 7 ON READER SERWICE CARD

Switchable gold plated RCA

unbalanced and XLR-1/4 inch

balanced inputs, with equal

gain, allcws flexibility for multi-

channel system configurations.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER

NAKAMICHI
DRAGON CD CHANGER

AND DRAGON DAC
D/A CONVERTER

The Nakamichi Dragon has
emerged from his lair in Ko-
daira. His fiery breath can be
felt halfway around the
world. He's entered my lab
in Connecticut and stalked
my listening room. This is a
new Dragon, not an upgrade

of the original Dragon cassette deck (now
discontinued) or a turntable like the Drag-
on -CT. This is a modern Dragon, a CD
changer built around Nakamichi's Mu-
sicBank mechanism, plus an accompanying
D/A converter that uses Nakamichi's En-
hanced Linearity DAC.

The new Dragon comes as four physical-
ly separate components: A seven -disc Mu-
sicBank changer, a converter, a unit com-

bining the power supply with the system's
main controls, and a wireless infrared
mote. Although the changer has its
converter, Nakamichi
does not intend to sell
it separately. This
Dragon is a family an-
imal. And although
the Dragon DAC
could stand alone (as-
suming a power sup-
ply were available for
it), it too will be sold
only as part of the system, which will set
you back a tidy $9,700.

This Dragon makes a visual as well as an
aural statement. It looks like no other CD
player I've seen, though it does bear a fami-

re-

own

ly resemblance to the Nakamichi 1000 car
system (reviewed in the June 1995 issue).
The changer and DAC are housed in identi-
cal enclosures, of heavy extruded alu-
minum, that have three massive ribs run-
ning front to back, on top and bottom, and
two similar ribs on each side. The alu-
minum is finished in high -gloss black. Each

enclosure is mounted by its side ribs to
high -gloss rosewood side pieces more than
11/2 inches thick. Rubbery feet at the front
and back of each block are the only contact
with the mounting surface. This arrange-
ment is said to form the first line of defense
against external vibration. The wood and
feet absorb vibration, and the system is bal-
anced so that vertical shock from the
mounting surface has minimal chance of
affecting the mechanism or electronics.

As a second line of defense, the Mu-
sicBank changer mechanism is mounted on
a steel subchassis that floats on viscous
dampers, isolating it from external vibra-
tion along all three axes. Any minuscule vi-
brations set up by the mechanism are sup-
pressed with dual internal dampers.

The third line of defense against outside
forces is the "Air Shield" chassis. The joints
between the two halves of the aluminum
extrusions, as well as those between chassis
and front and rear panels, are sealed with
elastomeric gaskets. The front surface is
machined from 10 -mm aluminum and
hinged in the middle. To load discs, two
thumbscrews are released, and the upper
half of the panel hinges down. This reveals
seven illuminated buttons with lit numbers
beneath each. When a button is pressed, a
loading tray emerges. When the button is
pressed again, it draws the CD into the
mechanism to load it into the appropriate

slot on the "stocking"
elevator. As the tray
loads, it does a little
shuffle to settle any
out -of -kilter disc into
the well. What a nice
thought! After as
many as seven discs
have been loaded, the
upper half of the door

is raised and sealed against a foam gasket
with the two thumb screws.

As mentioned earlier, the DAC and
transport are housed in identical enclo-
sures, as Nakamichi believes that its

THE DRAGON MAKES

A VISUAL AS WELL AS

AN AURAL STATEMENT,

LOOKING LIKE NO OTHER

HOME CD CHANGER.
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"Tri-Stage Isolation" is just as important in
preventing sound -debilitating jitter in the
electronics as it is for preventing problems
in the transport. In fact, Nakamichi is so
strong on its Air Shield design that both
DAC and changer come with sealing screws
to plug the holes left in the housing when
the shipping bolts are removed.

The Dragon PS power supply/controller
is much smaller, but it, too, is in a high -
gloss black aluminum case mounted be-
tween high -gloss rosewood side rails that
hold it above the mounting surface (albeit
not with the isolation used for the Dragon
CD and the Dragon DAC). Five buttons are
spread across the front, below the display.
From left to right, these are "Power" (off or

standby), "Play/Pause" (which doubles as
power on), two "Disc" select keys (one to
switch to the next higher numbered slot,
the other to the next lower one), two
"Track" skip buttons (which double as cue-
ing controls when held down), and a final
button, "Digital Input," that toggles be-
tween the Dragon DAC's A and B inputs.

The remote matches the rest of the sys-
tem. You'll find no plastic here; the heavy
aluminum housing is finished in high -gloss
black with glossy rosewood sides. There are
14 buttons; seven provide direct access to
any disc, and an eighth chooses random
play of all tracks on all discs. Any of these
eight serves to turn on power, as does the
play/pause control. Discs can be selected by

SPECS
CD CHANGER
D/A Converter Type: Dual, 18 -bit with

eight -times oversampling digital filter.
Wow & Flutter: Below measurement

limits.

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.5 dB.

THD: 0.008% or less at 1 kHz and 0 dB.
S/N: Greater than 92 dB, IHF A -

weighted.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 90 dB.
Channel Separation: Greater than 88

dB.

Analog Output Characteristics: Level,
1.5 V for 0 dB at 1 kHz; impedance,
600 ohms.

Digital Output Impedance: 75 ohms.
Dimensions: 125/s in. W x 57/8 in. H x

11% in. D (32.1 cm x 14.8 cm x 29.9
cm).

Weight: 18 lbs., 11 oz. (8.5 kg).

D/A CONVERTER
Type: Dual, 20 -bit, push-pull with eight -

times oversampling digital filter.
Sampling Frequency: 32, 44.1, or 48

kHz.
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,

±0.5 dB.
THD: 0.0025% or less at 1 kHz and 0

dB.

THD + N: 0.003% at 1 kHz and 0 dB.
S/N: Greater than 105 dB, IHF A -

weighted.

Channel Separation: Greater than 100
dB.

Analog Output Characteristics: Level,
1.5 V for 0 dB at 1 kHz; impedance,
600 ohms.

Dimensions: 12% in. W x 5% in. H x
113/4 in. D (32.1 cm x 14.8 cm x 29.9
cm).

Weight: 17 lbs., 10 oz. (8 kg).

POWER SUPPLY
Power Requirements: Available for 120,

230, 240, or 110 to 127/220 to 240 V
a.c., 50/60 Hz, according to country of
sale.

Output Voltage: 12 V d.c.
Power Consumption: 30 watts max-

imum, with both Dragon CD and
Dragon DAC connected.

Dimensions: 8 in. W x 33/s in. H x 9 in.
D (20.2 cm x 8.7 cm x 22.8 cm).

Weight: 7 lbs., 12 oz. (3.5 kg).

REMOTE -CONTROL UNIT
Dimensions: 2% in. W x 1 in. H x 6 in.

D (6.8 cm x 2.5 cm x 15.4 cm).
Approximate Weight: 13 oz. (380

grams), including batteries.

SYSTEM

Price: $9,700.
Company Address: 955 Francisco St.,

Torrance, Cal. 90502.
For literature, circle No. 90

The front panel
of the Dragon CD's
Air Shield cabinet
opens for disc loading.

two "Disc" up/down keys, as on the main
controller, but these do not turn on the sys-
tem. Tracks can be skipped or cued with a
pair of "Track" keys, just as on the main
controller, but there is no means to access a
track directly or to search for index marks.
The final button ("Repeat") sets up a repe-
tition of all seven discs; single tracks and
discs cannot be played repeatedly, nor are
there means for "marking" a segment for
repeat play or programming the playback
order of tracks or discs. Re -pressing "Ran-
dom" or "Repeat" cancels the mode.

On the back of the Dragon PS are two
power jacks that feed d.c. to the Dragon
DAC and the Dragon CD; a multipin "Sys-
tem Control" connector interfaces with the
Dragon CD. An a.c. input connector with
detachable line cord is on the far left as you
face the rear panel. On the back of the
Dragon CD are input connectors for the
d.c. feed and system -control cables, a pair
of high -quality Teflon -insert, gold-plated,
"Analog Output" RCA jacks, and a similar
jack for the "Digital Output." The Dragon
DAC simply has a power connector, two
"Digital Input" jacks (neither with optical
counterpart), and a pair of "Analog Out-
put" jacks. Input and output jacks are the
same as used on the Dragon CD. Nakamichi
provides cables for all interconnections.

Measurements
The topology of the Dragon DAC con-

verters differs materially from that used in
the Dragon CD, so I tested both. Again,
Nakamichi does not plan to sell the Dragon
CD separately from the Dragon DAC, but I
was intrigued to find out how the Dragon
CD's -converter would compare, even if it
wasn't going to be used.

Nakamichi describes the internal Dragon
CD's converters as "High -precision ... dual
18 -bit D/A converters with (an) 8-times-
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oversampling digital filter .. . [us-

ing] meticulously selected circuit
components." The Dragon DAC's
converters, on the other hand, use
Nakamichi's "EL" (Enhanced Lin-
earity) topology to "achieve true
20 -bit resolution at low signal lev-
els," as described below.

The Dragon DAC employs two
EL 20 -bit converters per channel,
in a push-pull configuration that is
said to cancel common -mode
noise and other extraneous influ-
ences. Each channel uses two 18 -
bit dual DACs, so there are four
converters per channel and eight
converters in all. (The DAC chips
are custom versions of the Burr -
Brown PCM1700P.) Each half of
the balanced configuration uses
two of these converters: After the
input data is converted to 20 -bit
form, one DAC chip handles the
four most significant bits, the other
the remaining 16 bits. (This digi-
tally amplifies the lower level sig-
nals, which are attenuated after
conversion and before mixing with
the signal from the upper four bits.
Nakamichi says this adds four bits
of precision to the low-level sig-
nals, yielding its claimed 20 bits
from 16 -bit data.) With such an
arrangement, "crossover" occurs at
-24 dBfs, as you can see from the
sudden drop in THD + N between
the -20 and -30 dBfs test levels in
Fig. 1. But even at higher recorded
levels, the Dragon DAC performs
extremely well: Worst -case THD +
N is -89.3 dB, an improvement of
more than 12 dB over the Dragon
CD's converters. Because the
crossover occurs four bits down,
I've changed the Dragon DAC's
secondary numbers in the Mea-
sured Data Table for THD + N at 1
kHz (but not the Dragon CD's)
from my usual -10 to -30 dBfs to
-30 to -90 dBfs. The Table shows
worst -case data.

The EL converter feeds a "dis-
crete" third -order Bessel filter and
is driven by an SM5843 20 -bit dig-
ital filter with eight -times over -
sampling. The output filter has an

isolated -ground local regulator to prevent
power -supply noise from contaminating
the analog signal ground. The desired digi-
tal input is selected by a 74LS151 switch
that is isolated from the controller by a
photocoupler for similar reasons. After the
switch, a YM3623B receiver phase -locks the

THE DRAGON CD'S

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

IS DECENT, BUT

THE DRAGON DAC'S

IS TRULY RULER FLAT.

system to any of the three standard sam-
pling rates (32, 44.1 or 48 kHz). There is no
indication that the cutoff frequency of the
output filter changes accordingly. Data is
reclocked in the Dragon CD.

Although the Dragon CD's frequency re-
sponse is decent (-0.52 dB at 20 kHz, worst
case), the Dragon DAC's is truly "ruler flat"
(see Fig. 2). Channel balance of both sys-
tems is exemplary, testifying to close com-
ponent tolerances in the analog circuitry.
Channel separation (Fig. 3) in the Dragon
CD is nothing to sneeze about (better than
83.5 dB across the board), but that of the
Dragon DAC is extraordinary-more
than 102 dB, worst case! Obviously,
Nakamichi has taken extreme care with
circuit layout.

Output level was less than the quasi -
standard 2 V, but the difference is unimpor-
tant. Output impedance of the Dragon
DAC was less than the Dragon CD's, but
again the difference is inconsequential.

Significant differences in the relative per-
formance of the converters can be found
not only in the THD + N versus level curves
of Fig. 1 but also in the THD + N versus fre-
quency curves of Fig. 4. The Dragon DAC's
distortion is far less at all frequencies than
the Dragon CD's. By today's standards, the
Dragon CD's converters are rather pedes-
trian, and contamination sneaks up past
0.08% at 18 kHz. The Dragon DAC's arti-
facts, on the other hand, are more than an
order of magnitude lower, which qualifies
its performance as outstanding.

There also are clear differences in low-
level linearity, as seen in Fig. 5. Even in the
poorer channel, the Dragon DAC is just
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Sacrifice :Nothing.
B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater Speaker
resolves the movies versus music debate
once and for all COREY GREENBERG, Home Theater Technology

WHAT STARTED OUT AS A RAGING DEBATE HAS ENDED WITH RAVE REVIEWS.

HERE B&W PRESENTS THE CONSIDERED OPINIONS OF TWO RESPECTED CRITICS,

COREY GREENBERG of Home Theater Technology (Nov 1994 issue)

AND TOM NOUSAINE of Sound & Image (Fall 1994 issue).

GREENiti lir,: "The main reason tile IITNIs

are so superior to any movie speakers I've
heard is solely because these are music
speakers first and foremost."

NOUSAINE: "This speaker is accurate.
Dialogue and vocals are always intelli-
gible and natural. Music sounds sweet
and clean."

GREENBERG: "The sound of the B&W

Matrix HTMs is so much better than any
of the movie speakers I've heard, even
systems costing many times the price of
the HTMs, that it's a joke."

NOUSAINE: "The Matrix HTM is a
tremendous performer. It makes a terrific
center speaker and a pair of them would

even do a great job as mains in a music -

only system. I'd be proud to own one."

GREENBERG: "This is the best sound I've

ever had in my home theater, bar none.
Whether I played movie LDs or music
CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM
was honest, accurate, and the very
definition of the term 'high fidelity.' It's
a speaker system you'll want to live with
for a long, long time."

What else can we say?
For the name of a B&W dealer near
you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear why

the critics' choice in
music speakers is the
critics' choice in movie
speakers.

sto

reduce su

waves to minimizi

coloration - whether

you're listening to music

or watching movies.

B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3740 fax (508)664-4109
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Listen and You'- ll See
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about perfectly linear to -70 dB re:
full scale (-70 dBfs). The error is
barely more than 0.5 dB at -80
dBfs, and under 1.75 dB at -90
dBfs. With a dithered recording,
linearity error drops to a mere 1 dB
at -90 dBfs and hardly more than
that at -100 dBfs. Extraordinarily
good! In comparison, the right
channel of the Dragon CD's con-
verter shows significant error at -60
dBfs, and the error exceeds 4.3 dB
at -90 dBfs. Nor do matters im-
prove on dithered recordings.

Similar effects can be seen in the
fade -to -noise curves of Fig. 6. I've
shown the right channel because it
was the worse one on the Dragon
CD; there was very little difference
between the Dragon DAC's chan-
nels. Spectral analyses of residual
noise (Fig. 7) and of a 1 -kHz, -60
dBfs recording (Fig. 8) also demon-
strate the superiority of the Dragon
DAC over the Dragon CD. Note the
absence of low -frequency noise in
the Dragon DAC's output and its
excellent suppression of the 44.1 -
kHz sampling component. Also
note the absence of harmonics in
Fig. 8. The Dragon CD's output in-
cludes an unusual amount of the
sampling signal and its harmonics,
as well as the third, fifth, and seventh

harmonics of the 1 -kHz tone.
The A -weighted S/N ratio is 17

dB better on the Dragon DAC than
on the Dragon CD. However, this
measurement says more about the
analog electronics than about the
converters, which are not exercised
by the "all -zeroes" recording used
for the test. The figures for quanti-
zation noise, however, do reflect
converter action. Here, too, the
Dragon DAC outperforms the
Dragon CD, albeit by a lesser mar-
gin (7 dB). Dynamic range is calcu-
lated from the noise and distortion
generated when converting a -60
dBfs, 1 -kHz recording and maxi-
mum output of the system. Here
the Dragon DAC outperforms the
Dragon CD by about 12 dB on an
A -weighted basis and more like 4.5
to 6 dB on an unweighted basis.

The Dragon's Breath
I loaded the Dragon CD with a full com-

plement of discs and gave it a workout. For
the record, disc changing time came out to
just under 8 S; skipping to the next track
took under 2 S. You can't load a disc during
play, but the system does return to the pre-
vious disc after gobbling up the new one. It
doesn't return to where playback left off,
however, but cues to the start of track 1. If
you're indecisive when using the track-
scan/track-skip key, you may accidentally
skip to the next track rather than scan the
current one. The only way to prevent this is
to keep the key depressed for what seems an

eternity before scanning starts, so it's easy
to give up and tap again-which takes you
straight to the next track. I found these
controls far more reliable on the controller
than on the remote.

Although Nakamichi normally provides
a digital interconnect between the Dragon
CD and the Dragon DAC, my early sample
didn't have one, so I substituted a precision
cable from MIT. To make a direct compari-
son between the sound of the converters, I
connected both to separate inputs of my
Apt preamp. The difference in output levels
(0.8 dB) would tend to tilt judgment in fa-
vor of the Dragon DAC, but I tried to take
this into account as best I could. I repeated
the listening tests with only one converter

THIS SYSTEM IS ON

A PAR WITH THE BEST;

ITS BASS IS WARM, FULL,

AND FAT AND ITS TREBLE

CLEAR AND BRILLIANT.

connected at a time, to sidestep any prob-
lem that might occur when both were con-
nected to the same box.

Although I used quite a number of CDs
during my listening evaluation, my final
judgment is based mainly on the following
list: A collection of Bach works for harpsi-
chord played by Trevor Pinnock (Deutsche
Grammophon Archiv 435795); The Young
Beethoven, with Igor Kipnis on fortepiano
(Epiphany EP -1); Smetana: The Complete
Czech Dances featuring Antonin Kubalek
on an American Steinway D in the Troy
Savings Bank Music Hall (Dorian DOR-
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90122); Debussy's Nocturnes and his Sym-
phonic Fragments from Le Martyre de Saint
Sibastien with Esa-Pekka Salonen conduct-
ing the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orches-
tra (Sony Classical SK 58952); a reissue of
Volume II of the Sheffield/Leinsdorf Ses-
sions (Sheffield Lab 10052-2-G); the Kodo
Heartbeat Drummers of Japan (Sheffield
Lab 1222-2), and finally, a sampler disc
from Nakamichi that has several cuts
from the Proprius label, including "Cantate
Domino."

I chose each recording for a specific rea-
son. Since Nakamichi has a harpsichord in
its concert hall, where, presumably, its lis-
tening tests are conducted, I thought to in-
clude the Pinnock in my lineup. I chose the
Kipnis because I know his fortepiano and
the venue in which the Epiphany recording
was made. The Dorian disc is an excellent

MEASURED DATA

DRAGON DAC

Line Output Level: 1.595 V.
Line Output Impedance: 100 ohms.
Channel Separation: Greater than

103.2 dB from 125 Hz to 16 kHz.
THD + N at 0 dBfs: Less than 0.0072%

from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
THD + N at 1 kHz: From 0 to -90 dBfs,

-89.3 dB; from -30 to -90 dBfs, 98.1
dB.

A -Weighted S/N: 110.8 dBfs for
infinity -zero signal.

Dynamic Range: A -weighted, 99.6 dB;
unweighted, 97.7 dB.

Quantization Noise: -93.1 dBfs.

DRAGON CD

Line Output Level: 1.455 V.

Line Output Impedance: 980 ohms.
Channel Separation: Greater than 83.5

dB from 125 Hz to 16 kHz.
THD + N at 0 dBfs: Less than 0.083%

from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
THD + N at 1 kHz: From 0 to -90 dBfs,

-77.1 dB; from -10 to -90 dBfs, 84.0
dB.

A -Weighted S/N: 93.9 dBfs for infinity -
zero signal.

Dynamic Range: A -weighted, 87.0 dB;
unweighted, 91.5 dB.

Quantization Noise: -86.0 dBfs.

piano recording, with marvelous ambience,
so it made the lineup. The Sony and
Sheffield reissues were included because
each was transferred to CD using "20 -bit"
processing (Sony's Super Bit Mapping and
Sheffield's 20+-416
Ultra Matrix Process-
ing) and should push
the converters to their
limits. I included the
Kodo disc, because
if anything would
prove the worth of Nak-

amichi's Air Shield
cabinet design, the
huge 0-Daiko drum
certainly would. Fi-
nally, I selected the
Nakamichi sam-
pler because it re-
flects the company's
thoughts on good CD
sound (and I agree).

The effectiveness of the Air Shields was
judged using the Dragon DAC converter.
Ah, the power of suggestion. When I ma-
nipulated the doors myself, I thought I
heard a difference. Bass seemed tighter with
the doors closed, and the treble was
smoother and silkier. But then my life com-
panion raised and lowered the shields on
both the Dragon DAC and Dragon CD, in-
dividually and together, without my know-
ing which condition applied. I only tried to
judge whether anything had changed, not
which condition sounded best. Since I had
audible clues when she changed conditions
(the thumbscrews rattle slightly), she'd oc-
casionally "fool" me by opening and then
quickly closing the shields and/or doing the
opposite, with a few extraneous rattles
thrown in for good measure. When we tal-
lied the score, I was right half the time
(which is to say, I could not reliably discern
a difference whether the doors were sealed
or not), even with the 0-Daiko cut played
at high volume.

There was no mistaking the difference in
sound between the two converters; the
Dragon DAC so outperforms the Dragon
CD's built-in electronics that I can readily
see why Nakamichi hesitates to sell one
without the other. The Dragon DAC is
an exceptional converter; from a technical
standpoint, it's one of the finest I've mea-
sured, and its sonics are on a par with the

best I've ever heard. Its bass is warm, full,
and fat and its treble clean and brilliant.
Some might say the bass is a bit too fat
and the treble a bit too brilliant, but I
don't think it quite goes over the edge of

musical propriety.
The Dragon DAC

excels in its uncanny
ability to unearth de-
tail and ambience. My
listening notes consis-
tently refer to these
characteristics-the
ambience of the Troy
Music Hall, the inner
detail of the Debussy,
the finger cymbals and
distant voices accom-
panying the 0-Daiko-
as being all clearly out-

standing. I could
consistently tell one
converter from the

THE DRAGON PS

IS THE SYSTEM'S

CONTROL CENTER

AS WELL AS

ITS POWER SUPPLY.

other in these respects, and preferred the
Dragon DAC. The only recording in which
ambience seemed better with the Dragon
CD (strangely enough) was the "Cantate
Domino" cut on the Nakamichi sampler.
But although the changer's internal D/A
converter seemed to have a bit more ambi-
ence, the Dragon DAC produced a much
smoother sound, so I'd still choose to use it.

Clearly, Nakamichi has gone to extraor-
dinary lengths to dot every "i" and cross
every "t" in the design of its new Dragons,
but I'm puzzled about the underlying de-
sign philosophy. That this is an expensive
system doesn't overly concern me. (It just
makes me wish I earned more!) And the
fact that this system has ventured well be-
yond the point of diminishing returns vis-
a-vis sound quality per dollar doesn't much
concern me, either. Every Nakamichi Drag-
on has made that heroic quest, and-thank
heavens-there will always be folks for
whom price is no object when pursuing the
Holy Grail. What does concern me is the
sacrifice of basic conveniences. Must I give
up direct track access and the ability to pro-
gram an evening's music in order to placate
this Dragon? Being a classical music freak,
I'd gladly forgo cutesy features like random
playback-and repeat playback, if it means
repeating every disc in the bloody eleva-
tor-to grab this Dragon by the tail and
program it. A
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THX
Cables?

The people at Lucasfilm THX know
about sound. They know that cables
make an important difference. And they

know that, especially

for Home Theater, you

can't expect to get the

very best possible
sound from your sys-

tem unless the cables you use are just

as good as your other components.

That's why the Lucasfilm Home THX

CERTIFIED
COMPATIBLE WITH
DOLBY PRO LOGIC
& ALL OTHER SYSTEMS

Program establishes test procedures
and solid, measurable performance
standards for cables.
And that's why Lucasfilm MX certi-

fies the performance of XL0/VD0'"
cables, and not all the others.
XLO/VDO is the complete line of
cables for home entertainment'"
from XLO Electric Co., Inc., whose

products are recognized every-
where as "The Best in the World."

M/3/VDO
XLO Electric Company, Inc.  9480 Utica Avenue, Suite 612, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730  Phone (909) 466 0382  Fax (909) 466-3662

THX is a registered trademark of Locardilrn LTD Dolby and Pro Logic are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. All rights reserved.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
D. B. KEELE, JR.

JMlab
SPECTRAL 913.1

SPEAKER
Iocal, S.A. is a French company known
for its high -quality speaker drivers;
JMlab is its speaker system division.
Focal sells many drivers for use in
home construction projects, and many
more as an OEM supplier to compa-

nies all over the world, including such well-

known American manufacturers as Avalon,
Legacy, Snell, Swans, Thiel, Westlake Audio,

and Wilson Audio. However, finished
speakers actually comprise over 70% of Fo-
cal's business. The American sales arm, JM-
lab America (a division of the Prism Audio
Group), markets more than 30 models in
the U.S., ranging in price, per pair, from
$495 for a small two-way unit up to
$65,000 for the extreme high -end Grande
Utopia. The 913.1 comes near the top of the
Spectral line in the U.S. Only three JMlab
systems exceed it in price: The Antea
($6,495), the Alcor ($11,000), and the
aforementioned Grande Utopia.

The 913.1 is a fairly large and heavy
three-way speaker using dual 8 -inch
woofers in a rear -ported vented box. The
other drivers are a 5 -inch midrange and a 1 -
inch, titanium inverted -dome tweeter. One
of the two parallel -connected woofers is
mounted near the top of the front panel;
the other is near the middle of the panel,
below the midrange and tweeter.

The 913.1's enclosure is a hefty double -
sided design consisting of a main cabinet
constructed of 3A -inch MDF covered on the
sides by 1 -inch slabs of African anigre
wood. The cabinet contains two equal -vol-
ume enclosures for the woofers, each vent-
ed to the rear through a tube 21/2 inches in
diameter and 6 inches long. The midrange
is mounted in its own sealed chamber, a 6 -

inch diameter tube which connects the
front and rear of the enclosure. All drivers
are mounted to the front panel with socket -
head machine screws. The systems are sup-
plied with spikes that can be screwed into
the bottom of the cabinet. The 913.1's grille

is made from 1/2 -inch MDF and is attached
to the front panel with six plastic projec-
tions that mate with plastic fittings in the
cabinet.

The system's high -excursion 8 -inch
woofers have diecast baskets and Polykevlar
cones. Polykevlar, a Focal exclusive, is a
sandwich of resin -bound hollow micro-

spheres between two sheets of Kevlar. This
combination is said to have light weight,
rigidity, and excellent damping, but with-

out the coloration of conventional Kevlar
construction. The woofer's voice -coil is of
flat ribbon wire wound on a Kapton for-
mer, 11/2 inches in diameter.

The 5 -inch midrange also uses a

Polykevlar cone and features a stationary
conical phasing plug. A 1 -inch voice -coil,
wound on a Nomex former, surrounds the
phasing plug and vibrates in relation to it.
No dust cap is used or required.

The 913.1's tweeter utilizes an inverted
metal dome made of a material that Focal
calls Tioxid, titanium that is covered with a
thin film of titanium dioxide, and suspend-
ed with a flexible, flat foam surround. Un-
like the voice -coils of conventional convex- F

dome tweeters, which are larger than their C,
domes, the inverted -dome tweeter's voice- ..F!

coil is significantly smaller than its dome,
and drives it from its center. The tweeter
uses a large magnet, 33A inches in diameter,
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that raises the tweeter's overall weight to a
hefty 3 pounds.

The system's crossover is constructed on
a large, 6 x 10 -inch p.c. board that is at-
tached to a removable MDF panel mounted
on the bottom of the cabinet. The parallel -
connected woofers are driven by a third -or-

der, 18-dB/octave, low-pass filter (two se-
ries inductors with a series capacitor and
resistor to ground). The midrange is fed
through a modified bandpass network
formed of a third -order, 18-dB/octave,
high-pass network plus a high -frequency
rejection circuit. The latter is a parallel -res-
onant LC tank, tuned to 7.9 kHz, in series
with the input. (For you electrical engineers
out there, it's a third -order, elliptic low-pass
filter with a zero in the stopband at 7.9 kHz,
which provides a rapid roll -off with a slope
approaching 24 dB/octave between 4 and
7 kHz.)

The crossover contains 20 components
(five resistors, five inductors, and 10 capaci-
tors, all premium quality) that function as
16 distinct parts, considering paralleled
units. The three largest inductors have fer-
rite cores. Connections between crossover

SPECS
Type: Three-way, floor -standing,

vented -box system.
Drivers: Two 8 -in. cone woofers, 5 -in.

cone midrange, and 1 -in. titanium
inverted -dome tweeter.

Frequency Response: 35 Hz to 25 kHz,
+0, -3 dB.

Sensitivity: 93.5 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V
rms applied.

Crossover Frequencies: 500 Hz and 3.5
kHz, with 18-dB/octave slopes.

Impedance: 8 ohms average, 4 ohms
minimum.

Maximum Amplifier Power: 175 watts
continuous, 250 watts program
power.

Dimensions: 43% in. H x 111/4 in. W x
143 in. D (1 1 1 cm x 28.5 cm x 36.5
cm).

Weight: 86 lbs. (39 kg) each.
Price: $4,295 per pair.
Company Address: do Prism Audio

Group, 14038 Tanglewood Court,
Dallas, Tex. 75234.

For literature, circle No. 91

and speakers use 14 -gauge stranded wire,
soldered at both ends. All drivers are con-
nected in positive polarity.

Input connections are via two bi-wirable
pairs of gold-plated, heavy-duty binding
posts at the bottom rear of the cabinet. Ter-
minal spacing is a nonstandard 40 mm (15/g

inches), so standard double -banana plugs
will not work. For normal wiring, the two
pairs of input terminals are connected to-
gether with large brass bus bars, 0.2 inch in
diameter and 21/2 inches long. These bus
bars go into the holes in the terminal posts,
where they will prevent normal -gauge
speaker wire from being inserted, so single
banana plugs must be used.

Measurements
Figure 1 shows the on -axis anechoic fre-

quency response of the Spectral 913.1. Mea-
surements were taken at a distance of 2 me-

ters from the front of the cabinet, on the
midrange axis (as recommended by the fac-
tory). A voltage of
5.66 V rms was ap-
plied (equivalent to 8
watts into the rated 4 -
ohm minimum im-
pedance) and then re-
ferred back to 1 meter
with a 2.83-V rms in-
put (equivalent to 2
watts into 4 ohms). A
combination of ground -plane and elevated
free -field measurements was used to derive
the curve, which was then averaged with a
tenth -octave filter.

If you exclude a high -frequency rise
above 15 kHz, the on -axis curve is quite flat
and fits within a tight, 4.5 -dB window from
50 Hz to 18 kHz. Distinguishing features
include a moderately elevated low end be-
tween 60 and 500 Hz, roughness above 800
Hz, a slight dip at 11 kHz, and a rising high
end above 12 kHz. A separate frequency re-
sponse measurement extending to 30 kHz
(not shown) revealed a high -frequency
dome -resonance peak at 21 kHz (which
reached a level of 97 dB) and then a rapid
roll -off at higher frequencies.

Averaged from 250 Hz to 4 kHz, the sen-
sitivity of the 913.1 measured a high 90.0
dB, which is 3.5 dB below JMlab's rating.
The right/left match of the speakers was
poor, with the left being some 0.5 to 1 dB
above the right below 2 kHz, and below the

he terminals can be bi-wired
but cannot be used with
standard double -banana plugs.

right by about 1 to 2 dB above 3 kHz. The
major difference occurred in the high -
frequency range, above 11 kHz, where the
left unit was some 2 dB below the right. The

grille caused moder-
ate response devia-
tions above 2 kHz,
with maximum devia-
tions of about +2 and
-3.5 dB in the range
from 3 to 9 kHz.

A frequency re-
sponse check, taken
with the woofers re-

versed at the rear terminals, revealed that
the lower crossover was at about 320 Hz
rather than the factory -rated 500 Hz. With
this reversal, there was a very sharp null,
about 50 dB at 320 Hz. The sharpness of
this null indicated that the woofer and
midrange are solidly in phase throughout
their crossover region when connected nor-
mally, an ideal situation.

The phase and group -delay responses of
the 913.1, referenced to the tweeter's arrival
time, are shown in Fig. 2. Also shown is
waveform phase, a measure which predicts
waveshape fidelity in specific frequency
ranges. The phase curve is quite well be-
haved but rotates 300° between 1 and 10
kHz. When averaged above 1 kHz, the
group delay indicates an approximate time
offset of about 0.2 mS between the
midrange and woofer, with the midrange
output delayed behind the tweeter's. The
waveform phase curve indicates that wave -
shapes will not be preserved within any

THE SPECTRAL 913.1'S

LOW -FREQUENCY OUTPUT

WAS IN THE TOP 25%

OF ALL SPEAKERS

I HAVE TESTED.
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Fig. 1-One-meter, on -axis
frequency response.
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Fig. 2-On-axis phase
response, group delay, and
waveform phase.
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Fig. 4-Horizontal off -axis
frequency responses.
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frequency responses.
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frequency range, because the phase
values are not at or near either 0°
or ±180° over any significant fre-
quency band.

Figure 3 shows the Spectral's 1 -
meter, on -axis, 2.83-V rms
energy/time response. The test pa-
rameters were chosen to accentuate
the system's response between 1
and 10 kHz, which includes the up-

per crossover region. The main ar-
rival, at 3 mS, is quite compact but
is followed by one significant
response, down about 20 dB and
delayed about 0.76 mS after the
main arrival.

The unsmoothed horizontal
off -axis responses of the 913.1 are
shown in Fig. 4. (The bold curve at
the rear of the graph is the on -axis
response.) These responses are
quite similar over the whole fre-
quency range, particularly in the
important main coverage window
(±15° of the axis), where no nar-
rowing of high -frequency response
is evident.

Figure 5 shows the vertical off -
axis curves of the 913.1. (The bold
curve in the middle of the graph is
the on -axis response.) Within ±10°

of the axis, the curves are fairly
uniform and symmetrical (on an
up/down basis) through the upper
crossover range (2.5 to 5 kHz).
Although exhibiting some curve -
to -curve variation, the overall ver-
tical coverage does not show any
dramatic peaks or nulls in the off -
axis response. On average, the
vertical off -axis response is quite
uniform.

Figure 6 shows the Spectral's im-

pedance magnitude versus fre-
quency. In the bass range, below
100 Hz, the characteristic two
peaks and a dip of the vented box
are evident. The 4.7 -ohm dip at
about 27 Hz indicates the approxi-
mate location of the vented -box
tuning. In the audible range (20 Hz
to 20 kHz), an impedance maxi-
mum of 14.6 ohms is reached in
the bass range, at 50 Hz, and a min-
imum of 3.0 ohms at the slightly
higher frequency of 90 Hz.

The system's max/min impedance varia-
tion from 20 Hz to 20 kHz is a fairly high
ratio of 4.9 to 1 (14.6 divided by 3.0). This
means the cable series resistance should be
limited to a low maximum of about 0.044
ohm to keep cable -drop effects from caus-
ing response peaks and dips greater than
0.1 dB. For a typical run of about 10 feet,
14 -gauge (or larger), low -inductance cable
should be used with this speaker.

Figure 7 shows the complex impedance
of the 913.1, plotted over the range from 5
Hz to 30 kHz. Although well behaved, the
curve exhibits many major and minor
loops. The two largest loops correspond to
the two impedance peaks of the vented box.
The next smaller loop corresponds to the
impedance rise at about 700 Hz. Two very
small loops occur at 148 Hz and 4.4 kHz for

unknown reasons. A single 913.1 will not be
a bad load for any competently designed
amplifier, although its low 3 -ohm mini-
mum and fairly large impedance variations

I KNEW THAT IF THESE

SPEAKERS WERE MADE

AS WELL AS THEY

WERE PACKED, THEY'D

BE VERY GOOD, INDEED.

may cause response aberrations when con-
nected to amplifiers having low damping
factors, such as tube units.

A high-level sine -wave sweep revealed a
quite rigid cabinet with very low activity of
the sides and top at any frequency. The 8-

inch woofers have a healthy travel capability

of about 0.6 inch, peak to peak, and over-
load quite gracefully. A moderate amount
of dynamic offset was noted at sine -wave
levels above 14 V rms. The vented enclo-
sures work very well and reduce the cone
excursion at box resonance by a significant
three -fourths (x 0.25), comparing response
with port open to port closed. Minimum
woofer excursion occurred at 33 Hz, the
system's vented -box resonance. Port wind
noise at high power levels was very low at
and near box resonance.

Figure 8 shows the 3 -meter room re-
sponse of the 913.1, with both raw and
sixth -octave smoothed data. The system, in
the right-hand stereo position, was aimed
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/FTER DEVELOPInG A CD PLAYER WITH

LEGATO LinK convErzslon s,

Twin D/A COIIVEki-ERS

MID A STABLE PLATTER MECHAriSM,

WE REALIZED OrIE THirIG WAS MISS111G.

THE RECORD BUTT011

.4104 0000 -

What lies before you is the most refined,

. most sophisticated and most unco-Tro-
inising idea to be thought of in years, a CD

p aver that records CDs, the Elites PDR-09.

A CD recorder engineered not only to record t.Ds,

but to play them back with the highest standards pc ,sible.

A CD
P
I. er that0has Legato Lin Conversion S. which

effectively re-creates the music as it was originally con-

ceived 6v the artist.The PDR-90 also has the extraordinary

ability to record from any source.

Th, Stable Platter _Niechanism-another astoundimi:

advancement-helps to suppress resonance and v_bratio.

of the disc. This ensures more accurate playback and

record:ability.

And yet, with all these advancements, the most intoortrt

feature the Elite PDR-99 oiD recorder o;fers is the ability

to record your cherished music to the incredible, durable

and loi-lasting0 format of CD.

for the -Elite dealer nearest

you, call 1-800-746-6537

ELITE
BY PI_QNER

io9. Pioneer Electronics 'SA) Inc., I olg Bcach,( 'A
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250

laterally at the test microphone, at
ear height (36 inches) at the listen-
er's position on the sofa. The speak-
ers were driven with a swept sine -
wave signal of 2.83 V rms
(corresponding to 2 watts into the
4 -ohm impedance). The direct
sound and 13 mS of the room's re-
verberation are included.

If you exclude dips in the floor -
bounce range, between 200 and 500
Hz, the averaged curve is well be-
haved and fits a fairly tight, 8 -dB
window. With these dips included,
the averaged curve still fits within a
looser but not -so -bad window of
about 12.5 dB. Distinguishing fea-
tures include a peak at 800 Hz and a
general downward trend in re-
sponse from 1 to 10 kHz, followed
by a dip at 12 kHz and a rise at high-
er frequencies.

Figure 9 shows the E, (41.2 -Hz)
bass harmonic distortion of the
Spectral 913.1, with input power
ranging from 0.1 to 100 watts (20 V
rms into 4 ohms). The second har-
monic reaches only a low 2.2%,
while the third
erate 3.1%. Higher harmonics are
0.65% or lower at full power. At 1
meter in free space with a 100 -watt
input, the system generates a fairly
loud 100 dB SPL at 41.2 Hz.

The A2 (110 -Hz) bass harmonic
distortion (not shown) was below
the floor of my measuring gear and
hence was below 0.33% at full pow-
er at all measured harmonics.

The A4 (440 -Hz) harmonic dis-
tortion is shown in Fig. 10. The sec-
ond harmonic rises only to 1.3% at
full power. Higher harmonics were
below the floor of my analyzer at all
power levels up to 80 watts. Howev-
er, at higher power levels the speak-
er's output exhibited a harsh sound
that corresponded with a sudden
appearance of the third and fifth
harmonics (at 2.0% and 4.0%) at
the 100 -watt level. Investigations
described later revealed that a satu-
rating inductor in the midrange
part of the crossover caused sym-
metrical rounding of the mid-
range's waveshape.

The IM versus power, created by tones of
440 Hz (A4) and 41.2 Hz (E1) of equal pow-

er, is not shown. At 100 watts, the IM rose
only to 1.3% at full power, a very low value.
This low IM value is a direct result of the
low woofer -to -midrange crossover fre-
quency, which occurs between the frequen-
cies of the test signal. The test tones are
handled separately by the woofer and
tweeter.

The short-term peak -power input and
output capabilities of the Spectral 913.1 are
shown in Fig. 11 as a function of frequency.
The test signal was a 6.5 -cycle, third -octave -

bandwidth tone burst. The peak input pow-
er was calculated by assuming that the mea-
sured peak voltage was applied across the
4 -ohm impedance.

The peak input power starts very strong
(240 watts at 20 Hz), rises to a peak of 700
watts at 31 Hz (near the box tuning), stays
within a narrow range until 250 Hz, falls to
a minimum of 270 watts at 400 Hz, and
then rises rapidly into the range of 6 to 8

FROM THE FIRST,

I HEARD SMOOTHNESS,

LIVELY DYNAMICS,

AND POWERFUL BASS.

kilowatts above 2 kHz. A reduction in pow-
er handling is noted above 13 kHz due to
distorted waveshapes.

Between 200 and 800 Hz, the peak input
and output were limited primarily by the
midrange's generating a harsh, hollow
sound. Severe symmetrical rounding of the
output acoustic waveshape was noted in
this range. Suspecting inductor saturation
in the crossover, I drove the midrange di-
rect, bypassing the internal network. This
resulted in considerably more input power
handling and much higher clean acoustic
output, as shown.

At 400 Hz, when the 913.1 was connected
normally, its clean peak maximum output
sounded rather anemic. When the
midrange was driven directly, the output
was much louder and sounded quite robust
and clean. The cause of this waveform dis-
tortion was saturation of the core of a 2-
mH shunt inductor in the midrange circuit.
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Saturated shunt inductors cause symmetri-
cal rounding or clipping of the waveform,
while saturated series inductors cause trian-
gularization of the waveform. The distorted
waveshape driving the midrange was con-
firmed by observing its voltage drive with
an oscilloscope.

With room gain, the maximum peak
output SPL of the system starts at a healthy
104 dB at 20 Hz, rises rapidly to a peak of
123 dB at 80 Hz, and then, after maintain-
ing levels of about 121 dB to 250 Hz, falls to
115 dB at 400 Hz. It then rises into the loud
range of 125 to 129 dB above 1.25 kHz. The
dip in maximum output at 400 Hz coin-
cides with the limited power handling not-
ed in the same range. The peak output
crosses the 110 -dB SPL level at a low 25 Hz
and then crosses the 120 -dB SPL level at a
significantly low 50 Hz. Its strong low -fre-
quency output places the 913.1 in the top
25% of speakers I have tested.

Use and Listening Tests

When I unpacked the Spectral 913.1s, I
was very impressed with the design and

12 de

T

quality of the shipping containers.
The speakers were packed in no
fewer than three separate boxes co-
cooned inside each other! Often,
the shipping containers I receive,
which have passed through the
New York offices of Audio and have

been unpacked and repacked once,
2.50

are in shambles. I frequently have
to request new containers so that
equipment can be returned safely
to the manufacturer after I review
it. This was not the case with the
913.1s. After unpacking them, I
thought that if these speakers were

designed and manufactured half as
well as they were packed, they must

be very good indeed. They did not
let me down.

The 913.1s are very handsome.
The African anigre wood of the
side panels is somewhat similar to
a medium or light oak in grain and
coloring, but with a slight orange
tint. The appearance, fit, finish,
and workmanship of the cabinet
are excellent. All parts fit together
well, and the total assembly is very
solid. The speakers are quite heavy
for their size and bulk, but fairly

easy to move around. The grille is essential-
ly captured between the wood side panels.
Tolerances are so tight that the grille is
somewhat difficult to remove.

The owner's manual is, of course, printed
in both French and English and consists of
a large, somewhat odd -sized (81/4 x 113/4 -
inch) triple foldup of six pages. Although
generic to all the JMlab products, the man-
ual contains a lot of useful information.
The translation from French is a bit awk-
ward in spots, however, with sentences like:
"This parameter is directly related to the
linearity of restitution of your listening
room." JMIab suggests a live-end/dead-end
style of room, but with the speaker at the
live end of the room and the dead end be-
hind the listener.

The speakers are quite easy to hook up,
due to their very accessible terminals. Un-
fortunately, as mentioned earlier, the termi-
nals' nonstandard spacing precludes use of
standard, 3/4 -inch -spaced double -banana
plugs, and the connection straps used when
not bi-wiring preclude the use of bare wire,
tips, or spade lugs.

Listening was done with the Spectrals set
up in my usual locations, aimed in toward
my listening position and placed 8 feet
apart and far from the rear and side walls. I
listened from a point equidistant from the
speakers, 10 feet away. Listening gear in-
cluded Onkyo and Rotel CD players, a Krell
KRC preamp and KSA250 power amp,
Straight Wire cabling, and B & W 801 Ma-
trix Series 3 reference speakers.

First listening exhibited lively dynamics,
a powerful and extended low end, and a
smooth, even character with wide disper-
sion. Further listening revealed some minor
flaws but, everything considered, the Spec-
tral 913.1s did a very credible job.

The jazz piano on The Wonderful Sound
of Three Blind Mice (Three Blind Mice GS

THE 913.1s WERE

VERY FOCUSED,

WHILE PRESERVING

THE AMBIENCE OF

THE SOURCE MATERIAL.

CD004) was reproduced with quite ener-
getic dynamics and a smooth, open sound.
The acoustic bass sounded quite even and
clean, with minimal emphasis or de -em-
phasis of particular notes. Some slight for-
wardness was noted, as compared to the
B & W speakers.

The dynamic range and high output ca-
pability of the 913.1s was demonstrated
very well with a recording of Beethoven's
"Wellington's Victory," complete with can-
non and musket shots, on The Cincinnati
Symphony's Battle Music of Beethoven and
Liszt led by Erich Kunzel (Telarc CD -80079,

a favorite of mine). The Spectral 913.1s
shine on this kind of material, because their
high sensitivity and power handling result
in clean reproduction of the high peak
pressures required when this music is
played at high levels. Here, the JMlab speak-
ers did just about as well as my reference
B & W 801s, exhibiting only slightly less
bass on the cannon shots. Actually,
"Wellington's Victory" describes a battle
between the French and the British, which
the British won decisively. In my own
French -versus -British showdown (JMlab
versus B & W), the French do much better!
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Conduct your own
audition of our reference
quality speaker systems.
You will discover the
difference. Wherever you
want to go; Carnegie Hall,
The Grand Ole Opry, a Broadway
Stage, or right into the recording
studio, Westlake Audio will take
you there.

To experience the
fullness, the power and
the definition, call us.
Reference quality
loudspeakers from
Westlake Audio.

Wet, I

\I (o
2696 Lavery Court, Unit 18, Newbury Park, CA 91320

(805) 499-3686 Fax (805) 498-2571
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On older, not -so -clean analog vocal
recordings, the 913.1s exhibited some high -
frequency emphasis and harshness on sibi-
lants that the B & Ws did not exhibit. On
clean vocal recordings, they did just fine.

On pink noise, the 913.1s did show sig-
nificant midrange tonal changes when I
stood up. Octave -to -octave spectral balance
on pink noise was quite acceptable; I heard
minimal tonality. These speakers did, how-
ever, sound somewhat different than the
B & Ws on pink noise. The differences were
not bad, just different, and are hard to
describe.

On third -octave, band -limited pink
noise, the 913.1s generated some usable
output in the 20 -Hz third -octave band,
somewhat more usable output in the 25 -Hz
band, and very strong and clean output at
all higher bands. Port wind noise was quite
low. The JMlabs' low -frequency output, al-
though quite robust, was still not quite as
clean as the B & W systems' when repro-
ducing the same levels.

In a second listening session, after I took
the measurements, I couldn't find any par-
ticular music material that demonstrated
the reduced maximum output of the JMlab
speakers in the 400 -Hz range. What did re-
veal the problem was a recently recorded
CD of my special tone -burst signals.

On large-scale symphonic music, such as
Latin American Ballets (Dorian DOR-
90211), the 913.1s demonstrated lively dy-
namics and a wide and accurate soundstage
while being quite neutral and well balanced,
with an extended frequency response. Tip-
top information on percussion was repro-
duced with a bit more emphasis than I
heard with the B & W 801s. The JMlab
speakers also did very well on less dynamic
classical music, such as string quartets,
where the 913.1s' stereo focus was very
good while preserving the recorded ambi-
ence of the source material.

Although $4,295 a pair is a significant
amount of money, the Spectral 913.1s did
quite well in both my measurements and
listening tests, and they compete very well
with other systems in their price range.
They exhibited a very dynamic, even, and
smooth sound, with an extended bass re-
sponse. The speakers sounded very good on
all types of music, including material that
profits from being played very loud. Defi-
nitely consider them. A

if E / \ /A -

Your

Boom

Is Our

Canvas.

xperience articulate

soundswes created by

the new Odd loudspeaker from

Audio Artistry. From the inventor of

the Linkwitz-Riey Crossover comes

a cnique dipole design fcr superior

wind in the eldest rangy of rooms.

Let Audio Midi), bring your music

to life. Call (919) 319-1375 or fax

(919)319-14-m6 for the Vivaldi dealer

nearest you.
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The first hgh-fidelity system
with a Napoleon complex.

It may be small. Bur the Bose' Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an
overachiever_ The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM
radio, and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And pro-
duces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thou-
sands of dollars. We know, that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it is only available _ROSE
direct from Bose. Better sound through research

Name

Address

City

Cal 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W282.

Telephone

State Zip

Or mail to: Bose Corporation, The Mountain,
Dept. CDD-W282, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.
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EQUIPMENT
BASCOM H. KING

MUSEATEX BIDAT
D/A CONVERTER

The Museatex Bidat D/A converter is
the result of more than eight years of
effort by Ed Meitner and his design
team, whose work I admire for its
originality and uniqueness. Since my
last review of Meitner's equipment

(the PA -6i preamp, November 1988), Muse-

atex has merged with a/d/s/, with Ed Meit-
ner serving as Vice President of Research
and Development.

Inputs on the Bidat's rear panel are ST
(AT&T glass), S/P DIF coax, AES/EBU bal-

anced, and Toslink, allowing connection to
all standard digital equipment. For analog
outputs, the Bidat has a set of balanced XLR
connectors and a pair of unbalanced out-
puts via high -quality phono connectors. A
DIN connector, labelled "Option," is pro-
vided for connection to the optional wired
remote control. Since the Bidat is partially a
computer and occasionally may need reset-

ting, a reset button is located on the rear
panel, just below the DIN connector. A
power on/off switch and IEC line -cord
socket are stacked vertically at the right-
hand edge of the rear panel.

A removable metal plate on the bottom
of the Bidat provides access to a DIP switch
that selects which input and absolute polar-
ity the unit will default to when it powers
up, and whether the remote -control input
will be active or not.

The only controls visible on the Bidat's
front panel are two flush -mounted push-
button switches at the far right; these push-
buttons control input selection and ab-
solute output polarity. The display, to the
left of center on the panel, indicates which
input is selected, the absolute -polarity state,

and whether the unit is locked onto an in-
put signal. The display lights are a very ap-
pealing blue.

The optional remote only controls vol-
ume, by varying the reference voltages at
the D/A converter. Museatex says this does
not degrade digital resolution, as a conven-
tional digital volume control would.

Two technical features set the Bidat apart
from other D/A converters. First, it has a
proprietary data receiver arrangement,
called C -Lock by Museatex. Second, and
equally (if not more) intriguing, is the use
of a signal -adaptive digital oversampling
filter. Both of these techniques are patented.

Ed Meitner has also patented a number of
the other digital signal -processing concepts
used in the Bidat and elsewhere-including
the common practice of reclocking the
clock signals applied to a DAC in an exter-
nal D/A converter or within the digital elec-
tronics in a CD player.

Circuit Description
The unusual and elegant qualities of the

Bidat's circuitry show up right at the input
selector. Each input path uses two 74HC-
series inverters to square up the received

SPECS
equeResponse: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0, -0.5 dB.

THD + N: -90 dB.
Noise: Better than -90 dB from 0 to 30

kHz, via optical or electrical inputs.
Jitter: Less than 10 pS, with no

periodicity.

Interchannel Level Matching: Within
0.1 dB.

Digital Filtering: Eight -times over -

sampling.

Inputs: ST glass optical, Toslink optical,
75 -ohm coaxial, and AES/EBU
balanced.

Output Impedances: Balanced, 600
ohms; unbalanced, 300 ohms.

Output Level: Maximum, 3.5 V rms.
Dimensions: 141/2 in. W x 3 in. H x 131/2

in. D (36.8 cm x 7.6 cm x 34.3 cm).
Weight: 17 lbs. (7.7 kg).

Price: $1,999; wired remote volume
control, $399.

Company Address: c/o a/d/s/, One
Progress Way, Wilmington, Mass.
01887.

For literature, circle No. 92
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signal. Instead of the usual signal -selector
IC, the Bidat uses combinational logic, in
which 74HC-series "OR" gates select the
input signal to pass on to the subsequent
circuitry. If an optical input is selected, only
its optical receiver is powered up, while any
wired input (coax or AES/EBU) that is not
selected has its input pulled low by a shunt
transistor. The selected signal is passed on
to the input receiver and C -Lock circuitry.

The C -Lock input receiver derives its
clock signal in an equally original way. In

TWO MAIN TECHNICAL
FEATURES SET THE

BIDAT APART FROM

OTHER D/A CONVERTERS.

the conventional approach, a phase -locked
loop (PLL) in the input receiver generates a
clock signal at a multiple of the input data
rate-typically 64 times the sampling fre-
quency (64fs), or 2.8224 MHz for CD. In or-

der to lock reliably onto the input signal,
this PLL usually has a wide bandwidth of
about 20 kHz or so. This bandwidth allows
any audio -frequency jitter in the incoming
signal to pass right on through to the clock
signals generated by the input receiver. The
better D/A converters use a secondary PLL,

with a low bandwidth, to further process
the receiver's clock -signal outputs before
delivery to the DAC circuitry, since it is at
the DAC that jitter can manifest itself as
distortion in the recovered audio signal.

In the C -Lock approach, a signal at twice
the sampling frequency is derived directly
from the incoming S/P DIF data stream
without using a PLL circuit. This 2fs signal,
unlike the PLL-derived conventional clock
signal, isn't affected by edge jitter in the au-
dio data portion of the input signal. This is
because the detection of the 2fs signal is at
the beginning of each audio frame, in what
is called the preamble section, away from
the frame's audio data. The derived 2fs sig-
nal is fed to a PLL circuit having a low jitter -
cutoff frequency of about 10 Hz. In this
PLL, a voltage -controlled crystal oscillator
(VCXO) generates a master clock signal at
384f, which is divided down to 2fs for com-
parison in the PLL's phase detector. (Other

needed clock frequencies are de-
rived by suitable division of the
master clock.) An input receiver is
utilized in the Bidat to generate the
output data format and clock sig-
nals needed by the following digi-
tal filter. The input to the receiver
is the selected signal. In this
arrangement, however, the receiver
is fed the stable clock signal from
the aforementioned PLL instead of
using its own, internally generated,
clock signal.

Data and clock outputs of the
receiver are routed to the digital
filter section, which (as alluded to
above) is an intelligent signal -
adaptive system. Two custom Mo-
torola DSP56001 DSP devices are
utilized, one per channel. Two dig-
ital filters are generated by each
DSP, one optimized for best tran-
sient response, the other for flattest
frequency response with maxi-
mum out -of -band attenuation. A
discontinuity detector scans the
digital audio data ahead of the
eight-times-oversampling interpo-
lation filter If a transient pulse is
detected, output data is taken from
the transient -optimized filter, dur-
ing a windowed timeout relating
to the length of the transient. If no
transient is detected, the flat -re-
sponse filter is selected. If a tran-
sient occurs while data is being
taken from the transient -opti-
mized filter, the window time is
restarted.

Data output of the digital filter
section is applied to the input of
the DAC circuitry. The Bidat uti-
lizes a Philips SAA7350 and
TDA1547 together to form a very
high -quality, one -bit DAC system.
A pair of one -bit data streams and
a clock signal couple the output of
the SAA7350 (which is used, alone,

as a one -bit DAC in a number of
D/A converters) into the input of
the TDA1547. The TDA1547 then
performs the switched -capacitor
filtering that produces the analog
output voltage. Because the clock
signal going into the TDA1547 is
the critical one, as far as possible
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contamination of the final audio output is
concerned, both one -bit data lines (left and
right) and the clock signal are reclocked
with separate flip-flops before entering the
TDA1547. The reclocking signal for the
flip-flops comes from the master VCXO in
the input/receiver circuitry's phase -locked
loop.

Audio outputs of the TDA1547 are in
differential form. Separate output ampli-
fiers, which also function as third -order
multiple -feedback low-pass filters, amplify
each output phase from the TDA1547 and
drive the XLR balanced output connector.
The balanced outputs also drive the RCA
unbalanced output jack, via another output
amplifier which converts the differential
signal to a single -ended one. (These output
amplifiers are all AD845 op -amps.) From a
purist point of view, this would make the

balanced outputs a better choice
(if the following equipment has
balanced inputs), since they have
one fewer amplifier in their sig-
nal path.

The output circuitry includes
several bits of analog sorcery. The

capacitors in the output amplifi-
er's filter network (small film ca-
pacitors, not electrolytics) are bi-

10k ased with a d.c. voltage to
improve their "sound." Each
output amplifier has a constant
current source connected from
its output to the negative supply
rail, to improve output -stage lin-
earity. Servo op -amp integrators
are connected from the balanced
main amplifier outputs back to
their respective noninverting in-
puts through a voltage divider.
This arrangement reduces d.c.
offset to negligible values.

Two power transformers are
used in the Bidat, one for digital
and one for analog circuitry. In

10k the analog supply, separate sec-
ondary windings are full -wave
bridge rectified to feed the volt-
age regulators that produce +14
and -14 V d.c. These voltage reg-

ulators each consist of a zener-
follower circuit, with the zener
diodes fed from a constant cur-
rent source. Separate trans-
former windings are used in the

digital supply and are full -wave bridge rec-
tified and applied to several voltage regula-
tors. One supply feeds +15 V to the PLL and
C -Lock circuits that use this voltage. The
other supply has two main voltage regula-
tors; one powers the DSP circuitry while the
other powers the input receiver, PLL, and
DAC. The digital and analog sections of the
TDA1547 switched -capacitor filter in the
DAC each get their +5 and -5 V require-
ments by local regulators fed from the ana-
log supply's output of +14 and -14 V.

Measurements
Output voltages at digital full scale (0

dBfs) were 3.21 V for the left channel and
3.19 V for the right, via the unbalanced out-
puts, while the balanced -output voltages
were 3.20 and 3.19 V, respectively. Output
impedances were 300 ohms in unbalanced
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mode and 600 ohms in balanced mode.
Subsequent tests were all run via the unbal-
anced outputs, unless otherwise noted, as
the results from the balanced outputs were
essentially the same.

Frequency response at 0 dBfs, with and
without de -emphasis, is plotted in Fig. 1.
The response with de -emphasis has been
displaced upwards by 0.5 dB for clarity; it
rolls off the highs a little more than the nor-
mal response, without de -emphasis.

Figure 2 shows the superior transient re-
sponse of the adaptive digital filter when
handling a transient signal, such as a square

LINEARITY WAS SUPERB,

AND THE NOISE AND S/N
FIGURES ARE BETTER

THAN FROM MOST

ONE-BIT CONVERTERS.

wave. I have also seen unusually low square -

wave ringing in Krell and Wadia D/A con-
verters, whose digital filter algorithms fa-
vored time -domain behavior. However,
these converters had quite high harmonic-

distortion readings as the test frequency ap-
proached 20 kHz, due to inadequate rejec-
tion of aliasing frequencies. Nothing that I
have seen comes close to the square -wave fi-

delity of the Bidat. Further, as we shall
shortly see, there is no harmonic -distortion
rise near the upper end of the audio range.

Total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N) versus frequency, at digital full
scale and with a 22 -kHz measurement
bandwidth, is shown in Fig. 3, and THD +
N as a function of digital signal level is plot-
ted in Fig. 4 for a 1 -kHz test tone. These dis-

tortion results are all very good. Continuing
on the subject of linearity, note in Fig. 5 the
superb input/output linearity of the Bidat
for input signals in the range of -60 to -120
dBfs at 1 kHz. In the noise -modulation test
(not shown), a 40 -Hz signal was presented
at input levels of -60, -70, -80, -90, and
-100 dBfs and the output was measured by
sweeping a third -octave filter from 300 Hz
to 20 kHz. All the traces essentially overlaid
each other-excellent behavior.

Interchannel crosstalk, both with unbal-
anced and balanced outputs, was better
than -110 dB up to 1 kHz, rising slightly to
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Table I-Signal-to-noise ratios. Quantization noise was -92.7 dB for
channel and -93.4 for the right channel; dynamic range was 95.7 dB for eithg
channel.

-120 dBfs Signal

S/N, dB
LEFT

Wideband 65.8
22 Hz to 22 kHz 93.0
400 Hz to 22 kHz 93.2
A -Weighted 94.4

Digital -Zero Signal
Wideband 65.8
22 Hz to 22 kHz 97.3
400 Hz to 22 kHz 97.5
A -Weighted 98.9

RIGHT

66.0
93.0
93.1

94.4

66.0
97.0
97.1
98.5

about -93 dB at 20 kHz at the unbalanced
outputs and about -103 dB at the balanced
ones. Crosstalk was very similar in both di-
rections, for either output.

Quantization noise, dynamic range, and
S/N are presented in Table I. These numbers
are very good and better than I have seen
from most one -bit D/A converters. With
wideband measurement, S/N is lower than
when measured only in the audio band, due
to high -frequency noise above that band;
this noise is caused by the noise -shaping
process inherent in one -bit converters. The
in -band measurements with a digital -zero
signal are not as good as those attainable
with good multibit D/A converters.

Figures 6A and 6B show how effective the

C -Lock circuit is in removing jitter from
the incoming S/P DIF signal. Figure 6A
shows a spectrum of the jitter on the S/P
DIF signal at the digital output of a Philips
CD921 CD player, a relatively new design.
(This curve may look pretty bad, but it is
typical of a lot of CD players used as CD
transports, which tend to use undersized,
poorly designed, digital -output isolation
transformers. Good CD transports have a
lot less jitter under these conditions-more
like 40 to 50 dB down in a measurement
such as the one in Fig. 6A.) The audio signal
itself was a 1 -kHz, -90 dB, undithered sig-
nal from the Columbia CD -1 test disc. Note
how much of the spectrum is signal -corre-
lated! Most of the other discrete frequencies
in the spectrum are harmonics of the signal

frequency or intermodulation products of
the signal with the block rate of the S/P DIF
data (1/192 of the sampling frequency, or
about 230 Hz). The fundamental jitter
component, at 1 kHz, is about 1.68 nS, peak

I ENJOYED THE BIDAT'S

GOOD DEFINITION,
CLEAN SOUND,

AND FIRM BASS.

to peak, or 594 pS rms. (Full scale on these
plots is 10 nS, peak to peak.) This data was
taken with a jitter detector of my own de-
sign, which is as sensitive as a DAC to all the

jitter in the data (digital audio) area of the
S/P DIF subframes.

Figure 6B, by contrast, shows how much
less jitter is present in the C -Lock -derived,
8f5, left/right clock signal driving the Philips

SAA7350 DAC chip when the Bidat is fed
the signal shown in Fig. 6A. (This data was
taken with a Meitner LIM Detector, which
was loaned to me for this review; however,
the results using my own detector were es-
sentially the same.) Note that a jitter com-
ponent of -60 dB would represent 10 pS,
peak to peak, or 3.54 pS rms. Those D/A
converters that don't have secondary PLLs
to reduce jitter would have the jitter spec-
trum of Fig. 6A superimposed on all of the

recovered clock signals if this particular CD

player/transport were used. This could, in
my opinion, have an audible effect on the
recovered audio.

A few final measurement comments: The
d.c. offset at all output terminals was 1 mV
or less, absolute polarity was correct as in-
dicated, and a.c. line draw was 200 mA.

Use and Listening Tests

Phono equipment used in my system
during the review period included an Ora-
cle Audio turntable fitted with a Well Tem-
pered Arm and a Stanton 981HZS moving -
magnet pickup, feeding my own tube
phono preamp/passive signal selector/at-
tenuator or a Quicksilver Audio preamp.
Counterpoint DA -11A and PS Audio
Lambda CD transports were used to drive
the Bidat, a Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 MKII,
and some experimental D/A converters.
Other signal sources included a Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner and 250 cassette recorder
and a Technics open -reel recorder. Preamp-
lifiers used included a Quicksilver Audio,
Forssell tube line drivers, a First Sound II
passive model, and my own passive signal
selector/attenuator. Power amplifiers used
were a Crown Macro Reference, Quicksilver
M135s, and a Counterpoint NPS-400A hy-
brid unit. The loudspeakers were B & W
801 Matrix Series 3s, augmented in the
range from 20 to 50 Hz by my subwoofer
systems, each using a JBL 1400Nd driver in
a 5 -cubic -foot ported enclosure.

When I got the Bidat warmed up and
playing in my system, my first impression
was that it was a very good -sounding D/A
converter. After measuring it, I again set it
up and my initial impression was con-
firmed. This unit is one I can listen to and
enjoy music with. It has good definition
with low irritation. Tonal balance seems
just a bit laid back, with space and dimen-
sion a little foreshortened compared to oth-
er converters I have. Bass quality, definition,
and "slam" are very good. Compared to the
very best setup I've had going recently, and
admittedly this is one that costs nearly three
times as much as the Bidat, the sound with
the Bidat was less clear, more subdued, and
not quite so musically convincing.

All in all, though, the Bidat sounded quite
good to me and I surely enjoyed my experi-
ence with it. It operated flawlessly, in the lab
and in my system. Go give this unit a listen. A

=tom 11101
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When you've got questions about Audio and Video,

see a specialist
Is the placement of my speakers
important?

Just as the ultimate sound of a
system depends on the equipment
selected, the placement of the

speakers is equally important. Perhaps the
number one rule in speaker placement is
the distance between the speakers. This
distance will affect various aspects of the
sound: Stereo separation, sound -stage
width and imaging. A good rule o: thumb
is to draw an imaginary triangle from the
listening position to the center of each
speaker. The distance between the
speakers should be slightly less than the
space between you and the center of one
of the speakers. After the speake-s have
been positioned, we recommend taking
the height of the speakers into
consideration. In most cases, the tweeter
should be at or near ear -level. This should
provide a better sense of clarity and
imaging. It is our goal to have yoL listen to
the prospective choices in placement
situations that will not only benefit the
speakers, but are realistic to your home.

-Wanda and Gary Hawkins
Digital Ear

Tustin California
AUDIO/ VIDEOCOMPACT DISCS

&et
.7/ AUDIONIDEO SYSTEMS

What can I add to my
audio/video system to make it
better?

For best results, an audio/video
specialist will need to make an
on -site evaluation of your present

equipment and room layout. An in-store
evaluation by a specialist can also

determine what you should purchase based
upon your needs and budget. I have found
that the best video addition is to add a
projection T.V., preferably 7 ft. to 10 ft. in
diagonal measurement, if room size and
lighting will accommodate it. This provides
a life -like theater effect to visual
presentations that smaller sets can't match.
The best electronic addition is a surround
sound processor with full range stereo
rear channels for better and more realistic
special effects. The best audible addition
a powered sub -woofer which adds low
sounds that even some of the best
speakers lack, resulting in more impact,
feeling and realism when listening to
compact discs, records, videotapes or
laserdiscs.

is

-Robert C. Gutke, E.E.
Standard Audio

Salt Lake City, Utah

Standard
Audio



Each month, Audio Magazine's newest feature "See a Specialist", will showcase some of the finest
audio/video dealers from across the country. The dealers, chosen as a result of recommendations from
equipment manufacturers, Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, will exemplify the best
audio/video dealers from New York to California. The chosen dealers will offer solutions to problems
that can best be handled by a spec alty audio/video retailer.

If you would like to submit questions to dealers in your area please write to :
See a Specialist, c/o Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

Q\ A friend of mine replacec all of
)the cabling in his system, and now
cannot stop raving about the

difference it made, Basically, what will I

notice in my (admittedly mid -priced)
system?

Without knowing more about you -
system and tastes, I can only give
you general ideas. Higher quality

cabling will have a dramatic effect on the
sound of a system. You will notice sharper
imaging and when listening to an orchestra
you will hear individual instruments and
sections. Bass instruments and pe-cussicn
will be more rhythmic and dynam c. Vocals
will open up and sound more relaxed and
natural. One of the advantages of visiting an
audio/video specialist is that for many of us,
audio and video are our hobbies, our pas-
sions. We experiment, and we can show
you the things we've found to improve
performance in our own systems. An
independant audio/video specialis: can be
an invaluable resource for you in your
pursuit of perfection - Use him !

-Barry Bradshaw
Sight & Scund Concepts

San Bernarcino, California

C -40i-j)
SIGHT & SOUND
CONCEPTS

OCan I have a home neater
system that will also sound
good for music?

Yes! In fact, many of our best
performance audio manufacturers
produce equipment which is ideal

for home :heater. We have kind that this
equipment, when Droperly calibrated and
optimized for home theater, provides
exceptional performance when
reprodLcilg music. Better audio/video
specialists will have the test Equipment and
the exper:ise necessary to design and
install a siigle system which will accurately
reproduce both home theater and music.

r.
li

-Ma -k Ormiston
Definitive Audio

Seattle, Washington

Defirithe Aud'io

Presented by



EQUIPMENT PROFILE
JOHN C. HALLENBORG AND

EDWARD J. FOSTER

ASSEMBLAGE DAC-1
D/A CONVERTER KIT

Ihough Sonic Frontiers is known to-
day for its amps, preamps, and CD
playback gear, it started in 1988 as a
mail-order parts business, branched
into kits in 1990, and only began
selling factory -wired equipment the

following year-which led the company, in
1993, to close the circle by creating The
Parts Connection, again selling parts by
mail. Now that division has its own Assem-
blage kit line, aimed at the do-it-yourselfer
who has some soldering and wire -stripping
skills and a couple of hours to spare.

The first Assemblage kit, the $449 DAC-1
digital processor, is positioned to compete
with factory -assembled D/A machines cost-
ing much more. One appeal of kit building
is the chance to save a worthwhile sum by
performing some of the steps normally
done at the factory; the saving over the
equivalent Sonic Frontiers unit, the Trans-
DAC, is $150. The Parts Connection plans
to add to the Assemblage line, with kits to

build a tube line -stage preamplifier, a stereo

amp based on the 300B triode, and an up-
scale D/A converter. Prices are not yet avail-
able for these intended products.

Getting Started
The DAC-1 kit's parts are packaged neat-

ly so as not to put off the inexperienced kit
builder. A haphazardly thrown -together
bag of parts would be daunting to the bud-
ding hobbyist.

The accompanying kit manual presents
the builder with 17 easy -to -follow con-
struction steps. The parts are depicted in
both an exploded view and in photos ac-
companying each step. To make this kit ac-
cessible to those who are not engineers or
technicians, more than 90% of the internal
assembly has been performed at the factory.
The printed circuit board is pre -loaded
with ICs, resistors, capacitors, etc., lest the
imprudent beginner produce a smoking
amalgam of metal and chemicals. The in-
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structions also include a primer on basic
soldering and wire -stripping techniques.

Once assembled, the DAC-1 is smaller
than most consumer hi-fi equipment, only
91/2 inches wide, 2 inches high, and 7 inches

deep. It is heavy for its size, which connotes

a more than adequate power supply for a
device in this product and price category.
The heart of this supply, the power trans-
former, is of high quality, commensurate
with high -end gear costing upwards of a
thousand dollars.

The signal path within the DAC-1 is pop-
ulated with active parts of very good quali-
ty, including a pair of Burr -Brown 20 -bit
1702 DACs, a Crystal CS8412 input receiv-
er, an NPC SM5813A digital filter, and Ana-

log Devices' AD844 and AD847 op -amps.
The careful kit builder will have a compe-
tent, finished component that should pro-
vide many years of satisfying service. More-
over, should the intrepid audiophile find
himself in over his head in constructing the
DAC-1, the manufacturer will complete the
job for the purchaser at no additional
charge or, within 30 days of purchase, re-
turn the buyer's money. A completed unit,
regardless of whether the owner or manu-
facturer finally builds it, carries a two-year
warranty. There is also a toll -free hotline to
call if you encounter a small snag during
construction.

Construction Notes
The list of tools required to construct the

DAC-1 gives a fair indication of the pro-
ject's simplicity: Two Phillips screwdrivers,

SPECS
Type: 20 -bit, using Burr -Brown PCM-

1702 DAC.

Digital Filtration: Eight -times over-

sampling, using NPC SM5813A.

Sampling Rates: 32, 44.1, or 48 kHz.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,

±0.5 dB.

Dimensions: 91/2 in. W x 2 in. H x 7 in.
D (24.1 cm x 5.1 cm x 17.8 cm).

Weight: 5.3 lbs. (2.4 kg).
Price: $449.

Company Address: do The Parts Con-
nection, 2790 Brighton Rd., Oakville,
Ont., Canada L6H 5T4.

For literature, circle No. 93
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a pencil -tip soldering iron, a 1/2 -inch

wrench, a pair of needle -nosed pliers, a wire

stripper, and a ruler. Everything else you
need, including solder, is packed in the kit.

The initial steps in construction involve
partial disassembly of the unit, as it is most
practical to ship the DAC-1 partially
screwed together. Next, the constructor's
wire -stripping skills are tested. Great care
should be taken when stripping the wires; if
you must redo this often to get the desired
length of clean copper, you may wind up
with insufficient wire to complete the job.
As the Kimber wire that is supplied to con-
nect the p.c. board to the output jacks has
rather stiff insulation, it would be easy to
cut into or snip right through the copper
conductor. However, anyone with even
moderate experience at this should have no
trouble.

Soldering is required at the next step,
when the Kimber wire is attached to the p.c.
board. Thankfully, minimal skill is re-
quired. In all of the project, only a few wires
are soldered, into well -marked holes in the
p.c. board. Thus, there is virtually no
chance for the first-time kit builder to mis-
locate a soldered connection.

Following more wire -stripping and the
somewhat delicate insertion of leads for
three LEDs, it is time to install the three
RCA jacks, a straightforward alignment and
nut -tightening procedure. Next looms the
only point in the construction when a third
hand would be welcomed: The builder
must solder the stiff Kimber wire to the
positive and negative terminals of the RCA
jacks, which can be awkward for anyone but

the nimblest technician. After that, the re-
maining tasks are mere screw twists and the
exact positioning of the LEDs in the holes
in the faceplate. Then-voila-you're done.

Use and Listening Tests
The Assemblage DAC-1 (which is pow-

ered up whenever its removable cord is
plugged in) is certainly up to date in ap-
pearance and performance. The black, nice-
ly cut faceplate is simply lettered and punc-
tuated by LEDs to indicate which input is
active and whether the signal from the
transport is locked in.

THE ASSEMBLAGE HOLDS

ITS OWN AGAINST

EXPENSIVE DACS, GREAT

NEWS FOR AUDIOPHILES

ON A BUDGET.

The signals I fed to
from two dedicated transports (the Audio
Alchemy DDS II and California Audio Labs

Delta Transport, priced at $699 and $895,
respectively) and four players used as trans-
ports. The players included two upmarket
units (the $1,600 Denon DCD-S10 and a
two -year -old Sony CDP-X707ES), an inex-
pensive unit (Denon's DCD-815, $330),
and a portable unit (the Optimus 3400,
which was recently discontinued).

I also compared the DAC-1 with the con-
verters in the upmarket Sony and Denon
machines, and with an Anodyne Group

the DAC-1 came

To make
construction
easier for the
nonengineer
or nontechie,
90% of the
DAC-1 's internal
assembly
is done by
to factory.

111

FET-Adapt D/A converter, a discontinued
model that originally sold for nearly four
times the DAC-1's cost. After checking
whether the DAC-1 could hold its own
against much more expensive competition,
the verdict was good news for Assem-
blage-and great news for the audio enthu-
siast on a limited budget.

Other hardware in the system included
an Air Tight ATC-1 tube preamp, a QED
passive control box, a pair of New York Au-
dio Labs (NYAL) OTL-3 tube monoblocks
(triode -modified by George Kaye Audio
Labs), and an old transformer -coupled, 50-
watt/channel Grant -Lumley push-pull de-
sign with a pair of EL34 power tubes per
side. Cables in the main system were Kim-
ber silver AG series throughout.

Loudspeakers used in the testing were
predominantly Brentworth Sound Lab
Type Is, a design of very high efficiency
(100 dB/watt/meter). The DAC-1 was also
inserted into a larger system that included
Dunlavy SC -IV speakers wired to a Kaye -
modified NYAL Moscode 600 hybrid amp,
producing some 325 watts/channel, which
in turn was partnered with a Convergent
Audio SL1 Signature preamp.

Initial impressions were of a robust, yet
unimposing sonic character, regardless of
the partnering hardware. Once broken in
and warmed up, the DAC-1 clearly resolved
the most densely scored orchestral material,
with only the slightest hint of audible stress.
Every other type of music that was audi-
tioned was handled with seemingly error-
less aplomb.

Krystian Zimerman's fulminating pas-
sages in the Debussy piano preludes
(Deutsche Grammophon 435773-2) were
cleanly reproduced, with a full measure of
the piano's size and more than an inkling of
the instrument's tonal signature. In quizzi-
cal, introspective passages, Zimerman's su-
perb control was easily appreciated, with no
smearing. In these sections, the Sony
707/DAC-1 combination was excellent, ex-
hibiting a solid mid -hall perspective. The
Denon/Anodyne combo seemed superior
only when vigorous lower octave informa-
tion might tax a power supply's ability.
Then, the Anodyne's beefier supply would
not be deterred, whereas the DAC-1 would
intermittently render a mid -weight impres-
sion, as if Zimerman's left hand was now
playing an upright piano.
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Sunfire

Load lin ariauf High FideIlly Si CIVI, Power implif ler

Imagine.
A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of a 9 watt triode.

urrent outrtii. \ ( ,,tnllui

0
The new Sunfire stereo amp: sonic magic by Bob Carver.

It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want it to be,
but it does share a very important characteristic with one. It
incorporates the current -source (high output impedance) property
of a triode -- the very property that is the dominant factor (perhaps
ninety percent) of the sonic magic that makes listening to classic
vacuum tube amplifiers so much fun. So when you choose our
current -source output connections for your system, you'll have
a sumptuous high end, and a midrange that positively glows.

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its uncanny tracking
downconverter, has the ability to raise goose bumps with its
awesome power. Using 12 herculean International Rectifier
Hexfets, it can drive any load to any rationally usable current
or voltage level.

A choice of outputs.
You can connect most speakers to the voltage -source output, with its
near zero impedance, to experience the powerful dynamics and
tight bass you've always wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic or
ribbon speakers, then connecting the higher impedance
current -source output can coax forth a sensuous, delicately
detailed musical voice associated with low -powered classic
tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to biwire, you may just arrive at the best

possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible bass
whack, current output to midrange and treble for a huge
three-dimensional soundstage with detail retrieval so stunning
that you will often

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul that
complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And
each will lead to a multilayered soundstage so deep and wide it
will take your breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.
The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's
worked sucrecsfully for over twenty years with both tube and solid
state designs, and he understands the intrinsic subtleties of each.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere
peak -to -peak output current capability with 600 watts rms per
channel continuously into 4 ohms* and 2400 watts rms into 1
ohm on a time -limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive Motorola
triple -diffused output devices, each capable of 20 amperes
without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit a Sunfire
dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself how it all
comes together.

'F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 Hz to 20 .kHz with no more than 0.5% THD.
Inputs are gold XLF1 balanced and gold FICA standard.

Sunfire Corporation
Price: $2,175.

Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

from the mind & soul of Bob Carver
For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking

downconverter, use the reader service card or write to:
Sunfire Corporation, PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290
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Partnering either the Audio
Alchemy or the CAL Delta with the

DAC-1 via the coaxial connection
made for a terrific match: A sense
of tonal and mechanical imper-
turbability emerged in the Zimer-
man and in a starkly portrayed
reading of Stravinsky's L'Histoire
du soldat (Chesky CD122). This
disc revealed many noncritical dif-
ferences in the transports, under-
scoring the DAC-1's ability to re-
veal low-level information.

The Optimus portable and mid -
market Denon machines also per-
formed very well with the DAC-1.
The Optimus fits nicely atop the
DAC-1, creating a tidy but tenable
playback system for audiophiles
with space problems.

To the DAC-1's credit, it delin-
eated Sigiswald Kuijken's masterful
playing of his 300 -year -old Granci-

no on the Bach Sonatas and Parti-
tas for solo violin (Deutsche Har-
monia Mundi 77 043-2-RG) as
well as the other, more expensive
machines did. However, the Denon
DCD-S10/Anodyne combo offered
subtle, small advances in dynamic
contrast and ambient detail.

Through a cutting -edge play-
back system, a few cuts on the
Brazilian vocal stylist Ana Caram's
Maracana (Chesky JD104) project
an unnervingly lifelike portrayal of
a woman in a state of readiness not
to be further described in a family
magazine. Properly replayed, the
in -the -room effect can be startling,
and the DAC-1 was up to the chal-
lenge, particularly with the Denon
DCD-S10 feeding the signal.

With Sonny Rollins' Prestige
classic Saxophone Colossus (Fanta-
sy/Original Jazz Classics OJC-291),
vintage 1956, the DAC-1 displayed
none of the grainy tizziness or
tonal thinness that often character-
izes inexpensive CD gear. Only
some of Max Roach's intricate de-
tail drumming seemed glossed
over, prompting a wish for a mint
copy of the LP.

The DAC-1 could rock 'n' roll as
well, doing justice to The Pre-

tenders' recent compilation The Singles
(Sire 25664-2). Inventive guitar chords were
kept intact, and Chrissie Hynde's voice
projected just the right raspy combination
of skewed maternalism and taunting
alienation.

In summary, the treble performance of
the DAC-1 was laudable, given many CDs'
limitations in this area. Midrange perfor-
mance was dictated mostly by the various
transports, as the DAC-1 properly passed
along the qualities of the signal fed into it.
Vocal material might be criticized as being
just on the dry side through the DAC-1-
but the CD format has been widely criti-
cized for just this, so perhaps the DAC-1 is
merely an accurate replayer of CD sound.

During playback of CDs versus the Dun-
lavy/Moscode system, some minor deficien-
cies in the DAC-1's mid and lower bass be-
came apparent. Still, those whose systems
deliver clean bass below 40 Hz should seek
expensive gear more capable of defining the
bottom octaves.

If a more rounded, harmonically en-
riched playback character is desired, one
might seek a converter with vacuum tubes
in the output stage.

Conclusion
The Assemblage DAC-1 is helping to re-

vive the appealing tradition of Heathkits
and Dynakits of the 1960s and '70s. The
DAC-1 deserves a resounding recommen-
dation and not simply because it is inex-
pensive. Over a course of a few months, it
was a synergistic part of costly, carefully in-

tegrated systems and did not sound out of
place. Score one for the avid listener on a
budget. J.C.H.

Measurements
Let's face it. Despite their claims to the

contrary, precious few manufacturers de-
sign their own digital -to -analog converters.
Sure, they design the circuitry surrounding
the converter, but most DACs and the digi-
tal filters that accompany them are third-

party ICs that are available to anyone. Even
hardware manufacturers that own IC
foundries gladly sell chips to competitors to
get production up and cost down.

This being the case, why aren't all DACs
"state of the art"? Cost is one obvious rea-
son: Not every company will spring for an
expensive chip, especially not for products
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"RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS...,, -Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. 4, April 1995

"Killer $500 CD Player..."

Critics agree-the Marantz CD -63 Special
Edition plays to rave reviews. Marantz CD
players have long been held in high
esteem and the CD-63SE continues the

r,

C

4113 i?..1 "
V---1

I

4-- 111

01-01 C' DH09 0212 DI!

i65I in

tradition. Based on the award -winning Criticcl analog output stage
oautp
amp analog

conventional op -
CD -63 model (European CD Player of the analog output circuits.

Year -1994-1995). Marantz engineers applied a
number of enhancements to the Special Edition version.
Both models feature Marantz' exclusive HDAM discrete
analog output stage, which provides a superior analog
output signal characteristic, compared to convertional
op -amp based designs found in most other models

A host of refinements found in the CD-63SE include

-SAM TELLIG,

Stereophile, Vol. 17 No. 11, December 1994

Hi -R?, March 1995

oxygen -free copper power transformer
windings, selected Cerafine and Silmic
audiophile capacitors. chassis and power
supply bracing for improved rigidity, and
numerous other "tweaks- to bring out the
most musica ity from your favorite CD's.

For fans of outboard D/A processors, the '63 series is
equipped with high quality co -axial digital output (along
with optical, also). and excels as a transport alone. Built
to the highest standard, the Marantz CD-63SE is. of
course, backed by our three year limited parts and labor
warranty. Aucition the Marantz CD -63 Special Edition
soon at your Marantz dealer.

4Ali. Rio gal was
PURE HIGH FIDELITY

Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road Roselle, IL 60172-23:30

Tel. 708-3;07-3100  708-307-2E87 Fax
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designed to meet a low target price. Care-
lessness is another reason: The best DAC
will not perform optimally with shoddy
support. The entire system (including ana-
log circuitry, power supply, and component
layout) must work in concert to permit the
DAC to attain its potential.

The Assemblage DAC-1, however, is done

right. Judged in its entirety, it comes as close
to technical perfection as I can recall. Just
take a look at the curves of THD + N versus
frequency, in Fig. 1. Outstanding! They
come as near to the theoretical limits of the
CD as I've seen, and do so across the entire
frequency range, with none of the typical
rise in THD at' and above 10 kHz. (More
about this later.)

Now look at the plots of linearity error,
in Fig. 2. Incredible! There's well under 0.1

MEASURED DATA

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.00, -0.39 dB.

THD + N at 0 dB: Less than 0.0023%,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

THD + N at 1 kHz: From 0 to -90
dBfs, less than -92.6 dB; from -30 to
-90 dBfs, less than -97.5 dB.

A -Weighted S/N at Infinity Zero, re:
0 dBfs: 110.0 dB.

Dynamic Range: A -weighted, 98.8 dB;
unweighted, 97.1 dB.

Quantization Noise, re: 0 dBfs: -95.8
dB.

Channel Balance: ±0.00 dB.

Channel Separation, 125 Hz to 16
kHz: Greater than 89.8 dB.

Line Output Characteristics: Level,
1.96 V; impedance, 78 ohms.

dB of error at the -70 dB recording
level (-70 dBfs) and only 0.33 dB
at -90 dBfs. And that's without
dither to help. With a dithered
recording, the error barely tops 0.5
dB at -100 dBfs. If there's ambi-
ence on a CD, the Assemblage
DAC-1 will dig it out.

The THD + N versus level
curves of Fig. 3 and fade -to -noise
graph of Fig. 4 relate the same tale
of perfection. Rarely do you find a
DAC whose worst -case THD + N
tops out at -92.6 dB at high
recording levels and remains be-

low -97.5 dB from -30 dBfs down, as Fig. 3
indicates. In Fig. 4, I've shown the left -
channel fade because it seemed ever so
slightly worse than the curve taken on the
right channel. Technically, however, the two

were identical "within the limits of experi-
mental error," and had I run the plots
again, the outcome might well have been
reversed.

As you would expect from the graph of
THD + N versus level (Fig. 3), the DAC-l's
dynamic range (not shown) was excellent,
approaching 100 dB, A -weighted; even un-

weighted, it was better than 97 dB, worst
case. Thanks to its 20 -bit DACs and exceed-

ingly quiet analog electronics, the DAC-1's
A -weighted S/N ratio (measured with a
"digital -zero" recording) topped 110 dB.
But even when the converter was exercised
(the "quantization noise" measurement),
total noise was almost 96 dB down, which is
outstanding.

Figure 5 shows interchannel crosstalk.
While I've gotten slightly better numbers
on a few systems-precious few, I hasten to
add-I have no grief with these whatsoever.
When worst -case channel separation ap-
proaches 90 dB, we're really splitting hairs.
It's far greater than necessary, and I've seen
"dual -mono" amps do much worse!

I've held the frequency response data
(Fig. 6) until nearly last because I want to
discuss these curves together with the spec-
trum analyses of Fig. 7. Over most of the
audio spectrum, response is ruler flat; it's
down less than 0.1 dB at 10 kHz. At 20 kHz,
response is down a tad less than 0.4 dB.
Most likely, this is caused by the analog
reconstruction filter. I'm sure that the
DAC-1's designers could have used a less
aggressive filter and/or one with a slightly

higher cutoff frequency to improve the re-
sponse at 20 kHz. (Not that it's bad; I'm
simply splitting hairs to make a point.)
However, had they done so, I'm convinced
that the noise and high -frequency distor-
tion would have been worse.

Despite the standard nomenclature ("to-
tal harmonic distortion + noise versus fre-
quency"), the high -frequency "distortion"
shown in Fig. 1 is not "harmonic" distor-
tion at all, since a 22 -kHz low-pass filter is
used in the analyzer when making the mea-
surement, which suppresses harmonics of
any signal above 11 kHz. The distortion is
really a form of IM caused by harmonics of
the signal beating with whatever residual
sampling -rate carrier is present. These
"beats," when present, fall well within the
audible range and are much more distress-
ing than a loss of 0.4 dB in 20 -kHz re-
sponse. In short, I heartily approve of the
approach taken in designing the DAC-1.

Now, if you carefully examine the spec-
trum analyses (Fig. 7), you'll find hardly

CLEARLY, THE DAC-1

IS OUTSTANDING,

A TOTAL DELIGHT AND

AN UNUSUAL BARGAIN.

any 44.1 -kHz sampling -rate component
even in the 1 -kHz, -60 dBfs plot. And there
are no components at harmonics of the
sampling rate. Both conditions are unusual,
and I believe both contribute to achieving
superior sound quality. Note, too, the ab-
sence of power -line -related components
and the smooth roll -off in low -frequency
noise. These characteristics testify to good
circuit design, careful circuit layout, and a
selection of active analog components that
have negligible "popcorn" noise. Care
seems to be the hallmark of the Assemblage
DAC-1. The channels are perfectly bal-
anced, the output level is "standard," and
the output impedance is exceedingly low.

Since the digital -to -analog converters in
many of today's CD players are really fairly
good, a stand-alone DAC must be out-
standing to justify its existence. Clearly, the
Assemblage DAC-1 is. What a delight! And
what a bargain! E.J.F.
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More Than
Just Cable!'
Why hook up your audio system with "just cable?"
Try MlTerminatorn products from MITT and hear what
you've been missing. Providing better bass, cleaner
midrange, more realistic imaging and smoother
highs, the MITerminator- Series sets a new level of
performance that cable alone cannot equal.

At M T we've discovered that standard audio cab es are not efficient con-
ductors of musical information, especially it the lowe- 'requencies No meter
how expensive the materials used there are limitatiors that cable alone just
cannot overcome.

MIT's solution is the Terminator network. This patented technology was
designed =o overcome the limitations of -just cable.' l-nproving tonality aid
signal efficiency, the Terminator delivers more of the music signal for beter
scund anc a more satisfying overa. listening experierce.

Try VITermirator interfaces

in your own system. Most MIT retailers
offer a no -risk home trial program.

Cal! 916-888-0394 for the location of you -
nearest authorized MITerminator dea er.
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Beller
Bass

Clearer
Midrange

Smoother

Highs

Enhanced

Image

and Focus

MIT
MUSIC

INTERFACE
TECHNOLOGIES

3037 Grass Valley Hi -n.'. ay
Auburn. CA 95602

MIT products are
manufactured and sold

by CVT_. Inc.
Phone: 916-88E-0394

Fax: 916-88E-0783

Distributed in Canada by:
Aralex Acoustics at

(604) 52E-8965



JAMES T. FRANE

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
338 SPEAKER

Iounded in 1954 by Edgar
Villchur and Henry Kloss,
Acoustic Research (AR) be-
came well known for its cre-
ation and use of the acoustic -
suspension type enclosure.

This design uses the spring force of
the air in a hermetically sealed cabi-
net to control the motion of a driver.
Acoustic suspension enables design-
ers to achieve extended bass, with
low distortion, using a relatively
small enclosure.

Company Address: 535 Getty
Court, Bldg. A, Benicia, Cal.
94510.

For literature, circle No. 94

In the early 1950s, most speakers
that had good bass extension were
expensive and required large cabi-
nets. The smaller size AR speakers
became quite popular, especially
with the advent of stereo, when two
speakers were needed. The AR devel-

opment of dome tweeters in the late
'50s added to the popularity of the
company's speakers, as dome drivers
improved stiffness and dispersion,
compared to cones.

AR is now part of International
Jensen and recently relocated from
Massachusetts to California. Its cur-
rent offerings range from a small
two-way system with a 51/4 -inch

woofer design to a three-way with a

12 -inch woofer. They are embodi-
ments of the company's original de-
sign concepts, and improved by the
use of the latest technology in driv-
ers. A powered subwoofer and a
home theater center -channel speaker
round out the line. AR's design goals
include wide frequency response and
balanced power output across the
frequency spectrum.

The 338 is about in the middle of
a range of new AR designs. It is of
traditional "bookshelf' speaker size
and is AR's smallest three-way mod-
el. It utilizes a 3/4 -inch dome tweeter,

a 11/2 -inch dome midrange, and an
8 -inch paper cone woofer. The driv-
ers are mounted vertically on the
front baffle of an enclosure that is 19
inches high, 101/2 inches wide, and 9
inches deep. The tweeter and mid-
range are on a common vertical cen-
terline, offset to 41/2 inches from the
cabinet edge, and the woofer is hori-
zontally centered near the bottom of
the baffle.

Mirror images of each other, the
speakers can be placed with the
tweeters and midrange drivers to-
ward either the inside or the outside
cabinet edges. The review pair was
well finished on all sides in cherry
wood vinyl (black vinyl is also avail-
able). Input connection is via two
gold-plated five -way binding posts
that are 1/4 inch on center, to accept
dual banana plugs, and located in a
recessed insert in the lower back baf-
fle. The black plastic grille frame is
covered in black double-knit cloth,
and the grille is held about 'A inch
away from the front baffle, on posts
inserted into sockets.

The size of the enclosures requires
the 338s to be elevated in order to
position the tweeters at about ear
level, and this is how I auditioned
them. Their sensitivity is rated as 86
dB with a frequency response of 55
Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB.

I placed the 338s 71/2 feet apart and E>

about 91/4 feet from the listening po-
sition. The backs of the speakers
were 21/2 feet from the back wall, and
the nearest side wall was about 13/1
feet from them. I tried them f-
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both facing straight ahead and angled to-
ward me, with and without the grilles. (The
338s have an appealing appearance even
without the grilles, although the dome driv-
ers will then be exposed to curious fingers.)
I found the sound to be better with the
speakers toed in and pointing directly at the
listening position, sans grilles, and placed
so that the tweeter and midrange were to-
ward the inside edges. I tried the 338s at
various distances from the rear wall and
found that the closer they were to it, the
shallower the soundstage became.

The speakers were driven with a Carver
TFM-42 power amp controlled by a Carver
CT -17 tuner/preamp.
The interconnect cables

were Monster Cable,
and loudspeaker cables

were Kimber 4PR. A
Sony CDP-C315 CD
player, a Dual CS5000

turntable with Shure's
V15 Type V cartridge,
and the Carver tuner
were used as signal sources. I listened to
acoustic jazz, vocals, classical, and vintage
rock music.

Mechanical components can benefit
from a break-in period, depending on the
time required for their materials to reach an
equilibrium point. Right out of the box, the
ARs had a well-balanced low -frequency re-

sponse that extended down to the mid -50 -
Hz range. This might have been because the

already compliant suspension of the
acoustic -suspension woofer didn't require
much of a break-in period. Initially, the
sound seemed to emanate directly from the
speakers, resulting in a somewhat "closed-

in," boxy sound, but after a few days of use,
the soundstage broadened and deepened.
As more time passed, the stage stretched be-
tween, behind, and often to the outsides of
the speakers when I played good source ma-
terial. Any tendency toward boxiness disap-

peared. This change might have occurred as
the midrange driver suspensions loosened
and stabilized with use. The bass output did
not change character over time, although it
eventually reached down into the mid -40 -

Hz range. The highs decreased slightly
when I moved from a seated to a standing
position, particularly with pink noise. Hor-
izontal power output seemed consistent
over a wide area, as I found good listening

positions virtually anywhere between the
speakers. At $649.95 a pair, these are not
high-priced speakers, and the price belies
their performance.

I frequently attend live music perform-
ances, using them as my standard of refer-
ence. Although the ARs didn't convince me
the music was live, they acquitted them-
selves well in terms of tonal balance, dy-
namics, consistency, and presentation of
the performance venue. The differences be-
tween good and poor recording techniques
were readily apparent. The flat bass re-
sponse allowed the reproduction of male
voices without any hint of congestion or

"chestiness." Female
voices were well re-
produced and sound-
ed very natural. Accu-
rate timbre clearly
distinguished differ-
ent instruments. The
bite and rasp of a
trumpet, the soulful
depths of a tenor sax,

the scrape of a well -rosined bow on strings,
and the spread of a full orchestra were
quite realistic, given good recordings.
There was no confusion between the
sounds of violins, violas, cellos, and double
basses. The high -frequency output was
smooth and very extended, without stri-
dency or harshness. The 338s created a very
enjoyable listening session, no matter the
type of music.

The major area of performance with
which some may find fault is in the repro-
duction of the lowest octave (below 40 Hz).
While larger woofers can add impact, a
heightened sense of realism, and the foun-
dation of the lowest musical octave, an 8-

inch woofer can move only so much air. Yet
although the lowest octave is essentially
missing (what is there is at a much de-
creased level), its absence is neither really
detrimental nor likely to be noticed with
most music. I have listened to speakers cost-
ing more than twice as much as the 338s
that were not as musically involving. I lis-
tened for long periods of time to the ARs
without experiencing any sign of fatigue,
often finding myself stopping other activi-
ties just to concentrate on the sound.

The AR 338s are very much worth audi-
tioning, and I got very good sound from
them after the break-in period.

AT $649.95 A PAIR,
THE AR 338s ARE

MODERATELY PRICED,

WHICH BELIES

THEIR PERFORMANCE.
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COUNTERPOINT DIGITAL A Promise kept.
When we first introduced the Counterpoint DA -I0 in 1993, we made a commitment: to produce the first D to A
Converter that would keep up with the inevitable changes going on in the digital world. We've kept that promise, and the

DA -10, along with the DA -11 CD transport, include the latest, and possibly most important innovation in digital audio
yet-HDCD®. Hearing is believing, and anyone that hasn't yet experienced this phenomena ought to. And, as always,

owners of existing Counterpoint products are invited to update their units. Just call the factory for details.

If you're unfamiliar with the sound of Count
from those you know (and trust) will convince

On the DA -10
"So what kind of animal is the Counterpoint? It is

very much in the top league. But above all else, it is
future proof. So as well as being both exotic and sexy,
the Counterpoint is goddam sensible..". -Alvin Gold,

Audiophile Magazine, U.K.
"With their very first foray into digital, Counterpoint

has scored a quadruple coup...If one longs for the days

of analog tube sound...the moderately priced DA -10
will have them smiling from ear to ear, as they relax

with their CD's as never
before."-an IAR BEST BUY,

J. Peter Moncrieff.
In Vienna, noted musicolo-

gist Dr. Ludwig Flich put
the DA -10 in REFERENCE
CLASS, the highest rating.

In Japan, the DA -10 was
selected as COMPONENT OF

THE YEAR by Stereo Sound.

P OINT ELECTRONIC SYS'i"
Counterpart DA I

1997

WINTER

CONSOINTR

III MOWS SNOW

DESIGN & ENGINEERING AWARD

erpoint Digital products, perhaps some words
you that an audition at your dealer is in order.

On the DA -11
"If a transport can ever be described as near ideal,
then the DA -11 deserves that accolade...That's the
kind of musical involvement that this
transport/dac(DA10/11) has on offer: the music comes

alive in the living room." -Eric Braithwaite, U.K.

"By building such quality from relatively modest
blocks, Counterpoint has demonstrated a mastery of
the digital medium. A mastery that demands our rec-
ommendation. -RECOMMENDED COMPONENT,
HI FT CHOICE , U.K.
"Mixed in with the big boys
($7,000 plus prices (sic)) the
Counterpoint survived
remarkably unbloodied...each
had its own strengths. The
DA -11? Its strength is its
unparalleled delicacy and
overall coherence." -KEN
KESSLER, HFN&RR, UK.

IN Ps ESSNIIION

COUNTERPOINT ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS. INC.

Counterporni 1 I

IPSO

INIENNATIONAI

WINDS

cpEEsuMEN

EI ECT1101111.6 SNOW

DESIGN & ENGINEERING AWARD

We'd love to hear what you have to say. Please call for your nearest Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.

COUNTERPOIN I. THE AUDIO TECHNOLOGY COMPANY.
2281 Las Palmas Dr., Carlsbad, Ca. 92009. Toll Free: (800) 275-2743. Fax: (619) 431-5986.
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Avery useful addition to your
CD library, My Disc is the re-
sult of a collaboration be-
tween audio consultants
Richard Clark and David
Navone, publishers of Au-

tosound 2000 Tech Briefs, and Oscar
Ciornei and Doug Sax of Sheffield
Lab Recordings. My Disc not only
has musical selections (on the first
six tracks) but also has 80 tracks with
test signals and auditory tests. Many
of these tests cannot be found on
other CDs. For example, after tracks
7 and 8, which have very accurate

Company Address: do Sheffield
Lab, 1046 Washington St.,
Raleigh, N.C. 27605.

For literature, circle No. 95

EDWARD M. LONG

MY DISC
SHEFFIELD/A2TB

TEST DISC
THE AUDIOPHILE RICEIENCE SERIES

The Sheffield ,1,12TB Test Disc
itical evaluation of audio components, listening
"ronments. and your critical listening ability

signal levels at -20 and 0

dB, respectively, tracks 9
through 18 have octave -
wide warble tones that
are very useful for deter-
mining the response of
loudspeaker systems and
earphones. The center
frequencies of the war-
ble tones are 20, 62, 125,
250, and 500 Hz, and
2.5, 5, 10, 15, and 19
kHz. (The limitation of
the CD format does not
allow for signals above
20 kHz.) Each tone in
the series is 3 seconds

long, preceded by a 1 -kHz refer-
ence tone for comparison. The
loudness of each of the tones should

be the same as that of the reference
tone if the fre-
quency response
of your system
is uniform. The
"warbling" of the
tones, from 20 Hz
to 19 kHz, helps
to prevent the
buildup of stand-
ing waves in a
room, especially in the lower fre-
quency range.

I really appreciate the thought that
went into making track 19, where
you'll hear a voice counting from 1
to 25. Although it may appear sim-
ple, it was recorded with a Bruel &
Kjaer instrumentation microphone
that makes the voice extremely nat-
ural, with no colorations or "en-
hancement." This track can help you
assess colorations caused by your lis-
tening room's reflections and stand-
ing waves; if you use it to help you
decide which new loudspeaker

system to buy, it will quickly sort out
the choices.

Tracks 20 and 21 are for identify-
ing right and left channels. Track 22
is a voice check for left- versus right -

channel polarity. Track 23 is a series
of four pulses; the first three are pos-
itive, and the fourth is negative. This
track has appeared before, as track
10 on The Sheffield/Coustic Setup and

Test CD (10040-2-T), a disc primari-
ly for car audio and home theater
systems. I have used this track to de-
termine, by listening, the correct ab-
solute polarity of the acoustic output
of earphones and speaker systems.
Because the test signals on track 23
are hard to capture on anything but a
digital oscilloscope, track 24 has a
continuous sine wave, with its nega-
tive side clipped, to allow a techni-
cian to see the proper polarity on an
analog 'scope.

Tracks 25 and 26 feature three
people talking, first individually and
then all at once. These tracks help
determine the accuracy of image
placement by speaker systems-and
your ability to use your speakers to
resolve complex sounds binaurally.
Tracks 27 to 32 will help determine

how well speak-
er systems and
room acoustics
are working to-
gether with re-
gard to image
placement and
coloration. You
will quickly hear
differences with

this test, allowing you to make ad-
justments in speaker placement to
minimize these differences.

Tracks 33 to 40 contain a 45 -sec-
ond musical excerpt, recorded from
0 dB on track 33 to -70 dB on track
40. Track 41 is total silence. Track 42

is a high -frequency signal for use
with test instruments.

Tracks 43 and 44 have, respective-
ly, correlated and uncorrelated pink
noise. Track 45 has pink noise raised
in 1 -dB steps every 3 seconds; track
46 uses 3 -dB steps. Tracks 47 to 56
have third -octave filtered pink noise

A USEFUL ADDITION

TO YOUR CD LIBRARY,

MY DISC HAS TESTS

THAT CAN'T BE FOUND

ON OTHER CDs.
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Subwoofer of the Year,

r
) r%

itemommin

r
91, '92, '93 & '94, Audio Video International

Velodyne is the king of subwoofers. In fact, we're
the only one that can honestly claim distortion of

less than one percent.
Every Velodyne product is testament to the genius

of president and founder David Hall, who virtually re-
invented the modern loudspeaker. His patented servo -
controlled woofers and innovative designs mean you'll

hear clearet sound - you'll feel it - all the way down to 18Hz.
You'll get more convenience, too, thanks to the

handy remote provided with the F -1500R. It puts all the
power of a Velodyne right at your fingertips.

Make thesVelodyne F -1500R Powered Subwoofer
part of your home entertainment system, and feel the
bass. It'll make you proud you've chosen the very best.

Beyond Servo: Velodyne's patented anti -distortion circuit samples the woofer's response 3,500 times each second,
ensuring that only the audio signal is reproduced. With Velodyne the music comes through, error -free.

 1070 Commeroal St

The Bottom Line III. Ii.Issrm
Suite 101  San lose. CA 95 11 r 436-7270 or OW1 835-6196 r1r, 1995 Velodyne Acoustics, Inc. All rights reserved. Velodyne is a registered trademark. dt
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C a n y o u

ae-C1-1_eminor 

Get a seatbelt before you
add a TV, a subwoofer and
a center channel to your
home -theater!

For your nearest PSB dealer ca
Toll Free 1-800-263-4641.
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Destinies were formed It ith the
strike of the bow. Joy or sorrow
were transmitted by the war drum
or great music. Through the PSB

atus Series of loudspeakers,
full range capabilityand

e dynamic power you will be
to relive the destiny of those

ye chosen to speak

h E minor.

PSB -A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.

from 31.5 Hz to 16 kHz. You could use a
Radio Shack sound -level meter to check the

frequency response of your system at differ-
ent room locations.

Tracks 57 to 59 have continuous and
warble tones for checking response and res-
onances. Tracks 60 to 62 contain sweeps, for

use with instruments. Track 63 has the mu-
sical note A4 (440 Hz), to check speed accu-

racy of a CD player. Tracks 64, 65, and 66
have 100 Hz, 1 -kHz, and 10 -kHz tone
bursts. Tracks 67 and 68 feature 100- and
1,000 -Hz square waves. The purpose of
tracks 69 and 70 is to show the effects of dy-
namic compression.

Tracks 71 to 76 demonstrate the sound of
distortion added to a test signal in con-
trolled amounts, allowing you to explore
your own listening capabilities. Tracks 77 to
82 are intended to show the same thing, this

ON SEVERAL TRACKS,

THE ACCURACY OF THE

SPATIAL INFORMATION

IS UNCANNY.

time with a musical excerpt. These tracks
prove that it is easier to hear distortion
when you listen at moderate levels, where
your auditory system is not overloaded.

Tracks 83 and 84 are intended to demon-
strate the effects of low -frequency time de-
lay on the quality of reproduced sound. A
low-pass filter causes the sound below 100
Hz to be delayed by about 7 mS without af-
fecting the signal's overall frequency re-
sponse. (It would be interesting to have a
test signal with the range below, say, 2 kHz
delayed by 1 or 2 mS.)

Tracks 85 and 86 were recorded at the In-
dianapolis Motor Speedway with "In The
Ear" (ITE) microphones that were devel-
oped by Mead Killion of Etym6tic Research.
These tracks are best heard over earphones
(ideally the Etymotic ER -4 "In The Ear"
model). The accuracy of the spatial infor-
mation is uncanny when you refer to the
notes that accompany My Disc. This experi-
ence alone might be worth the $29.95 cost
of this CD.

My Disc should be in the collection of
every serious audiophile. A
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Quality....
The Definition Never Changes

The Dynaco Compact Disc Player brings audio's most proven,
high quality technology to your CD collection.

pOWER

PHONES

The Dynaco Compact Disc Player combines the dynamic range and sophistication of
vacuum -tube technology with cutting -edge digital electronics. The listener's the winner.
Bring a few of your favorite CDs to your Dynaco dealer, then sit back and let your ears
convince you. Dynaco continues to define audio quality after more than four decades of
leadership.

dUniaEn....The Definition of Quality

A DIVISION PANOR CORP., 125 Cabot Court, Hauppauge, NY 11788 516 434-1200 FAX 516 434-1457
CIRCLE NO 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CLASSTCAL
R E C O R DINGS

The Schumann Edition-The Four
Symphonies; Piano Concerto,
Op. 54; Manfred Overture;

Overture, Scherzo and Finale,
Op. 52; Konzertstiick for

Four Horns and Orchestra;
Two Symphonic Etudes

(arr. Tchaikovsky)
Soloists; Seattle Symphony,

Gerard Schwarz
DELOS DE 3146

Four CDs; 3:51:11
Sound: A, Performance: A

s everybody aware that the heart-
land for Romantic music has de-
finitively moved to the West
Coast, in particular to the Pacific
Northwest? That's far from its
longtime home amid the old, big -
name eastern orchestras. Set aside

four hours or so to listen to this
mammoth collection from Seattle, and
you may draw the same conclusion.

Regardless of what The New York
Times might say, for many ears the
old orchestras have been just too

tired of Romantic music to play it
well, unless whipped to a frenzy by
some European conductor. These
westerners, whether native or adop-
tive, are obviously eager, willing, and
enthralled with their own produc-
tion. As for their technical expertise,
it is standard professional -American,

which means high-east or west.
That's why I say "definitive."

Yes, I played every note-and sev-
eral of the discs twice through. I

marvelled at the sense of unreserve,
of a new freedom, and rejoiced in the

long, drawn-out breath of the music,
the quintessence of the Romantic
ideal. And this in spite of Gerard
Schwarz's very lively tempi, much
faster than anyone did Schumann in

'`1.2amy early days. It must have originally t
been this way, says my musical ear.
But the many slow segments, too, are Ss,'

given new breadth and continuity:
Listen in particular to the one-time 8
somewhat -embarrassing ending of g
the "Manfred" Overture, where the
hero dies at length, his heart pump- ct

rn
ing ever slower, ad infinitum. Here it
is no longer uncomfortable-rather,
it is convincing, moving, and im-
pressive. That favorite overture was
never more beautifully projected.

I hear a new Schumann in these
four hours, and perhaps, at last, it is
the true composer, revived.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Borodin: String Quartets,
Nos. 1 and 2
The Lark Quartet

ARABESQUE Z6658
CD; DDD; 65:11

Sound: B-, Performance: A-

The Lark's very individual perfor-
mances are beautifully conceived and
depend on the group's singer -like sense

of instrumental coloration as a route to

emotional fine-tuning and characteri-
zation. This gives the performances a

special focus and passion that I find
quite compelling. And it's particularly
nice to have both of Borodin's quar-
tets, rather than yet another No. 2 by it-

self. The recording, made in a Pur-

MOZART STRING QUARTETS
K. 387 and K. 464

Franz Schubert Quartett
NIMBUS NI 5433, CD; DDD; 66:17

Sound: A, Performance: A

particularly fine
Mozart quartet is
followed by a great

one, in excellent perfor-
mances that are caught
with pinpoint precision in

Moza

an arc across your soundstage. The
ambience is lush but stops short of
becoming overbearing. A slightly
leaner sound might have earned a

grade of A+, however. The
spatial differentiation be-
tween first violin and the
second is among the factors
that make this a demon-
stration -grade chamber
music CD. Robert Long
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Mastered by

Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab

Sound Check is available at vour local record. audio
and hi-fi store. To locate a dealer near vou or. if you

prefer to order direct. call-E.:W..123.579.
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Sound Onek was designed as a universal tool. one
which anyone with a serious interest in sound-
whether amateur or professional-would find
beneficial and easy to use.

C'riginallv released in Europe in 1993. Sound
C7::: is now considered an indispensible aid
by sound engineers. record producers. hi-fi enthusi-
asts. musicians. broadcasters. equipment installers.
sound reinforcement personnel-the list goes on.

What's on the Sound Check disc' A total of 92
essential tracks in all: Test tones-yes-but also dry.
unprocessed instrumental and vocal recordings.
sound effects &one or two of some repute-the
J:Wtaiu Tr,..,?2k recording brought down the ceiling
at one demonstration'. some of the best -sounding

nished products to 10 O found. along with utilities
like time code and a musical tuning reference.

The
Professional

Audio Test Disc 
rifle rem. to CO 300141s1

I m prograo

ORIGINRL MRS TER RECORDING'

It goes without saying that high standards o
quality :Inc, meticulous attention to every detail in
the recording were paramount in OUT minds during
the making of the project. It is therefore particularly
appropriate that Mobqe Fidelity Sound Lab-with
their unrivaled repu:ation for recordings of the
very highest quality-have released this special
audiophile version of the

-
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chase, New York hall whose properties have
served Arabesque well in the past, is less suc-

cessful than usual. The
sound is rather harsh-
which may be a question
more of the Lark's prop-
erties than those of the
pickup or the hall-and
spatial relationships as
musical textures are less

Robert Long

well as some of the
than ideally clear.

Ricercar Keyboard Music
in Germany Before Bach

(Froberger, Bohm, Kuhnau)
Gavin Black, harpsichord

PGM 101, CD; 63:51
Sound: B, Performance: B-

Well, well. Hello, Herr Froberger and, yes,
Herren Bohm and Kuhnau! It has been a
while. In my distant college years these gents
were called "pre -Bach" composers. Now they
are thought of as "Music Before Bach." Does
anything change?

Harpsichord instead of piano, but after well
over a half -century I find them, remarkably, as
I remember when I plodded through endless
pages of Froberger on my rented upright col-
lege piano. He was a dogged, determined Ger-
man if there ever was one-at least on paper.
And that is exactly the way he sounds now in
Gavin Black's careful harpsichord renditions.
What more can a performer do?

Ah, musicology! Written descriptions of Jo-
hann Jacob Froberger's playing, after his
death, are wildly different. It seems that he was
a sensational touring artist, doing remarkable

things with his music that no one else could
duplicate: A thoroughgoing Romantic, as we
might put it, embellishing the mere printed
notes with breathtaking improvisations, high-
ly flexible rhythms, et cetera. You can draw
your own conclusions.

There is no question at all that Froberger
accounts for much of the more dogmatic and
long-lasting Bach counterpoint. Bach even
borrowed the obsolete title "ricercar" in his
later work to indicate a determined acad-
emism. Right on, Herr Bach!

You will find the lengthy Praeludium by
Georg Bohm lively after Froberger, and as for
Johann Kuhnau, he wrote music with detailed
"stories" that were quite sensational in their
time-thousands of words of explanation
plastered all around the musical notes. Forget
all that, and just listen.

Black's modern harpsichord is not mod-
elled on any particular instrument out of the
past, which is unusual today. It is modest and
proper for the music: Two keyboards, three
"stops"-one of them somewhat twangy, but

the long bass strings are
sonorous.

Another interesting
historic anomaly here is
quite noticeable to a
quick ear: Some of the
chords sound distinctly

out of tune. Deliberately so. The instrument is
tuned to a precursor of modern equal tem-
perament, immortalized in Bach's "Well -Tem-
pered Clavier," where all keys sound the same.
This earlier tuning made each key sound dif-
ferently "out of tune," giving each a special
character that was relished, it seems, at the

MICHAEL NYMAN
Noises, Sounds & Sweet Airs

Catherine Bott, soprano; Hilary Summers,
alto; Ian Bostridge, tenor; Ensemble
Instrumental de Basse-Normandie,

Dominique Debart
ARGO 440 842-2, CD; 72:35

Sound: B-, Performance: A (Presumably)

It's hard to know just what to make of this
piece. The notes say little about the compos-
er (who is new to me) or the cir-
cumstances of composition, except
that the present suite is derived
from the score for an opera -ballet k:j4.

Nyman has written called La
Princesse de Milan, based on
Shakespeare's The Tempest. In
most ways, it suggests the so-called mini-
malist (I'd prefer the term "post -mod-
ernist") techniques of, say, Philip Glass: The
musical material often is a series of mesmer-

izing °st-like-um figures. At the same tim4
the timbres and textures frequently suggettt
the modern medievalism and obsessil.
rhythms of Carl Orff s Carmina Burana
There are other resonances to the likes o
Andrew Lloyd Webber's Requiem.

The performance is all of a piece anal
seems utterly secure, so I can only assume
that this is the way Nyman wants "Noises"
performed. It is effective and often powerful
done this way, but I consistently get the fee -
ing-or the illusion-that there is more]
here than meets the ear and that the pied

might come across quite differen
in other hands. Like Shakespeare
Prospero, Nyman has woven a spel
and only another generation may I
be able to discern the substance
from the beguiling smoke and mir-
rors he has set before us.

The recording would rate a better grade if :
it used space as diaphanously as Nyman uses
sound. It is good, but with this score it seen -
static and somewhat boxed in. Robert Lon :

time. This is virtually impossible for modern
ears to understand, however authentic the
sound.

A perceptive discussion of audio recording
levels by Gabe Wiener, PGM's big cheese, is in
the CD booklet. You should read it.

Edward Tatnall Canby

Schubert: Die Schone Miillerin
Peter Schreier, tenor;

Konrad Ragossnig, guitar
BERLIN CLASSICS 0011232BC

CD; ADD; 63:50
Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Schubert reportedly composed many of his
songs in bed, with his guitar as accompani-
ment. While the present accompaniments are
"reconstructed" from the published piano
parts, they give an idea of what the song cycle
may have sounded like at
the moment of its cre-
ation. Admittedly, the
potential revelations are
balanced by missing fe-
licities that only a piano
can supply. Lieder-lovers
will want this as a companion recording, not
as their only Schone Mullerin. Tenor Peter
Schreier is at his intelligent best in this 1982
analog recording, and the sound is good if
unspectacular. Robert Long

Bach a la Carte: Four Different
National Flavors

David Schrader, harpsichord
CEDILLE CDR 90000 020

CD; DDD; 77:15
Sound: B, Performance: B+

A nice title for a straightforward recital of
standard Bach keyboard works: Two suites,
the Italian Concerto (solo harpsichord), and
the always challenging Chromatic Fantasy and
Fugue. We leave Germany and visit France,
England, and Italy, in name at least, according
to Bach's somewhat parochial idea of these
other countries, never having visited them.

David Schrader is currently Chicago's
semi-official "old music" keyboardist-harp-
sichord, fortepiano, and organ-with numer-
ous recordings on the Cedille list. Curious,
how different is an old -music virtuoso from
the current species of big -piano performer,
though intrinsic finger and mind ability may
be the same. An immensely impressive talent,
Schrader is nevertheless very typical, no doubt
by his own choice.

Old -music specialists, notably harpsi-
chordists, tend to be scholarly and didactic,
not at all given to flights of romantic fantasy
and powerhouse histrionics. Expression in
this older music must be in the clarity of the
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Isn't it about time you came
to all your senses?

Your eyes deserve the same pleasure your ears enjoy with your
home stereo system. Get the best in both audio and video with
home theater. The big -screen TV picture and surround sound audio
will astound you. In fact, a recent survey showed a majority
of audio enthusiasts enjoy home theater more than going
out to the movies. And many of the audio components
you already own will easily serve double -duty for home
theater. So experience the incredible sights and sounds of
home theater. Visit your local audio -video retailer today.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION  CONSUMER ELECTRONICS GROUP 2500 WILSON BOULEVARD  ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201



playing, the registration (choice of tone col-
ors), and especially in the added ornamenta-
tion-a vast area of knowledge in itself and a
formidable difficulty in actual performance.
On these points David Schrader is impeccable,
absolutely virtuoso. His playing is ultra -clear
and accurate, his registration (notably in the
frequent repeat sections) is simple yet perfectly
contrasted, and his added ornament-some,
but by no means all, indicated by Bach-is the
most fluent and complex I have ever heard. No
matter how elaborate, however, it should not

obscure the basic sense,
and here it does not, as
those who already know
the music will discover.

The French Suites, or
overtures, are, for Bach's
own reasons, the longest

and most complex among his numerous suites
(a French -Italian style out of Luny). The so-
called English Suites, for reasons that remain
obscure to me, are much more relaxed and
melodic as well as shorter. We have one of
each type in this recording, plus the even more
ebullient Italian Concerto (solo and "orches-
tra" all on one instrument).

Bach was, oddly enough, one of the great
proto-Romanticists, an innovator of the ut-
most profundity. Here Schrader is disappoint-

ing, if precise. I did not at all like the Chro-
matic Fantasy and the moving slow move-
ment of the Italian Concerto, which march
dogmatically from start to finish. Schrader
simply does not project what is there. But who
in Bach's own day could have? It took an out-
rageously unauthentic Romanticist like Wan-
da Landowska to show us what depths lie in
these movements. Edward Tatnall Canby

Brahms: Fantasies, Op. 116;
Wagner: Album Leaf for Betty Schott;

Arrival at the Black Swans;
Steuermann: Sonata for Piano

Bruce Brubaker, piano
VITAL MUSIC VC003, CD; 55:27

Sound: B-, Performance: B-

Here is a new young leader in the U.S. piano
world, and I found his CD a problem. I did
not like the opening Brahms, some of my fa-
vorites from the composer's last years. Why? Is
it the recording-the quality of piano sound,
the room sound, the hall sound? Or is it in-
trinsic in the actual playing? Only one way to
find out: Play it through, then play it again.
And maybe still again. Even for a "short" CD,
this takes a lot of time and close attention.

Reviewers face big problems in listening to
CDs from anywhere and everywhere: Differ-

ent recording techniques for very different
sounds, drastic and sudden changes of venue
from one recording to the next, violent falsi-
ties of relative volume (such as a harpsichord
suddenly as large as a full orchestra). Many a
recording seems awful at first because of these
artifacts, which no concertgoer ever hears. So,
play it again! The ear
does adjust in time.

The basic problem, I
judge, is the piano sound.
First, it is a bit close, so it
tends to be hard and per-
cussive, just enough to
roughen up the mellow Brahms. In addition,
there is no apparent room sound: All the "re -

verb" comes from the piano itself.
And now for the music. No, I do not think

this young performer pounds unduly-
though I did at first-just moderately hard, as
is normal today. Bruce Brubaker is a brilliant
technician and never mechanical, never un-
musical, like too many young keyboard ge-
niuses. But he has things to learn about
Brahms. First, you do not "bring out" the
melodies, but play them legato and with even
rhythm; it is the long line that brings them
out, even at low volume. Second, the elaborate
inner texture must be subdued, blended seam-
lessly by the pedal but never obscured. I hear

One man's
is another man's

When Alan Severn, head of Arcam's Quality
Control (QC) Team, gets a
look of scrutiny on his face,
Arcam owners are happy.
Alan and the entire QC staff
at Arcam make it their
business to be sure the
Arcam products you buy and
own are built exactly as
Arcam's design team
intended.
Just to be sure each Arcam
sounds delectable playing

every

pain
pleasure.

Arcam using computerized Automatic
Testing Equipment (ATE).
Then they listen to every
one. The slightest glitch and
they're on it!
Once an Arcam stereo or
home theater component
passes muster, you can enjoy
the incredibly affordable*
three-dimensional sound
Arcam is known for. And
while you're listening, you
can rest easy knowing Alan's

music and movies, Alan's crack QC team tests painstaking efforts are worth your pleasure.
* Arcam stereo & home cinema components range from $399 to $1900 suggested retail.

ARCAM -Audi flini-Corporatiosi--
IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS

P.O. Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 07422. Tel: (201) 764-8958 Fax: (201) 764-8479

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016, 720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3C9. Fax: 416-596-7171, Tel: 416-596-7657.
In UK; Arcam, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge, CB5 9PB. Tel: (44) 1223 440964 (24 hours). Fax: (44) 1233 863384.
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Better Sounding Music. Upgrade to Ultradisc IITM
"our favorite artists sound surprisingly better or Lltradisc IITM. Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's arceering technology is a
cut abowe-and you can hear the cliffe-ence. he creators of the 24k cold audiophile CD, we lave developed major
advances such as The GAIN System -^1 a proprietary mastering system that uses the higiest grade of digital
technology available. Starting with the origina roaster tapes, we are abl?, to capture every last nuance of the original
recording. What does this mean? You'll hear music like you've never heard it oefore!

Ultradisc IITM The Original 24K Gold Audiophile Compact Disc.
To receive a color catalog ar The GAIN System fec'irical pope-, call 8C42.4234.5759

mob/le Odell"!
Oollind lab

a can.. of ISPiktee.

105 Morris Street  Sebastopol. CA 95472
WWW URL address: idtp://gan.coir /g,nn/busikish

In Canada call 800-267-1216
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Critics Rave...
"...The Biggest Bargain Of All Time !"

Stu McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vol.5 No.3

"...One Hell Of A Buy ! !"
The Inner Ear, July 1995

*oicie/),t c%4 cs4(40,
SE -40 Single -Ended, Pure Class A, 40+40W (80W mono) for $980.00

NEW!! SE -40 matching vaccum tube pre -amplifier, SEP-- 1 now available for $880.00

Call Solo Electronics at (510) 887-8016 for the Golden Tube Dealers near you
2462 TrIpaldi Way, Hayward CA 94545, FAX 887-1657, HANDCRAFTED IN USA
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CLARITY DEFINED
See the dimension

Sense the image

Feel the power of performance...
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too much "insides" in this playing. Third,
there should be more emphasis on the big, of-
ten dissonant chords: Not louder, but tiny
pauses for emphasis. Sounds easy, but it isn't.

I should note the two interesting tidbits by
Wagner. How seldom we hear him in piano
form! But the Wagner sound is there, and goes
well with the Brahms. As for the Steuermann
sonata, it is a ghastly programming mistake. I
remember this distinguished pianist as a
youngish elder statesman of contemporary
music. His own composing, though, was at the
extreme of twelve-tone dissonance, superim-
posed on a very Romantic shape: Okay in
principle! But after Brahms and Wagner, it is a
horrendous shock. Edward Tatnall Canby

McCormack & Kreisler in Recital
John McCormack, tenor;

Fritz Kreisler, violin; assisting artists
NIMBUS PRIMA VOCE NI 7868

CD; ADD; 69:07
Sound: A, Performance: A+

Nathan Milstein: The Last Recital
Nathan Milstein, violin;

Georges Pludermacher, piano
TELDEC 4509-95998-2, CD; DDD; 69:01

Sound: B+, Performance: B+

Violinists Fritz Kreisler and Nathan Mil-
stein both recorded acoustically. There is
hardly anything else that these two CDs have
in common. In fact, it is the contrasts between
them that make the comparison interesting.

The idea of combining some of Kreisler's
solo discs with some of John McCormack's,
and adding numbers the two artists recorded
together to create a "recital," is a charming
one. The recording dates range from 1912 to
1924, so we're not talking about a live recital
here. However, the Nim-
bus Prima Voce tech-
nique-using state-of-
the-art acoustic playback
equipment and capturing
the results digitally in
a fine acoustic space-
brings them to astonishing
life. The consistent level
of musical charm and
grace is utterly disarm-
ing, though very little of
the musical material has
even a nodding acquain-
tance with the profound. Both artists, in fact,
were to make their most serious contributions
to the holde Kunst only in the early electrical
era; McCormack died in 1945, about the same
time as Kreisler's head injury, a tragedy from
which his playing never recovered.

Milstein, some 30 years Kreisler's junior,
recorded acoustically as a child prodigy, and

making tubes
TEL (909) 627-5944 FAX (909) 627-6988
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he remained a star almost until his death in
1992, when he was nearing 90. Whereas
Kreisler's Viennese charm and unassuming
manner made him a superstar, adored wher-
ever he set foot, Milstein's birth and training
were Russian. Need one say more? The present
recital attests to his seriousness of purpose.
Beethoven's "Kreutzer" sonata is followed by
the Bach chaconne and another movement
from a solo sonata, with a Handel sonata be-
tween them. Things lighten up a little with
Sarasate's "Introduction et Tarantella," fol-
lowed by two short pieces by Prokofiev and
one by Tchaikovsky. Then come a Paganini
caprice and a Liszt transcription. Whew!

This 1986 TV recording evidently was
made by Milstein in Stockholm, judging from
the notes. I can hear no trace of an audience. It
was not planned as a farewell; shortly after-
ward, Milstein injured a finger, putting an end
to his career, which would undoubtedly have
continued otherwise. He certainly is in fine
form here. This CD is a fitting memorial to a
great musician. In its very different way, so is
the Nimbus disc. Robert Long

Italian Compositions
of the 20th Century

Rota: Concerto for Strings;
Malipiero: Sesta Sinfonia for Strings;

Porena: "Vivaldi"; Morricone:
Esercizi for 10 String Soloists

I Solisti Italiani
DENON CO -78949, CD; DDD; 62:47

Sound: A, Performance: A

I have to admit that, until recently, I winced
when seeing a CD of a string ensemble or solo
violin come across my desk. Such source mate-

rial is perfect for pointing
out the steely harshness
that some of us have
dubbed "digititus."

But painful string tone
seems to be finally fading
from the scene. Part of

my own solution has been switching to a D/A
converter with tubes in the analog section, but
many recording engineers are now working
with greatly improved A/D converters, such as
Denon's 20 -bit Mastersonic approach that
was used for this recording.

I Solisti Italiani, an 11 -member, conductor -
less ensemble, formerly worked with I Virtuosi
di Roma. The brilliant playing is matched
with a distinctive program of string music,
which results in a disc that should appeal to
those who find string orchestra repertory a bit
of a bore.

Nino Rota's concert music-that is, the
music not created for Federico Fellini's
films-is currently finding increasing atten-
tion on recordings. The Concerto for Strings,

a classically structured work, that displays
Rota's special harmonic sense and an ironic
character that sometimes recalls his film mu-
sic, is a fine example.

In "Vivaldi," Boris Porena rediscovers "the
already perfected cultural complex" of the
Venetian composer and links it to the 20th -
century idiom, much as did Stravinsky in Pul-
cinella. Its first movement hews close to Vival-
di, but the next two bring us back into this
century. Gian Francesco Malipiero's Sympho-
ny for Strings employs his own highly individ-
ual language couched in the 18th -century
concerto grosso style-alternating solo and
tutti sections. John Sunier

Baroque Inventions: Scarlatti: Sonatas;
Bach: French Suite No. 5, BWV 816;

Handel: Overture to Rodelinda;
Chaconne in G

Julian Gray and Ronald Pearl, guitar duo
DORIAN DOR-90209, CD; DDD; 71:03

Sound: A-, Performance: A

Purists need read no'farther: These two sol-
id musicians (who also have made all the tran-
scriptions) take music written for harpsichord

and play it-charmingly
and brilliantly-on two
guitars. Pragmatically, a
plucked string remains a
plucked string, no matter
who plucks it, but in fact
the guitar's greater rich-

ness and resonance make the sound of these
baroque gems exceptionally ingratiating.

Purists might take exception to some of the
musical interpretations necessitated by the
mere logistics of the instruments involved. No
matter: I find this CD uncommonly likable
and enjoyable, and I imagine that would apply
to anyone who doesn't have an out-and-out
aversion to this noble, much abused and mis-
used instrument, the guitar. The Handel cha-
conne stands out especially. Paul Moor

INW-SITR

Nielsen: Four Works for Violin
Soren Elba*, violin; Morten Mogensen, piano
KONTRAPUNKT 32200, CD; DDD; 72:17

Sound: A-, Performance: A

Two of these pieces-the Prelude, Theme,
and Variations, Op. 48 and the Preludio e
Presto, Op. 52-are for unaccompanied violin
and are galvanizing. They may make you tit*
of Ravel, Kodaly, or BartOk-or all of
above-but they're ultimately pure Carl
Nielsen. The earlier of the two accompanied
sonatas that fill out the CD, Op. 9, may be a bit
overbearing, but the later one, Op. 35, is a sol-
id piece. The vivid, close-up sound suggests
superb studio technique but not, alas, a "real"
musical venue. Robert Long
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ROCKRECO

I Just Wasn't Made
for These Times

Brian Wilson
MCA MCAD-11270, 29:32

Sound: A+, Performance: A+

POPR DINGS

uring a chance encounter,
Brian Wilson sent punk
icon Iggy Pop screaming
for the door. Yep, the Igg-
ster was weirded out by
the then all -but -washed-up
Beach Boy. Check out pro-
ducer Don Was' new docu-

mentary of Wilson's career, and
you'll understand why; Wilson's a
kook, a nut, a weirdo, but his knack
for expressing himself with music is
simply fascinating. Often called a ge-
nius, he's no doubt bizarre, but your

alive and kicking inner child sorta
makes you want to give Wilson a big
hug, as does his music.

While the soundtrack to I Just
Wasn't Made for These Times gets
you right to the point-music-the
film is obviously more, providing a
character portrait that's worth ob-
serving. Between studio footage are
interviews, anecdotes, and casual
moments, as when Wilson sings
"God Only Knows" while sitting at
the piano with his mom and brother
Carl. There's mom proudly recalling
early musical ability; gushing disci-
ples like Tom Petty and Lindsey
Buckingham; gushing contempo-
raries like Van Dyke Parks, Graham
Nash, and David Crosby; a gushing
music conservatory professor, and

record moguls who gush, too, but
with less emotion. All extol Wilson's

genius while also debating it: Is he
indeed a genius or just really, really
brilliant? His eccentricities: Are they
the result of inherent hypercreativity,
an abusive father, chemical depen-
dency, or all of the above? And on
and on.

At one point, Wilson chimes in
with "I guess I've got a few phobias"
after everyone else (daughters, ex-
wife, et al.) reveals more than a few
forgivable quirks. Anecdote after
anecdote paints him as a survivor,
more at home in front of his 88 best
friends than anyplace else, yet it's his
own ability to laugh at himself that
provides comic relief at a necessary
juncture. Seconds later, we're with
him in a studio. He's flapping his
arms like a dodo bird trying to take
flight while a roomful of recogniz-
able studio hacks, maybe oblivious
to all but the groove, don't seem at
all fazed by the man/child having a
party at the piano.

For his documentary, Was took his
legendary subject into a studio and
recorded him doing several Beach
Boys and solo songs. The result is
stunning, and it's largely because of
the good old vox humana; the voices
here are enough to make you cry-
especially "Caroline, No" and "The
Warmth of the Sun." All has pretty
much been said about Wilson's gor-
geous sense of melody, harmony, and
studio inventive-
ness-the stuff
that ranks him as
a demigod, de-
bated genius and
all of that. This
recording, like its celluloid counter-
point, is a reaffirmation of who and
what Wilson is, and I Just Wasn't
Made for These Times makes its point

with immediacy. After seeing it and
hearing it, you just gotta believe all
the hype.

Audiophiles, take note: This al-
bum is sonic deluxe. Meaning, it lives
up to stringent "audiophile record-
ing" demands without being labelled
as such. Mike Bieber
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Sleepy Eyed
Buffalo Tom

EAST/WEST 61782 2
Sound: B+, Performance: B -

Buffalo Tom has come a long way from
their feedbacked, anti -pop roots. This trio,
from Amherst, Massachusetts, remains loud
but increasingly accessibile, with occasional
cloying sentimentality and overbudget
melodies. Sounds familiar? If George Wendt
shows up in their video, Buffalo Tom is proba-

bly on the road to trapping their own "big
brown beaver."

Like Soul Asylum's,
Buffalo Tom's back cata-

log is more interesting
than their current album,
where the band shifts be-

tween a good loud -and -
fast song such as "Your Stripes" and the
maudlin "Clobbered." Such peaks and valleys
give the album an untethered feel, hastening
its arrival on my shelf, where it'll gather dust

for a few years before I'll trade it in toward a
Kinks bootleg or something. Singer/guitarist

Bill Janovitz plays some great guitar, ranging
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from a big, double -tracked sound to Leslie
cabinet effects, but it gradually becomes over-

shadowed by his plaintive, over -aching voice.

So do a handful of really good, potentially ex-

cellent songs. Oh, well ... Mike Bieber

Lovers in the City
Tanita Tikaram

REPRISE 9 45883-2, 52:08
Sound: A, Performance: B+

Tanita Tikaram burst out of England in
1988 with a debut album that was hyped and

praised to the skies. Her subsequent albums
have failed to generate a similar response.
With Lovers in the City, her fifth recording, she

delivers a colorful and offbeat collection of
songs, all enthusiastically performed.

Produced by Thomas Newman along with
Tikaram, this album is deliberately unfashion-

able. Its musical backing

includes some strange
couplings, such as Mid-
dle Eastern percussion
with Dusty Springfield -
like horn arrangements

and string quartets melded with a rhythm
track by guitarist David Lindley and drummer

Jim Keltner. The album's most immediate
songs are "I Might Be Crying," which features

an infectious vocal chant by Jennifer Warnes,
and "The Yodelling Song," which, strangely
enough, rocks.

Other women artists whose debuts are met
with critical adoration or mega sales or both
(Sheryl, Sinead, and Tracy, anyone?) should
note that there's life after hype, and it is possi-
ble to

times,
overcome the sophomore jinx. Some -
however, it takes half a decade.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Last Train to Lhasa
Banco de Gaia

PLANET DOG BARK CD 0118
Two CDs; 2:01:03

Sound: A-, Performance: B+

Through the wonders of digital sampling
technology, the wailing chants of Arabic
singers, the rubber rhythms of Indian tablas,
and the breathy voices of panpipes have be-
come the stuff of modern electronic music -
making. I don't know if Banco de Gaia, the
recording persona of Toby Marks, takes this
technology further, but he certainly does it
better than most.

Marks is an activist in the Tibetan freedom

movement, and Last Train to Lhasa takes its

NAKAMICHI  PIONEER  SCOTCH  BROTHER  HARMAN KARDON 
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DUBLIN B
Guy Clark is one of country music's

most respected and admired songwrit-
ers. He's also one of its
most reclusive. Yet be-
tween his 1992 Boats to
Build (a clue to what he
does when he's not making
music?) and his new Dublin
Blues, he's been gigging more
than usual. Hence, Clark's per-
formance on this CD has a re-
laxed confidence that wasn't
there before, no matter how fine
his albums.

With Dublin Blues, Clark's typically
superb songwriting is highlighted by

some
There

excellent backup musicians.
are three guitarists-Verlon

Thompson, Darrell Scott,
and Rodney Crowell-
Sam Bush on mandolin,
Jonathan Yudkin on fid-
dle, as well as the Kenny

Malone/Travis Clark rhythm
section. Vocal help comes from
Crowell, Nanci Griffith, Em-
m7lou Harris, Kathy Mattea,
and Suzi Ragsdale. Highlights?
This album is exclusively
highlights, from begin-

ning to end. There are no weak
links anywhere. Michael Tearson

Guy Clark
ASYLUM 61725-2, 41:47
Sound: A, Performance: A

title from the Tibetan capital. His music
sources are drawn from Tibet, as well as from

India, the Middle East, the techno dance floor,

and old music lesson records. He mixes them

into kinetic, rhythmically

delineated landscapes
where the beat isn't just a

dance groove: It's a life-
line in a surreal land-
scape, shifting from the

anguorous, slow-motion sitar trance of "Chi-

na (clouds not mountains)" to the driving
techno-dub grooves of "White Paint." It sug-
gests what The Grateful Dead's "Anthem of
the Sun" may have sounded like if they'd
started up in 1985 rather than 1965. Marks
shifts perspective and tone, turning his music
into a layered emulsion of tablas, sitars, Mid-

dle Eastern ululations, and electronic beats,
creating multiple -exposure images.

Also like The Dead, Marks likes to jam, but

in an electronic rather than instrumental
sense. An additional CD contains ambient
remixes of the primary disc's tracks, yet like a

Dead jam, this material often overstays its wel-

come. But the main body of Last Train to
Lhasa is an exhilarating ride, one you don't
want to miss. John Diliberto

Maria
Jane Siberry

REPRISE 9 45915-2, 68:48
Sound: A, Performance: A

From her introspective lyrics to her octave -

leaping vocals, Joni Mitchell is a touchstone
for Jane Siberry. While Siberry transcended
that influence long ago, she follows Mitchell

onto the jazz track for her latest album, Maria.

Siberry has always worked with a psycholog-

ical scat, a verbal stream of consciousness
and a jazz angularity that until now has never

been couched as jazz. But Maria's title
track, sung by Siberry with an acoustic
quintet, will sit comfortably next to the latest

by singers Cassandra Wilson or Patricia Barber.

However, this is far removed from most rock
artists' attempts at jazz, a la Sinead O'Connor.

While Joni Mitchell's jazz forays on her
1979 album, Mingus, always sounded forced,

Siberry doesn't alter her style so much as free

it with a film-noir impressionism that recalls
mid -'60s Miles Davis.
Trumpeter David Tra-
vers -Smith shadows Si -

berry's every turn, com-
menting on and framing
her lines with a muted
sound similar to Miles's. Pianist Tim Ray re-
calls an early Keith Jarrett, with an impres-
sionistic sense of melody.

The free association of jazz is a perfect
match for Siberry, whose lyrics often map the

synapses between the conscious and uncon-
scious worlds. She sings of lost innocence,
transforming non sequiturs into psychological

scat on "See the Child." On "Begar, Begat,r
she intones a Hebraic litany of freedom,---
promise, hope, and joy.

Set off from the body of the album is a
dreamy, surreal modal tune that builds relent-

lessly over its 20 minutes. "Oh My My" is a
harrowing and sardonic comment on life in
the real world, with an elegiac mix of reality
cliches and dream relationships interspersed
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with nursery rhymes and innocent tunes like to her own devices, she always seems to
"Puff the Magic Dragon." It's the kind of bril- take a much more exuberant, world -music
liant juxtaposition that has made Siberry's approach.
music so fulfilling, and even in this moody Brennan's voice is a warm, dusky instru-
jazz setting it remains just as rewarding. ment, with an earthier sound than her

John Diliberto younger sibling Enya. Like Enya, she favors big

choral arrangements; unlike Enya, those
arrangements aren't dubbed into infinity. In-
stead, Brennan uses additional singers whose

voices echo and contrast with hers rather
than reflecting it-they create a chant on

Maire Brennan is the lead singer of the "Heroes" and surging refrains on the al-
Celtic-rock/New Age group Clannad, but left bum's title track.

Misty Eyed Adventures
Maire Brennan

ATLANTIC 82701-2, 51:04
Sound: B+, Performance: B-
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1-80C-331-1437 OR 212-586-7537 CHECK US OUT ON-LINE AT: HTTPWVVWW.CHESk Y CONI'MUSIC

Occasionally, Brennan gets uncomfortably

close to MOR soft rock, with harmonies remi-

niscent of The Carpenters. Her lead single, a
cover of Joni Mitchell's "Big Yellow Taxi," is

commercially savvy but
doesn't add much irony
to this slimmest of
Mitchell songs, despite
funky backing from The

Blue Nile. And with
Misty Eyed Adventures only her second solo al-

bum, Brennan has already begun to pillage her

own music: "The Watchman" could be a sim-
ple redo of "Land of Youth" from her first al-

bum. However, on the haunting "Eirign Suas a

Stoirin" and "The Might One" (the latter
sounding like a hybrid of Balinese and Celtic

music), Maire Brennan bares her Irish soul,
revealing one of the most entrancing voices in

contemporary music. John Diliberto

MAI MINOS
St,
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Glow
The Innocence Mission

A&M 31454 0332 2, 40:31
Sound: A-, Performance: A-

The Innocence Mission has been holding
onto the fringes of jangly modern rock for
over seven years. After a four-year hiatus, they

haven't abandoned their sound on Glow, but
it has an earthier, almost country -folk mood
that opens up like the rolling farmlands of
their native Lancaster County, the Amish
lands of Pennsylvania.

Writer and vocalist Karen Penis' voice
sounds like a more innocent version of Sam

Phillips, a childlike waif gilded by grit. It
works well in the ringing guitar filigree cast by

her husband, Don Penis.
Producer Dennis Herring

offers the same textural
sensibilities he brought to

Throwing Muses and their

CD, The Real Ramona.

From the anthemic tones of the radio -

friendly "Bright As Yellow" to the rolling rem-

iniscence of "Everything's Different Now,"
Karen Penis brings a sense of personal small-

town detail to her lyrics.

Whether singing of love or spirituality, the
images of iron bridges, Aunts Ruth and Mary,

or taking blankets to the bay, Penis brings her

songs to an intimate and revealing level. It
makes Glow a beautifully constructed album,

providing a sense of place and time that will
make you think that Karen Penis' stories
are your own. John Diliberto
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Compact Disc Changers Compact Disc Players

Thchnics

v Q

I TEAC

/MONITORS/COMPUTE RS/CAR STEREOS/RA.

, 
Technics SL-PD787
5 -Disc CD Changer

Front -loading rotary design lets you change
any 4 discs while a 5th plays 32 -track
programming MASH 1 -bit DAC

Mfr. List Price $199.95

$16995 (TEC SLPD787)

Sherwood CDC -5030R
 5 -disc, 32 -track programming, remote - 1 rli w--
Technics SL -P1)887
. 5 -disc, 32 -track programming, remote .$1 8998
JVC XL -F215
5 -disc, remote, titanium finish $1 9995
Technics SL-PD987
5 -disc, pitch control, remote $21995
Aiwa DX-C100M
-100-disc Changer. 99 -track programming 544995

.
Receivers Cassette Decks

.- 

Separate Components

AN OUTSTANDING
PREAMP VALUE!

Proton AP -2000 Preamplifier
 Remote control *Active s Jbwoofer crossover Separate listen and reco d
functions -a great convenience Phono preamp wth both moving magnet &
moving coil levels Headphpne jack

$25995 (PET AP2000)

WE CARRY MANY MORE SEPARATE AudioSource CARVER
COMPONENTS - CALL FOR INFO . . . . PE ?BE AUX

(RATED BEST BUY

em
, oo

=0.1101111==

Sherwood RV -6030R
Surround Sound Receiver

105 watts per ch. front Surround mode: 75
watts per ch x 3, 24 watts per ch rear Dolby
Pro Logic with digital processor AMFM tuner
with 30 presets *Unified remote control

Mfr List Price $650.00

(SHE RV6030R)

Sherwood RX-2030
.40 watts/ch., matrix surround, remote $1 29ss
Sherwood FIX -4030R
65 watts/ channel, surround sound, remot $15995
Technics SA-GX190
.100 watts/channel. audio/video remote I - -1 I w
JVC RX-317 95
.110 watts/channel. remote $1 79
Technics SA-GX390
.50 watts x 4. Home Theater, Dolby Pro logic $22993

Mini Audio Systems

Yamaha GX-5
Mini Audio System

*Combines a 3 -disc CD changer with sepa-
rate preamp & tuner .40 AM/FM presets 7 -
band EC, Dual auto -reverse cassette
P

List Price $599.95

(YAM GX5)

Aiwa NSX-2700
 AM/FM, CD, dual cassette. remote $21 995
JVC UX-C7
-AM/FM, 6 -disc CD .1 -single, auto -rev. cassette $34995

Panasonic SC-CH72
AM/FM. 3 -CD changer, dual auto -rev. cassette$37 995

Denon D-500
3 -CD changer, dual auto -rev. cassette .. 559995
Bose' Lifestyle' 5 Series
-AMSWCD powered 3 -pc. Acousernat speakers 1,11VU

Aiwa AD -S950
3 Head Cassette Deck

2 -motor dual capstan drive Antmodulation
tape stabilizer Dolby S, B & C *Dolby HX-Pro
 Fine bias control *Music senso: Includes
remote Mfr List Price $499.95

$29995(AIW ADS950)

TEAC V-375
Center -mounted trarsport, Dolby B 56995
Aiwa AD -F450
 Dolby B.C. FIX -Pro, time bias, remote $1 2995
TEAC R-550
*Auto -reverse, Dolby B. C, HX-Pro, 110/220 $14995

Aiwa AD -F850
. 3 -heads, Dolby B,C, HX-Pro, remote 522995
Fostex XR5
 Multi -track, 4 -track, operates at double speed 534995

Turntables/Equalizers
THORNS

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Automatic shut-off & auto -
retract Synchronous motor *External power
supply Includes Stanton cartrid3e

$29995 (THN 18(1

Teac P-595
Turntable, semi-autc, belt -drive, w/cartridgi 58999
Technics SL-BD22K
Turntable, semi -auto belt-dnve, pitch contrc$1 3995
AudioSource EQ-8/II
. 10 -band per channel Graphic Equalizer $999°
Technics SH-GE70
7-band/ch Equalizer, 12 preset memory curvei$1 8995

AudioSource EQ-12
-10-band/ch EqualizerAnalyzer with mic $1 999°

2A......:omEmmerms: wro.-..ewww:r-,=6"
Double Cassette Decks

Show Hid

Sherwood DD -6030C
Dual Cassette Deck

Double auto -reverse Full logic con vol
*Record/plaw both decks Dolty B, C &
Pro Electrolic real time countEr Mic input
*Headphone output .20 -track music seaoh

$19995
Mfr. List Price $42000

(SHE DX -030C)

TEAC W -515R
-Auto-reverse play, Dolby B s99"
Aiwa AD-WX727
Dlial auto -rev. pay, Dolby B.C. Hx-Pm $1 49"
TEAC W -750R
Dual auto -rev. pay, Dolby B, C, HX-Pro $1 4.59
Technics RS-TR262
Dual auto -rev. pay.. Dolby B. C, HX-Pro $1 5995
Technics RS-TR575
-Dual auto -rev. r,c/play, Dolby B, C, Hx-Prc $229-5

AudioAcd-Ons & Accessories
ZENNIIIINIZER

777

1,r)

Sennheiser HD4 1 4
50th Anniversary Open -Aire' Headphones

 The headphone that broke :he corn ort
barrier returns, in a special signed edit on
Lightweigh comfort for hours of fatigue -tee
listgnin wiligtal-clear sound

(SEN HD414CLASSI)

Terk FM -2000
FM Antenna, ura/omni directional

sgps

Sennheiser HD340 $,..
-Headphones. stpraural, for home !andantes 07--
Recoton TV800 s -r 095
TV (UHFNHF) 2. FM Amplified Antenna _....  Qr
Sennheiser HD580
-Audiophile Circemaural, TOP RA $2799,4 5

Niles SVL-6
Speaker Selectoudolume Controller, for 6 pair. $2996°

TEAC CD -P269
Compact Disc Player

16 -bit D/A 24 -track programming
*Headphone jack with output control
*Wireless remote control

Mfr. List Price $189.95

(TEA CDP269)

RCA CD -1051M
C,ompact-size, 20 -track programming, remote $8995

Technics SL-PG350
.1 -bit, 20 -track programming. $13995
Technics SL-PG450
.1 -bit, 20 -track programming, remote $1 49"
Gemini CD -100
Sliding pitch control B%). remote $2299°
TEAC VRDS-10
Audiopile unit with disc clamping system CALL

Loudspeakers

JBL
WI MR We lea

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

3 -way with 12' low frequency driver,
5' midrange & dome tweeter Front panel
controls Black finish .8 ohms 100 watt

casal 7Ird;PrIce $899.95

499 01311_24312E3K)

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
Compact, 2 -way, diaduct port for better bass pair $99"
Yamaha NSA -636
 Compact, 2 -way. diaduct port for better bass pair $9995
Wharfedale Diamond VI $.,

compact-sqe with great sound. black pair 1.eu--
Bose 301 Series Ill
D irect/Reflectinr, bookshen-size pair $31 800
Bose APA54I
Acoustimass-5-II, 3 -pc system

$74900

Gold Audiophile CDs

Caro e King: Tapestry

$21 990
[COL 662261

Also at $21.99 each

Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
COL 64403

Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
COL 64405

(All TO OCR MUSK MIEN) IN TH5 ISSUE

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD SE HABLA ESPANOL

SEND MONEY ORDER,CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS or CISCOVER CARD
(include Interbank No. expiration date and signat ire) To: J&R Music World, Dept AU" 195, 59-50 Queens Midtown Expwy, Maspeth,
Queens, NY 11378. Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Cen:er before processing. Shipp ng, handling and
Insurance Charge (Continental US) is 5% of the total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for rders over $500
to $1000; and 3% for orders over $1000. For heavyweight/over-sized items, shipment by air, or to Canada, Hawaii, Alaska, Virgin
Islands & Puerto Rico please call tor information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no C.O.D's. NY residents please add sales tax.
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION 8 ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH AND 100% GUARANTEED. Some quantities may be limited.
Copyright 1995 J&R Music World. City of NY
Dept of Consumer Affairs License Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617 (IE

Visit anus at 23 Park Row, NY, NY
.23. Shop By Phone or
to order a FREE CATOLOGUE

24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week

1-800-221-8180
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The Heavyweight Champion:
The Complete Atlantic

Recordings
John Coltrane

RHINO/ATLANTIC R2 71984
Seven CDs; 7:59:14

Sound: A, Performance: A+

he competition among CD box sets
has been stiff recently. With each
year, it seems like the packaging be-
comes more ingenious, the liner
notes more thorough and illuminat-
ing, and the tracks more thoughtful-
ly chosen and comprehensive. In
1992, Verve set a new standard of ex-

cellence in this area with its magnifi-
cent 10 -CD Billie Holiday box. More

recently, Blue Note scored a triumph
with its Bud Powell box. And the
folks at Rhino have been consistently
issuing classy, superbly designed box

BLUESDINGS

sets since the initiation of its Atlantic

Jazz Gallery collection in June of
1993. Rhino's crowning achieve-
ment, up to this point, was the fabu-
lous Ornette Coleman box, Beauty Is
a Rare Thing. Now comes John
Coltrane's The Heavyweight Cham-
pion to blow away the competition.

In terms of sheer heft alone, this
seven -CD set is indeed the undisput-

ed heavyweight champ.
But the inclusion of rare
photos of John Coltrane, a
brilliant essay by 'Trane ex-
pert Lewis Porter, and a
complete CD of never -be-
fore -heard outtakes from the Giant
Steps sessions of March 1959 truly
make The Heavyweight Champion
the ultimate jazz box for collectors.

In making this project completely
comprehensive and chock-full of

rarities, Rhino may have been trying
to make amends for its rather
sketchy two -CD Coltrane set from
1993, The Last Giant, which was
roundly criticized for being subtitled
The John Coltrane Anthology. Indeed,

it would take far more than two CDs
to compile a true anthology of
Coltrane's recorded output with At-
lantic Records, which lasted from
March 1959 to May 1961. And now, iao
under the guidance of Joel Dorn and
Patrick Milligan (with kudos to re- ,Z

mastering ace Gene Paul and art di-
rector Geoff Gans for another soni-
cally and visually striking package),
Rhino has finally done justice to the
Atlantic era of the Coltrane legacy.

By the time John Coltrane signed
with Atlantic, he was already widely ,t.,4
regarded as a great saxophone player k
and improvisor. His commanding
voice-marked by a full-bodied and
dark tone, phenomenal speed, and
searing intensity-was firmly rooted
in the styles of Lester Young, Charlie
Parker, Dexter Gordon, and Johnny
Hodges, yet it contained an awe-
some, penetrating power that was
truly unique. He had developed this
bold style by the time he joined The
Miles Davis Quintet in 1955 and
continued to expand his emotional
range, captured on several of Miles'
Prestige classics: Workin', Steamin',
and Relaxin' and culminating in the
1959 masterwork for Columbia,
Kind of Blue. Coltrane appeared on
the Prestige label as a sideman with
Sonny Rollins, Kenny Burrell, Elmo
Hope, Tadd Dameron, Red Garland,
and Gene Ammons and was a leader
in his own right, all of which
was documented on a sprawling 16 -

CD box set, The Prestige
Recordings. Coltrane's ex-
cellent Blue Note album
(Blue Train, recorded in
1957) showed further
growth and development

as a composer and player. But it was
during his fertile period on Atlantic
that Coltrane began to fully integrate
his distinctive tenor voice into a
composerly vision that was intensely
personal and ever -searching.

-HE HEAVYNEIGHT CHAMPION
john con pe
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WIN A FREE HOME THEATER SYSTEM OR
A $100 SAVINGS CERTIFICATE

PICTURED ON THE RIGHT klf :0111fi )\ \
Correctly identify the models on a 3 -
name will be entered in a drawing for a,11:111,, i III the st fent I If I .! e'Ne

already given you two model nmithet N,Il II. i a total
3 correct model numbers to qualify. If you quid our nano will he entered in a

drawing for a chance to win the -s lem FREE!
AS AN ADDED BONUS. the first 25

correct entries received each week will automatically receive a $100 Savings
Certificate good on any purchase of $500 or more from USA Direct.

RCA DSS Satellite System
JVC WIDE SCREEN TV.
16c9 projection 2 tuner PIP, full -motion split screen.
PIONEER ELITE
CLD59 CD/CDV Laser Discplayer, AC -3 Ready
SONY
STRGX700ES 70 W x 3, 25 W x 2 Dolby ProLogic Receiver
KLIPSCH complete 6PC home theater loudspeaker system
including 8" powered subwoofer.

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
Retail $ 699.95

Retail $ 4499.95

Retail $ 900.00

Retail $ 550.00

Retail $ 999.00

LISA DIRECT

NEVVSLETIER

a
fir

Save over 35%

II I n'sAnionmeillm P 11116.1111111

WIN A Ai HOME THEATER SYSTEM I
GET A FRF 1- 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION NI

To OUR ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER

You won't find a better source for home electronics than USA DIRECT...
all the quality items you want, all the leading brands you want-from A to Z

MOM 959-4434
§rgem

OUR PRICE S 495D.00

it REE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
 New product reviews *Incredible monthly specials
 Inside industry news Detailed service contract info
 Direct international prices Tips on getting the most from

on all your favorite brands your equipment ,
Fxciting special offers *Hottest new technology products.

11

I

11

FREE 5 yr. Combined Factory Warrantee
Service Contract

FREE Shipping, Handling & Insurance

AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES

FREE Scheduled Maintenance

FREE Price Protection Assurance r
, FREE Electronic & Mechanical

Performance Guarantee

 Next Day Delivery Available

A

YAMAHA
PAI TSWISH!

ADCOM TOSHIBA harmanikardon
0111. °NH -WI
.apis rmrrarrnr

7716.1VG
Clima 000 p

81 ta IrilnIty NAD
535 MIDLAND AVENUE

GARFIELD. NEW JERSEY 07026
(800) 959-4434, Fax (800) 411-4434

MASTERCARD, VISA,
AMERICAN EXPRESS,

DISCOVER & JCB CARD

We will draw one of the correct entries on November15, 1995. and the Grand Prize winner will be announced i.r the DevertMer 1995 issue of the USA DIRECT Newsletter. You may also
write to us after November 15, 1995 at our address inGarfleld ,NJ to request the winner's name. Send your entry to us on a 3"x 5" card. All correct entries received by November 15.

1995 are eligible. Entries with any duplicated information will be disqualified. Only one entry permitted per householt. Contest void where prohibited. taxed or restricted. All i.,ods
covered by original manufacturer's or importer's limited warranty and/or by comprehensive 5 -year service contract. Some prices may be affected by prevailing currency exchange

rates.Not responsible typographical errors CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Disc one of The Heavyweight Champion
contains material from Coltrane's very first
Atlantic session, a January 1959 quintet date
with vibist Milt Jackson, pianist Hank Jones,
drummer Connie Kay, and bassist Paul Cham-
bers, originally released in December 1961 as
Bags & Trane. These recordings-strictly cov-
ers, like Harry "Sweets" Edison's "Center-
piece," Dizzy Gillespie's "Be -Bop," and Harry
Ruby's "Three Little Words"-show Coltrane
in fine form within a fairly conservative, albeit
swinging, context. But the real treats on disc
one are the first takes of "Giant Steps,"
"Naima," and "Like Sonny," recorded in
March 1959 with pianist Cedar Walton, drum-

mer Lex Humphries, and bassist Chambers
and originally released in January 1975 as Al-
ternate Takes.

The hard -driving Giant Steps album, origi-
nally released in January 1960, is represented
on disc two along with material from Coltrane
Jazz, released in February the following year.
'Trane displays a more searching side on disc
three, which contains material from The Avant
Garde, his great collaboration with trumpeter
Don Cherry, drummer Ed Blackwell, and
bassists Charlie Haden and Percy Heath. This
was recorded in June 1960 but not released by
Atlantic until April 1966. Disc four contains
'Trane's classic, soaring rendition of "My Fa -

westcAectronics
a division of Clarity Electronics LTD.  4120 Meridian Bellingham, WA 98226  fax (360)734-3314

High end audio & video,
separates & components
and lots of other really

cool stuff!
4441New West

on the NET! iittp.//www.newest.com

HUGE SELECTION!
FREE DELIVERY!

(ON ALL ORDERS OVER $100.00 TO B1 DI1.1\ I IZED WITHIN CONTINENTAL U. S.)

GREAT PRICES  EXCELLENT SERVICE
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL OF THE MONTH!

Fec CODs & POs
. WELCOME!

ALL TIMES PST: M -F 6:30A to 6:30P/SAT 7:00A to 6:00P/SUN 8:00A to 5:00P
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vorite Things," his first serious investigation
of the soprano sax. Both discs four and five
draw on material from My Favorite Things,
Coltrane's Sound, and Coltrane Plays the Blues,
the earliest documents of Coltrane's chem-
istry with drummer Elvin Jones and pianist
McCoy Tyner.

Disc six covers the expanded group concept
of Ole Coltrane, while disc seven (cleverly
packaged in a mini recording tape box) con-
tains previously unissued alternate takes, false
starts, and incomplete takes showing the gene-
sis of such Coltrane classics as "Giant Steps,"
"Naima," "Like Sonny," and "Blues to You."
For serious Coltrane scholars and devotees,
this disc of rarities is a treasure trove.

The Heavyweight Champion documents a
jazz giant in full stride. It represents some of
the most powerful music in jazz while laying a
foundation for the spiritual search that John
Coltrane would continue into the mid -'60s on
the Impulse label. Bill Milkowski

Soccer Land
Ivo Perelman

IBEJI IBJ 0959-2, 46:03
Sound: B, Performance: A

Whenever I hear a drum kit and saxophone
combination, my first thoughts are of John
Coltrane and Rashied Ali's Interstellar Space
and the Anthony Braxton/Max Roach duets.
Brazilian saxophonist Ivo Perelman utilizes
this combination, but brings something dif-
ferent to the table. Instead of emulating the
vortex of Ali or the precision swing of Roach,
Perelman's drummer, Jose Eduardo Nazario,
shows off a veritable encyclopedia of tradi-
tional Brazilian rhythms. These two musicians
lock into Brazilian folk
songs and candamble
chants, expanding them
into frenzies of passion
and ecstasy.

Perelman is a woe-
fully underrated player.
If Sao Paulo had a Knitting Factory, there's no
doubt he'd be an international figure-and
deservedly so. His playing is passionate and
exuberant, but never facile or glib. On tracks
like "Lampiao de Gas," he spurs on Nazario
with staccato phrases and chanting cries. But
usually Perelman is riding the carnival
grooves, bouncing off the candamble chant
of "Samba de Ogum" or lolling sensuously
across the pulsating rhythms of "Tristeza do
Jeca."

The soccer metaphors go over my head,
but hopefully Perelman's musical success
in America will be much greater than that
most international of sports. (Ibeji Records,
111 East 14th St., Suite 167, New York, N.Y.
10003.) John Diliberto
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Song for the Beautiful Woman
Marcus Printup

BLUE NOTE CDP 7243 8 30790 2 5, 59:40
Sound: A-, Performance: B+

A "quintet with a twist" may best describe
trumpeter Marcus Printup's debut record.
The "twist" comes via the included six well -
crafted originals, which combine the best of
'60s hard bop with the quirky jazz of the '90s.
Lately, numerous composers have been using
odd -bar phrases and deceptive changes to in-
spire cliché -free improvisations, and Printup's
compositions show exemplary technique.
Never is the listener aware of Printup's writing
per se. What you hear is solid, aggressive jazz
played with quantitative individuality and
feeling.

Great players seem to be coming out of the
woodwork these days. Pianist Eric Reed and

tenor saxophonist Wal-
ter Blanding, for exam-
ple, exhibit styles wor-
thy of serious note.
Printup, who has done
road time with Marcus
Roberts and The Lincoln

Center Jazz Orchestra, delivers crisp, decisive
lines on the uptempo burners, and expressive-
ly lays back-often using a mute-on several
luscious ballads.

If there are any questions regarding the
group's handling of standard repertoire,"I Re-
member April," "Speak Low," and several
blues tunes demonstrate knowledgeable taste
for the past while setting loftier standards for
the future. James Rozzi

20th Anniversary Set
The Phil Woods Quartet/Quintet

MOSAIC MD5-159
Five CDs; 4:32:46

Sound: A, Performance: A

Phil Woods is arguably the greatest jazz alto
saxophonist alive. Possessing a warm, full-
bodied sound capable of filling a large night-
club without amplification, and chops out the
yin yang, Woods epitomizes the true essence
of be -bop and post -bop jazz with his passion-
ate, singing style. Often copied but never
matched, Woods is referred to as the master by
several generations of inspired students of the
saxophone.

With that in mind, it is perplexing to think
that Woods and his combo of 20 years so sel-
dom have released new material, even though
they have recorded quite often. Three hundred
meticulously arranged tunes constitute the
band's book, and performances both in and
out of the studio have maintained the highest
degree of artistry. The few changes in person-
nel on the piano and brass chairs have man-
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aged only to enhance the group's evolution.
Whether it was bad business or bad luck, this
five -CD set-Mosaic's only non -reissue pack-
age-is what it takes to
set the record straight,
with 31 tracks of previ-
ously unreleased, hard -
driving jams.

Personnel consists of
pianists Mike Mellilo,
Hal Galper, and Jim McNeely; guitarist Harry
Leahey; trumpeters Tom Harrell and Brian
Lynch, and trombonist Hal Crook, with
bassist Steve Gilmore and drummer/producer
Bill Goodwin as the two constant sidemen.

Repertoire covers the gamut from numerous
examples of blazing bop to the most lyrical of
ballads, from gutsy blues to playful funk.
Some compositions are familiar standards,
while others are obscure originals.

With tracks moving chronologically be-
tween live performances and studio record-
ings, this box set provides a fine cross section,
spanning the years 1976 to 1992. Woods and
his groups have consistently provided the
high-water mark for their genre. To have
such a fine compendium available-neatly
packaged by Mosaic, with excellent liner
notes-is every saxophone and jazz lover's
dream come true. James Rozzi
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22% OFF

DENONAVR-900
Denon's newest pro logic receiver
features 60 watts X 3
across the front & 15
watts X 2 to the rear.
SUGG. PRICE $400

KENWOOD K3V-7070 Pro Logic Receiter .. 329
SONY STRD-965 .. Pro Logic Receiver - 349
DENON ALR-1500 Pro Logic Receiver .. 499
TECHNICS SAGX-490 . Pro Logic Receiver .. 249
YAMAHA R:V-890 ... Pro Logic Receiver.., 749

TECHNICS SLPD987
Technics new 5 disc caroused remote CD
changer features a quick disc rotation
system & a MASH 1 bit
DAC System for accurate 219
small signal reproduction.
SUGG. PRICE $280

DENON DCD-615 ....... Hi Ex -CD 169
YAMAHA CDC -555 .......5 CD Changer 199
TECHNICS SLPD816 5 CD C hanger 189
KENWOOD DPR-3020 5 CD Changer 169
SONY CDPC-$15 .... 5 CD Changer 249

33% OFF

YAMAHA MX -1
200 watts per channel stereo power
amplifier with dynamic
power/ low impedance
drive capabilty & A/B
speaker inputs.
SUGG. PRICE $1199

SONY KV32516 37 PIP TV 799
MITSUBISHI VS -504150' PIP PROJECTION 1999
SONY CCDTRV40 3110 8MM 999
PANASONIC PVI0305 VHS -C COLOR VIEW 499
MITSUBISHI H$U550 4 HEAD HIFI 379

MONSTER CABLE - STRAIGHTWIREe. NILES  PANLAdVIAX -FULL LINE IN STOCK

CELESTION SL6 Si
Award tanning computer generated
design. The Audiophile choice for
dynamic imaging and soundstage in

SUGG.wy 000ksha speaker
PRICE $1000

$599 PER
PAIR

EL.- 'AIM

Customer Service 201-912-8183
22 ROUTE 22 WEST,SPRINGFIELD, NJ 07081
*UP TO 40 POUNDS IN THE CONTINENTAL USA.  ALL PRODUCTS ARE COVERED BY THE

MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY OR ELECTRONCS DEPOT'S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY

37% OFF

SONY
CDX-71RF
Sony's top of
the line FM modulated
10 disc trunk changer
includes wireless remote
control. SUGG. PRICE $560 349

HOURS
Monday thru Friday:9AM-8PM

Saturday10AM-6PM
Sunday: 11AM-5PM East Coast Time



BBE ARS

Audio Restoration System
The BBE v versatile, two channel signal processor
that will hen, any audio system. It will restore much of
the original live performance sound quality to old LPs and
tapes where the musical performance was outstanding but
the recording technology was primitive. The BBE ARS will
help restore the sparkle and clarity to those original mas-
ter recordings and will add
warmth and natural music-
ality to the digitally recorded
material. Orly s249

HEADPHONES
Grado SR60
Digital Headphones,
 Vented diaphragm
 'Ton resonant an chamber
 Mini plug with 1/4" adaptor
 )ynamic transducer
 boen air operating principal

FREE
SHIPPING

Sennheiser HD414 $4795
JVC

AnnivAersDari --mdphon,

Stereo digital headphones $7995
P!,IMPR!,6?°, $6995
Dynamic high end hi-fi stereo headphone
Sennheiser HD58011 $249
KOSS E5P950
Top of th line Electrostatic Stereo headphonef459

A/V ACCESSORY

Niles
SPS-4
Speaker Selection System

4 -pairs of speakers
.ser hanuang: 100W/ch
ow profile  Up to 14 AWG wire

 includes pre-printed
stick -on room labels

Volume Controls  Infrared Sensors  In -Wall Speakers
 Speaker Selectors  Largest Selection In The Northeast

Open Till Midnight Mon -Fri

We Ship Worldwide!

Satisfaction Guaranteed!

All Major Brands!

HAFLER SALE

Hafler 915 17" Preamp
 Pure class A all discrete primary signa it

 CMOSFET and relay switching
 5 Line inputs and 1 tape input

Hafler 9130 Power Amplifier
 Bridgeable to 150 watts into ohms
 Lateral MOSFET output devices °1 5269 Front panel level controls '45

Hafler 9180
MOSFET Stereo Power Amp
 105 Watt/ channel 8 ohms Orin 5.229' Bridgeable to 300W mono 10a

Hafler 9290
MOSFET Stereo Power
 145 Watts/channel 8 ohms Orig $5Amp49
 Bridgeable to 420W mono '900

Hafler 945 Preamp/Tuner
 Defeatable tone controls  Remo le controlled  Video

 5 Line inputs 8, 2 tape inputs 7
switching  18 Tuner presets orjs $4g
SPECIAL PURCHASES
Brand
Name DAT
Digital
Audio Tape Deck
 Built-in D/A converter
 Full function remote control W
 Optical, analog and coaxial inputs
 Random/skip/repeat Stocke3489

Brand Name Laser Disc Player
 Time base correted/t bit D/A  On -screen display
 Full funcfion remote with shuttle $329

Stock#9536

JVC CD PLAYERS
JVC X111050TN Rated #1
Super DIGIFINE CD Player
 Mechanically designed for " zero resonance 8 vibration"
 4th -order noise-shaping,as well as 64X OS Orly 750
 "High quality" digital outputs -
optical and coaxial Last

Call
JVC XL -914171N
"6+1" CD Changer
 8X oversampling digital filter
 Jog dial for title input  48 titles
 Remote control w/program
memory and magazine eject

Reviewed In Oct '95
Stereo Review

L

11

111111111
Meadtown Shopping Center

1.1.1.111441.4

PACKAGE #1
 JBL SC305
 Center Channel Speaker  2-Wa  14mm tweeter  5'
looter  100 Watts power handl ig  Video shielded

 JBL PRO III
 AudioNideo Monitor  2 -Way shielded  100 Watts power
handling  1" Titanium dome tweeter  5" Woofer  Die-cast
polypropylene foam enclosure

 JBL P5100
 10' Powered subwoofer  r voice coil  50W RMS ampli-
fier power  Line level and speaker level inputs  Fr: 30 Hz
to (62-250 Hz) Determined by crossover setting

 Brand Name Receiver
 Dolby® Pro Logic Surround seend receiver  Full function
remote control  Discrete power orcuirtry  50W x 3 for
Front L/C/R  20W x 2 for surround channels  Digital dela.

Receiver Stock#8869 Orlg.$1247

SCI55ve00 5747
PACKAGE #3

 Atlantic Technology MC
2 -Way center channel speaker  Dual 3 IT poly woofers;
1/2"dome tweeter  8 ohmms  P wer Rating 110 watts

 Atlantic Technology BUR
 2 -Way Main Satellite Speakes  4' wooer  1/2" Soft dome
tweeter  Acoustically and cosmettally matched  110W
power handling  89dB sensitivity

 Atlantic Technology 154SR
 High performance surround spemer -ubal 31/2" poly full
range, long throw drivers. Mounter diagonally opposite on
an infinite baffle  110W power !ladling

 Atlantic Technology 1521301
 Powered bass module  8" long brow polypropylene com-
pound woofer  30W x 3 or 70W x "I (sub only)  Switchable
turnover frequencies  EO circuitry to optimize bass a=agr

Brand Name Receiver
 Dolby® Pro Logic Surround sound receiver  Full function
remote control  Discrete power cicuirtry  50W x 3 for
Front L/C/R  20W x 2 for surrounc channels  Digital delay

Receiver Stock#8869 $699
Dolbyt Is a regls;ered traaernark of Dolby LZora

Large Selection Of Subwoofers,
Center Channels, and Surround

Sound Speakers

PACKAGE #2
 Jamo Center 50

1

 2 -Way center channel  Dual 4" woofers  3/4" dome
tweeter  Video shielded

 2 Pair Jamo
Coronet 40
 2-P* compact loudspeakers  2 -Way bass reflex design  5-
1/4" woofer  1" dome tweeter  90W power handling

 Jame 600E
 Powered home sub  100W built-in amplifier  Dual 10"
bass drivers  Ideal for surround sound  Electronic control
box with controls for oNoff, level, phase 8 frequency

 Brand Name A/V Receiver
 Dolby® Pro Logic Surround sound receiver  Full tsirs:

n remote control  Discrete power circuity  85W x 3 for
Front UC/R  25W x 2 for surround channels  Digital delay
Receiver Stock#5156 Orig.52650

OC1152 $1698i
I PACKAGE #4
 Front Left/Center/Right
Slim design for flexible placement  Magnetically shielded 
brackets supplied for wall mounting  250W power handling

 2 Subwoofers
 Floor standing design  Magneticall shielded  front firing
flexport enables flush mounting  250W power handling

 Surround Speakers
 Dipolar radiation pattern  Universal gold-plated binding
posts  200W power handling

 Controller and Amplifier
 Home THX® certified digital Dolby® Pro Logic surround
sound  DSP logic and on screen display  Built-in FM/AM
digital tuner with 40 station presets  Full function remote
control  THX® certified amplifier  100W per channel (6
channel:

ALL COMPONENTS
ARE THX® CERTIFIED
sammilEs Orig.56796

$3898
0 a register,: trademar, of LJcas,11rr. LTD

IMANC-71-CM2111/
Some Brands
Not Available

Mailorder

ADS  Acoustic Research  Advent  Advent Mobile  Audio Control  Aiwa  AKG  Altec Lansing  Audio Quest  Audi
Celestion  Clarion  Clif Designs  Canton  CodeAlarm  CWD  Denon  Dynaco  Dynamat  Grado  Hafler  Harml

Mitsubishi  Monitor Audio  Monster Cable  NAD  NHT  Niles  OmniMount  Orion  Panasonic  Parasound 
Runco  Soundcraftsmen  Soundstream  Sennheiser  Sherwood  Sharp

a 'es!xoc  Ile-
rriority
Code

del. AUD1195
VISA

11?
7, '10006

41/
Retail Store Hours:

Mon -Fri 10.9  Sal 9-6  Sun 11.5
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Route 23 S. Kinnelon, NJ 07405

CAMCORDERS
We are an
Authorized
Delaer for all
camcorder
brands we
carry. All for-
mats available from such fine
manufacturer's as:
SonySharp Panasonic
JVC  Hitachi  Canon

We Also carry a full line of batter-
ies, camcorder bags, tapes, lights,

tripods, filters and more!
Ask About Our

Extended Warranties!

TELEVISIONS
TOP BRAND

NAMES AT THE

GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICES.

Direct View
ROM ONO"

Rex, Projection
From 40'  70"

FRONT PROJECTORS  W/VCR Combos

SonySharp Panasonic
JVC  Hitachi  Mitsubishi

1
VCR'S

JVC

HRS7100U
Super VHS
Hi -Fl VCR
 High resolution super VHS picture
 Hi-Fi VHS stereo with hyper -bass scum
 Super specifications mechanism
 VCR Plus+ with multi -system cable box controller provided
 Random assemble editing, insert editing, and more

Panasonic PV4562
4 -Head hi-fi with MTS stereo  remote

Hitachi VTM181A
2 -Head with on screen and remote

Panasonic PV4551
4 -Head hi-fi with MTS stereo  remote

JVC HRVP6280
4 -Head hi-fi with VCR Plus+ & remote

$299
$179
$279
$349

Connects To
Virtually Any
Existing Car

Stereo System

04%60

Cards

4
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MINI SYSTEMS
Sony MHC450 Olt! '400 $239
Mini c
Sony

system AM/F /Cass/GO

Aiwa NXSV70 ono 150 $439
100W/ch mini system w/3 CD changer

Technics SCCH555 Ong '899 $569
35W/ch mini system w/3 CD changer

Kenwood 111351M orig 9099 $699
Mini component system w/CD changer

Denon D08 orig 799
Home bookshelf component system $239
Panasonic SLPH2 0159 $199
Portable CD Player/digital tuner alarm clock

JVC ME99
mini

oogsystem9299 $699
Brand
op of the line JVC

sPtP 1w1/1C! ch?rn iggerTh9552$549

CD CHANGER SALE
Brand Name
10 Disc Car
CD Changer
 10 Disc changer with RF
modulator and remote commander

1 -Bit D/A converter with 8X OS
 High speed disc change
 Easy install  FM modulator
 Compact remote commander
 Standard antenna in/output

100 DISC CHANGER

Brand Name
100 Disc changer LIMITED

 Dual 1 -bit D/A converters
QUANTITIES Twin vertical loading trays

 8X oversamphng
 50 Disc play exchange
 32 -Track program ng memory
 Full function remote control

Stock/8830

LOUDSPEAKERS

JBL Pro Ill
2-Wayielded speakers 100W handling

AR Partner 570 $229Pr35W powered 2 -Way multi -media speaker

Atlantic Technology 154S1 s99Pr

AlterHigh

performance surroun peakers

3 -Way tower sle!!!!gstem
s A508 s549pr

3 -Way 1W floorstanding loudspeaker $
DCM CX-27 339°'
JBL LXE330
2 -Way bookshelf speaker w/61/2" woofer 289

Design Acoutics PCV55 Sur
2 -Way p int source shielded loudspeakers

$149Pr

CAR AMPLIFIER CLEARANCE SALE
Hafler MSE-88 orig
Car Amplifier '32
 76W/ch x 2 into 4 ohm
 Gold RCA inputs w/adl sensitivity
 Runs mono and stereo
 MOSFET output
 Transnova circuitry
 22W x 4 into 4 ohm

Brand Name Amp Stock/12062 Sin
35W/ch x 2 bridgeable ORIG. 99

Altec Lansing, ALA200
100W/ch x 2 brill' le Orig. '300 $169
MEI PA70 $1915W x 2 power booster amplifier

Carver M2080 $15980W/ch x 2bridgeable Orig $250

2$/p Mier
0 229 589

Soundstream
Orig

.2 515955W x 2.120 x 1 Orig $300

Rockford Fosgate FG300 $499
150W x 2 Bridged Ori $1100

Sony 1D1202 $7920W x , or 55W x 1 Bridged Orig $140

Soundstream Granite 180.6 .5249
6/5/4/3 channel amp Orig '449.

Soundstream Granite 60.2 swg
30W x 2 or 100W x 1 Orig $189

Advent PA450
50W x 4 bridgeable car amplifier Orig $449 $289
Carver

2
KMOS2150 $229150W/ch x bridgeable car amplifier Orig $380

SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE  SUPER SALE
Brand Name $tock#3164
High current 50W/ch or 150W mono amp

PhilIs AV1001
Digital o Logic preamp Orig. '2000

CALL
CALL
$699

Brand Name $1195 speaker system Stock #3838

Phase Linear PLS1000 $39
10" Car subwoofer, high power handling

Advent A1062
The Focus center cnannel speaker

$259
$799

a/d/s/el AVF144 CALLCenter chann speaker

a/d/s/ AVS140
batellite speaker tor surround sound

atd/s/ C300is
2- ay in -wall speaker

Philips CDV600BK
High en laser disc player w/remote

$ 73

Advent A1099 [ALL Audio Source SS Three $1749

Philips DCC900 ong
75° $279 Beyerdvnamics DT211 $2995

ec Lansing, 17W260 swgpr Vance Director 20 $/69In -wall subwoofer er system

Pinnacle PN Sub cog '290
Diaduct passive hams subwoofer

Altec Lansing ALA320
80W x 4 bridgeable GI power amp

ProScan PSWI1100
900mHz Wireless hadphones

Atlantic Technolo! Pattern 100
3 -Piece powered satellit subwoofer system

Audio Source Amp One
80W/ch stereo power amplifie 200W mono

Audio Source EQ Twelve

11I Powered home subwoofer Dolby® Pro Logic Processor

Dkial mpact Cassette Player recorder Li eight pen design stereo headphones

Graphic EO/spectrurr analyzer w/pink noise

2- ay center channel speaker

$159 Sonance SF400
2 -Way ON -wall speaker system $ /59P"

$279 Fritilke!Twoller $/79'w
$129 T!chnics SLPD987 5209

5- isc, pitchiontrol cd changer w/remote

$199 3 -CD changer bookshelf system $589
$200 Denon D700

High performance bookshelf system $$789$i89 Infinity SM122
Studio Mon or floorstanding speakers 389Pr

effT1FOCIP,NriIMIELf
ource  Atlantic Technology  B&K  Bazooka  BBE  Beyerdynamics  Bellogetti Brother  Canon  Carver  Cerwin Vega
Kardon  Hitachi  Hughes Infinity  Jamo  JBL  JVC  K40  Kenwood  Koss  Lexicon  Lane Furniture  MB Quar
ips  Pinnacle  Pioneer  Panamax  PPI  Proscan  PS Audio  P93  Paradigm  Rane  Rockford Fosgate  Rock Solid
my  Sonance  SSI  Stewart  Target  Technics  Terk  Thorens and Many More!

Mail Order Mon -Fri 8am-12am EST

Hours: Sat 9-6  Sun 11-5

Ask For Our Special Sale

Pricing On Demo Products

Call For Products &

Brands Not Listed

We Ship

To Canada

Se Habla

Espanol

We Will Not

Be Undersold!

CIRCLE NO. 35 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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THE HACK
CD STORAGE SYSTEM

111111110111111

UNIQUE MODULAR QUALITY
ANODIZED ALUMINUM

Highly versatile horizontal
or vertical storage. All units
interlock, unlimited growth.
B-26 55 CD'S 544.50+P&H
B-52 110 CD'S $85.00+P&H
Custom sizes for large applications.
Lifetime guarantee, 30 day trial.
Made in the U.S.A. Patent pending.

AUDIO LIBRARY SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 112252

Stamford, Cl'. 06911-2252
Fax (203) 929-7936

Phone (800) 822-5119
Please contact us for more information.

SIMPLE
SLEEK

STEEL

$29.95
THE DJ -108

MEDIA STORAGE SYSTEM

108 CD's/CD roms
66 Audio tapes
40 VHS videos in any combination
 Welded steel construction

23"L x 14"H x 6-1/2"W
 Dividers to organize and keep

collection in place
 Available in black or white baked

powder epoxy finish
 Lifetime warranty

1-800-807-9819

CD STORAGE+

No. A300 (Shown in Solid Brown

soRice
PO Box 747-22, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted.
30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One

\......Year Warranty on all Models.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

4- Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

4- Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

4. Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

+ Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

4. Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

4. Enclosed back provides dust protection.

+ Compact size: 391/2"H x 23112"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688 2

it

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Free inailorder brochure
tplcase mullion Audio)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, CA 94188

Storage Solutions

CD, Audio and
 Fully Assembled!!
 100% Solid Oak!
 30 Day Money Back

Guarantee!

Just One
Call or write for

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio

San Lois Obispo,
(805)

CO1-800-858-9005

Video Storage
 Made in U.S.A.
 Smoked Glass Doors
 Ajustable Shelves
 No Hidden Costs

Low Price!
a km color brochure

Way #5
Ca. 93401

544-8668

VISA
Makakkakt*.

CD CABINET

lir

-,...

. --- _.......iiiiiin

AI
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 NOW a very practical
solution to storing your large library at CDs
Our Cl) cabinets eaten our patented EZ New "Flip and
Pick" put-out CD tray that allows youto store CDs in a
vertica  face -forward position for easy viewing anctselection.
Our largest cabinet has storage for over 1000 CC..

Write, Call or Fax for a free brochure

NEW AGE FURNITURE
2600 Fernbrook Lane  Minneapolis, MN 55447

(806) 767-4653  FAX: (612) 553-1371



CALIFORNIA

DEALER
CALIFORNIA

SHOWCASE
CALIFORNIA

VALUEABLE
WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Adcom  Apogee  Audible Illusions

Audiolab  Atlantic  AudioQuest  Audiostatic
Celestion  DefinitiveTechnology  Denon

Fosgate  Grado  Hafler  Hitachi  Lexicon
Linaeum  Mc Cormack  Mod Squad  M&K
NAD  NEAR  Paradigm  Parasound  Power
Wedge  Rotel  SOTA  Stax  Sumiko  Theta

Totem  VAC  Van Den Hul  Velodyne
Vidikron  XLO & more!

i [ [ fl (310) 370-8575

Systems
Design

Group

1310 Kingsdale Ave.
Redondo Bch., CA 90278
Tue-Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

ILLINOIS

Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Call for a free catalog:
800 -AUDIO -HI

(800-283-4644)
Fax: 2 I 7-744-7269

Authorized Dealer:
A Legacy
*Cary
*Sumo

Fosgate

44 Apature

Micromega
A Pioneer Elite
A, Counterpoint
A Musical Designs

A Soundcraftsmen
Kimber Kable

A Beyerdynamic
A Music Metre
A Quicksilver
A Monarchy
A Dynaco

Hafler
A Coda

The new

-Nisper speaker

Visit our
SPEAKER FACTORY

SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.

Springfield, IL 62702

We don't sell
perfect systems.

Alter 15 years, NN cc t learned
110 perfect system exists. It hits to be built-
to your specifications, within your budget.

To gets is today...

15211 DALT() \
1i%11111. \ 411245

MAINE

Acurus ... Aragon ... Audio Research
... Creek CWD Dahlquist

Denon ... Genesis ... Grado Jamo
... Lexicon ... Magneplaner

Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson
NAD Prometheans PSB

Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME
Sota ... Sound Connections ... Stax

Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex Thoren ... Transparent
Audio .. VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi ExclimqE
FORESIDE MALL  ROUTE ONE

FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

MINNESOTA

1 (800) 229-0644
R ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Larges- Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audioguesto
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

JpROFESSIONAL
T H DAT STORE--
DAT ECORDER
CD RE ORD RS
8 TRACK RECO DERS
MINI DISC RE ORD RS
& AC ESSORIE

THE DAT STORE

3 1 0  8 2 8  6 4 8 7
2624 WILSHIRE BLVD
SANTA MONICA  90403

3 1 0  828  8757
VISA  AMEX  MASTERCARD
pISCOVER NO COD

MASSACHUSETTS

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:

Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynamic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,

Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,

Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,

Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

FAX (617) 277-2415
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

NEW JERSEY

"We Design Your
System And

Save You Money!"
FEATURING:

 HIGH END AUDIO
 THEATER SYSTEMS
 MULTI -ROOM SYSTEMS
 IN HOME SERVICE
 EXPERT ADVICE

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PROFESSIONAL REPAIRS

20 Years of Sales & Serrire

201-744-0600

193BELLEVUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

VISIT THESE SPECIALTY RETAILERS FOR PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION.



DEALER SHOWCASE
NEW YORK NEW YORK NEW YORK

1- IICEI-IEND

MADE lEAS,111;,R
Serving the serious music lover since 1985, we
have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matching
of quality components, will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or visit
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional performance and value.
Give us a call, lets talk
music. If you just want
to know what we sell, call

us and ask, or order a copy
of our 96 page catalog.
It's only $4.00.

jtD10
UTLET inc.

914-666-0550 FAX 914-666-0544

NEW YORK

_tyreALPHA STEREO
Quality Components, Professional Installiitii &

4011111111110.101.MIPW
NAD

L

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Onkyo, Ortofon,
Audioquest, Monster Cable, AKG,
Polk Audio, Atlantic Technologies,

Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,
Rock Solid, Audio Control, Denon,

Rockford Fosgate, and Many
More Products!

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.
57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

Monday -Friday lOam-8pm. Saturday lOam-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

VERMONT

I
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TOLL- FREE
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FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS
specialvelui:

HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

kgv.
ADS  BOSE  CARVER  DENON

INFINITY  KENWOOD CAR
NAK  NHT  ONKYO  SONANCE
SONY ES  VELODYNE  YAMAHA

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
All returns sublect to a restocking charge.

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES

 ACOUSTIC ENERGY

 AIR TIGHT

 AWN
 ALTIS

 AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

 AUDIO ALCHEMY

 AUDIOLAB

 BENZ -MICRO

 B+K COMPONENTS

 CARY

 CEC DIGITAL

 CLASSE

 COUNTERPOINT

 CREEK

 DYNAVECTOR

 EMINENT TECH.

 EPOS

 FANFARE FM

 GENESIS

 GRADO

 GRAHAM

 GREEN MOUNTAIN

 HARBETH

 HIGHWIRE

 JAMS
 KIMBER KABLE

 KINERGETICS

 KLYNE

 MELOS

 MERIDIAN

 METAPHOR

 MICROMEGA

 MONITOR AUDIO
 MUSE

 NAD
 PARASOUND

 PASS LABS

 PRESENCE AUDIO

 PS AUDIO

 PSB
 RIGA RESEARCF

 ROTEL

 SCI-FI

 SIGNET

 SOTA

 SPENDOR

 STAX

 STRAIGHT WIRE

 TARA LABS

 TARGET

 TOTEM

 TRANSPARENT

 UNITY AUDIO

 VAC
 VPI
 WELL TEMPERED

 WHEATON

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215) 725-4080 Bank Cards Accepted

VIRGINIA

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Hi-Fi Farm
FEATURING:

Accuphase, Acurus, Aragen,
Quad, Aron, OCM, Magnum,

Threshold, Sonic Frontiers, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,

Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
and many more.

Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

Call for information
1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted

,s+) audiotechnica
01'

YOUR SEARCH IS OVERI
- simme1111rZik- "WU

We specialize In hard to find
phono cartridges and °rig-

\ final replacement styli only!!

it (800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAIMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (SIR) Se91112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

VISA

LC:

Phones Open Mon sal 9 amEI pm
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IC
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TENNESSEE

CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

REPRESENTING:
AMPRO  APOGEE 85K  B&W 
BASIS  BEL  BENZ MICRO  CALIFORNIA
AUDIO LABS  CARDAS  CHESKY  COUNTER-
POINT  DAY SEOUERRA  EAD  GRADO 
GRAHAM  JEFF ROWLAND 
KIMBER KABLE rri-
MAGNUM DYNALAB 
MELOS  MERET AUDIO 
MIT  PROTON 
REFERENCE LINE 
REFERENCE
RECORDINGS 
SOUND ANCHOR 
SPICA 
STA%  SUMIKO 
TARA LABS  TARGET 
TICE  VAC  WILSON 
XLO  MA  CD'S E. LP S
ALL PANOR CREDIT CARDS
PROFESSIONAL SET UP
HOURS 10.6 MON-SAT
BY APPOINTMENT

41 I9 HILLSBORO RD  NASHVILLE. TN 37215
(615) 297.4700  /6151 292.1500

WISCONSIN

1-800-906-4434
1 -800 -906 -HI-FI

FAX 608-255-4425
Authoried Dealer For:

 ADS
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 AVIA
 BANG 8 OLUFSEN
 CARVER
 CELESTION
 ENERGY
 GRADO
 HARMAN KARDON
 JVC
 LEXICON
 MONSTER CABLE
 NAD
 NAKAMICH

 NILES AUDIO
 OMNI-MOUNT
 POLK AUDIO
 PSB
 PROAC
 RECOTON

SANUS
 SONY DSS
 SONY ES
 SONY VIDEO
 SENNHEISER
 TARGET
 TERK
 THORENS

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-445-6066, 9AM-5PM EST



WISCONSIN

Authorized Dealer For:

ADCOM *KICKER  PSB

ALTEC LANSING  LEX1CON  RECOTON

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  MONSTER CABLE  ROCKFORD FOSGATE

AUDIOCONTROL  MTX  SANUS SYSTEMS

'CARVER  NAD  SONY DSS

 CELESTION  NAKAMICHI  SONY ES

*CLARION  NILES AUDIO SONY VIDEO

 CWD  NITTY GRITTY *SOUND ANCHORS

 GRADO  OMNNOUNT  KUNO:STREAM

 HARMAN KARDON  ONKYO  STAX

JAMO  PANAMAX  TARGET

 KEF  POLK AUDIO  THORENS

 PROAC

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

1.800-826-0520

DEALERS...
The best place to be seen

is where people are looking.

And each month,

both enthusiasts & dealers read
AUDIO for information.

The AUDIO
Dealer Showcase

is an ideal forum to reach

interested audio/video
enthusiasts who are active

buyers themselves, and who
advise others on stereo and

video purchases.

The Dealer Showcase is an
exclusive section designed to
showcase your advertising in

AUDIO.

To place your ads, or for further

information call Toll Free:

1-800-445-6066
9am to 5pm est

or
Fax your order to

(212) 767-5624

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON. WI

AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, Linn, YBA, Aragon, Acurus,
B&K, MARTIN LOGAN. VANDERSTEEN, NHT, PARADIGM,
Spica, NEAR, Totem, JM Labs, EAD, Micromega, CAL,
NEW, Golden Tube, Fourier, Tara Labs, Lexicon. (608)
284-0001.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DIS-
COUNT SOUND SOURCE THIS CAR STEREO SEASON!
DEALS ON: SONY, CLARION, KENWOOD, JVC,
HIFONICS, POLK, BLAUPUNKT, PIONEER, SCOSCHE
EFX, KITS, BASSBOXES, AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR
WRITE FOR FREE SALES FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH
YEAR. VISA/MC; COD. P.O. BOX 596. MONROE, NY
10950. (914) 782-6044.

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Accuphase, Acous-
tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Airtangent, Audio Meca by
Pierre Lurne, Audio Note, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,
Chang, Chario, CODA, Zoethecus, Day-Sequerra, Dynavec-
tor, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Micromega, Wilson Benesch,
Morch, Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse, Symphonic
Line, Onix, RoomTunes, Solid Steel, Sonoran, Sound An-
chor, SOTA, Decca. Totem, Unity Audio, Vimak, Wheaton
Triplaner, YBA anc more...PHONE FAX John Barnes at
(303)691-3407. Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave., En-
glewood, CO 80110. VISA and MC accepted.

BIG DISCOUNTS!! SAVESSII
NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK, NHT, NAD,
DENON, SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K, B&K,
PARASOUND, ONKYO, PS AUDIO, EPICA,

IN STOCK. FAST SERVICE!

SOUND SHOP
360.692.8201

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Bled, Little Neck, NY 11363.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990. & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,
$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AU-
DIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Mtn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212.767-6301 for further information.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350 OMEGA/
SRMT1 $2,900; SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7 $499; ED -1; AUDIO-
TECHNICA AT -0C9 $259; ALL UNUSED (212)966-1355.

High -end audio components. AU brands
available. The lowest prices. Friendly
service and advice. Call today. AUDIO
AMERICA (V(rginia). 1-540-745-2223.

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
We've delivered something different for 16 years-
natural, musical results! Adcom, B8K and Hailer mod-
ifications, rivaling far more expensive components. Ad -
corn GFA-555 thru 5800 mods-Adcom preamps,
tuner/preamps! Powerful, transparent B&IK mods.
NEW! PA -2 cascoded frontend for Hafler amps-
budget bliss! SuperConnect interconnect-
naturalness, not hype! Musical Concepts, 5749 West-
wood Dr, St. Charles, MO 63304. (314) 447-0040.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence oil
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and
whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you pur-
chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manu-
facturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-
tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufac-
turer's warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
includi.Tg merchandise ordered, price,
order Bate, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of
the orcer, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, Nv 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.
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FOR SALE

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.

(Al) - AS IS, (D) = Demo, (EX) - Excellent, (F) Fair,
(G= Good, (M) = Mint, (N) = New. AMPLIFIERS: Adcom
GFA565(EX) $995; Audio Research Corp D100A(EX) $549,
D240(EX) $1367; B&W MPA1(EX) $499; Bryston 2B(EX)
$199; Carver AV405(D) $583, AV634(D) $437, TFM6CB(D)
$280, TFM15CB(D) $390, TFM35X(D) $645, TFM45(EX)
$454, TFM55(D) $811, TFM75(D) $1443; Conrad -Johnson
MV50(EX) $1063; Counterpoint SA220 $1367-2115; Crown
D150(EX) $199, D150A(EX) $229, DC300A-II(EX) $499,
PL3(EX) $399, PS200(EX) $399, PS400(EX) $699; Dynaco
MARK-III(EX) $499, ST70(G) $299; Golden Tube Audio
SE40(D) $898; Krell KSA5OS(EX) $1975, KSA100S(M)
$3761; Lazurus MARK-III(EX) $1671; Marantz 15(EX) $249,
510(EX) $399, 510M(EX) $499; McIntosh MC40 $249-499,
MC240 $683-1995, MC250 $265-$399, MC502(EX) $607,
MC752(EX) $607, MC2100 $227-455, MC2105 $303-899,
MC2120 $531-699, MC7200(M) $1823; PS Audio TWO-
C(G) $149; SAE A502(EX) $265; VAC PA45C(EX) $1519.
CASSETTE DECKS: Carver TDR1550(D) $379; Nakamichi
DRAGON(EX) $1199. CD PLAYERS: Accuphase DP65(D)
$4559; McIntosh MCD7000(EX) $455, MCD7005(EX) $799;
Rotel RCD955AX(EX) $299. CD PROCESSORS: Audio
Alchemy DAC-MAN(D) $122, DDE-V3.0(D) $611, DITB(D)
$233, DTI-PLUS(D) $233; Audio Research Corp
DAC1-20(EX) $1215; Krell SBP32X(EX) $1063, STU-
DIO(M) $1975; Micromega T-DAC(M) $759; PS Audio SU-
PERLINK(EX) $455; Theta DS-PRO:GEN-III(EX) $2279;
Wadia DIGIMASTER-64X(EX) $1626. CD TRANSPORTS:
Audio Alchemy DDS-III(D) $552; Micromega T-DRIVE(M)
$759; Theta DATA-II(EX) $1215. CROSSOVERS: Audio
Research EC22(EX) $1163; Crown VFX2(EX) $199.
EQUALIZERS: Audiosource EQ-TEN(EX) $188, dbx
20/20(EX) $399; McIntosh MQ101(EX) $99-249, MO104(G)
$75, MQ107 $151-599: SAE 2700B(EX) $149. HEAD-
PHONES: Stan SIGMA-PRO-71(EX) $987, SR-LAMBDA-
SIG(EX) $607, INTEGRATED AMPS: McIntosh MA5100
$151-449, MA6200(EX) $1163. PRE-PREAMPS: PS Audio
MCA1&2 $99. PREAMPLIFIERS: Audio Alchemy VITB(D)
$207; Audio Research Corp LS2(EX) $1399, SP3(EX) $799,
SP4(EX) $499, SP6C(EX) $995, SP14(EX) $1995; Carver
C2(D) $296, C5(0) $364, C4000(EX) $151; Counterpoint
SA1000(EX) $455; Crown IC150(EX) $149, SL1(EX) $199;
dbx CX3(EX) $299; Hailer DH110(EX) $199; Krell KBL
$1499-2447, KPA(EX) $911, KRC2(M) $1823, KSL(EX)
$1139; Levinson 28(M) $1995; Marantz 3300(EX) $249;
McIntosh C22(EX) $1995, C26 $227-399, C28 $227-599,
C31V(EX) $759, C32 $303-999, C33(EX) $1399; Mission
776(EX) $299; MAS DCC1(EX) $303; Parasound
P/LD1500(EX) $455; SAE P102 (EX) $199; Soundcrafts-
men PE2217(EX) $149; Soundstream C.1(EX) $303. PRO-
CESSORS: Audio Control PCA(EX) $151, PCA-III(N) $265;
Carver DP1_20(0) $205, DPL33(D) $265; dbx CALL too
much to list; Yamaha DSP1(EX) $273, DSP100U(EX) $209;
RECEIVERS: Carver HR742(D) $474, HR875 $620-942;
Fisher 500C(AI) $299, 800C(G) $399; McIntosh
MAC4280(EX) $1450. SPEAKER SWITCHES: McIntosh
SCR2&3 $129-149. SPEAKERS: Apogee IN -WALL -3(D)
$1034, MINOR(M) $721, RIBBON-LCR(D) $612, RIBBON-
MONITOR(D) $799, SLANT-6(EX) $1443; B&W 802-
MATRIX-II(EX) $2199, 803-MATRIX(D) $1641; B&O
RL35(EX) $149, RL45.2(NOS) $249; KEF 104/2(D) $1426;
Klipsch KG2(EX) $265, KLIPSCHORN(EX) $3343; McIn-
tosh ML I C $299-699, ML2C(EX) $1063, ML4C(EX) $2195.
WS200(EX) $189, XR5(EX) $599, XR16(EX) $499; MI-
RAGE M5(EX) $683; NEAR AEL1.1(N) $227; Ohm 4X0(EX)
$759. SUB -WOOFERS: Velodyne F1000(D) $661,
F1200(D) $745, ULD-15-II(D) $1490, VA1012(0) $474,
VA1215(D) $678. TAPE DECKS: Revox A77 CALL, Teac
A3440(EX) $799. TEST EQUIPMENT: Hewlett Packard
334A(EX) $795, 3400A(EX) $495; McIntosh MI3(EX) $379;
Nakamichi T100(EX) $531; Sound Technology 1200A(EX)
$531, 1700B(EX) $1299. TONEARMS: Alphason
HR100S(NOS) $303; SME IV(EX) $699. TUNER PRE -
AMPS: Carver CT27V(D) $620, CT29V(D) $875; McIntosh
MX110 $227-899, MX112(EX) $265-341, MX113(EX) $303,
MX117(EX) $1139. TUNERS: Accuphase T107(G) $379,
7109(D) $2567; Carver TX11B $554-705; Day Sequerra
FM-REFERENCE(D) $4368: Fisher FM1000(EX) $455:
Magnum-Dynalab ETUDE $759-1122, F205B17(D) $234,
FT101AB19(EX) $379; Marantz 10B(EX) $1995, McIntosh
MR67(EX) $227, MR71 $227-899, MR73 $151-459, MR77
$455-749, MR78 $607-1299, MR80 $1215-1599, MR510
$569-699; Perreaux TU3(EX) $303; Soundstream T.1(EX)
$199. TURNTABLES: AR XA $53-196; Empire 598(EX)
$299; Rega PLANAR-3(EX) $113: Thorens TD125-
MKII(EX) $199, TD160BC-MKII(EX) $199, VPI TNT -3(D)
$3799. VIDEO: Sony XV5000W(NOS) $99. FREE Cata-
logue. 8-5 ET M -F, POB 176AAA, Walton, NY 13856 FAX
607-865-7222

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
607-865-7200

A NEW TONEARM IN 1995?

THE RESURGENCE IN ANALOG DESERVES THE
ULTIMATE IN TONEARM DESIGNS.

JMW MEMORIAL TONEARM

DESIGNED TO BE LONGER, SIMPLER, AND BETTER SOUNDING
THAN ANY OTHER TONEARM IN THE WORLD.

VPI IND.,INC.,77CUFFWOOD AVE.#3B,CLIFRWOOD, N.J.07721  PHONE 908-946-8605 FAX: 908-94&8578

SINGERS f
a VOCALS

REMOVE
Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Record s! Does Everything Karaoke
does... and _gives you the
Thompson Vocal ffuninaitorr'
Free Brochure & Demo Tape.
LT Sound Dept AU- I
7988 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Unef ) -2455  Ext 5When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog
with a huge selection of
name brand professional
gear for DJ's, Clubs &
Musicians all at discount
prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mad Order Center. 11711 Monarch Si

Garden Grove, CA 92641

Retail Super Store: 13110 Magnolia SI

Garden Grove. CA 92644 (714)-530676C

pPRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGMITINOr.

OUR 19th
YEAR!

MONEYSPENT SOUNDLY
MIDI° EXCELLENCE, INC,

THE BEST AUDIO & 1/10E11 EQUIPMENT FROM Alt MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

- .. - ..m&AMICHI e i:F4 A 1 1.;

SONY ES  YAMAHA  BOSE  KLIPSCH
KEF  POLK  AND MORE!

SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS & HICH-END AUDIO

CALL Now (212) 229-1622
143 YNN Me Wrist, Now York, NY 10001
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

MUSICAL CONCEPTS CD SOUND
ENIGMA, "incredible smoothness" $695; EPOCH,
"Sweet, Seductive, Natural!" $995; Highly -Reviewed
CDT -4 transport $695 -"Musical Concepts has put the
fun back into CD playback." says The Audio Adventure.
Audio Alchemy mods $99 -up. Marantz CD-xx and
Pioneer CD mods, including 100 disc. Musical Con-
cepts, 5749 Westwood Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304.
(314) 447-0040.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, KEF, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY
Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN loudspeakers &
ROTEL Components.

AMC  Apogee  Audio Alchemy  Audioquest  Audi-
oStatic  B&K  Cardas  Cary  CWD  EAD  Epos 
Exposure  Fanfare  Forte  Fried  Golden Tube  Grado 
JM Lab  Kimber  Kinergetics  Lightspeed  Magnum-
Dynalab  McCormack  Memos  Monarchy  Nakamichi 
PSB  Rotel  Jeff Rowland  Vandersteen  VPI. SUM-
MIT, NJ (908)277-0333

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

Alon - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen -
Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage -

Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology -

McCormack - VTL - Citation - Angstrom -

Denon - Triad - Polk - Velodyne - Fosgate -

Signet - Audible Illusions - Snell - AMC -

Carver - B&K - Unity - Alchemy t 25 More
Brands. Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-
ICS (904) 376-8080.

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1995
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FOR SALE
REMOVE VOCALS from music- Tanco Voice Decod-
er -$79.95. Fully guaranteed. Call (813)847-9319 for pre-
recorded demo/ordering information,

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demysti-
fy wire technology. Ask for literature.

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

Greencorp USA, Inc.

Premium quality audio
& videocassettes at

wholesale prices
XDS MUSIC UPGRADE: prices in each quantity

2000 6000Length 25 100 500

C12 .47 .36 .33 .29 .27

C20 .50 .39 .36 .31 .29

C32 .54 .42 .39 .35 .32

C47 .61 .48 43 .39 .35

C62 .69 .55 .49 .45 .42

C92 .82 .69 .64 .59 .54

For Information & FREE
Catalog Call 1-800-972-0707

DEMO/TRADE-IN SALE: Onkyo, Pioneer Elite, Rotel,
B&K, B&W, ARC, CAL, Martin -Logan, McIntosh, Sonic
Frontiers, and much, much more. Call for our list of high -
quality demo and trade-in components. Champagne
Audio: (217) 355-8828.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

Lumley AirPods are here. Imagine vibration free audio.
Wish no more. Details of all Lumley products (708)
462-9414. Dealer enquiries welcome.

B&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL,
and other loudspeaker owners: Would you like to improve on
the great sound you already have? Try a pair of "GOLDEN
FLUTES" by JPS LABS, a necessity for proper bass exten-
sion. Please call or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically
improve your listening pleasure. Please also call about our
unbelievable interconnect, which easily beats the best at a
fractional cost, and about our upcoming, revolutionary
preamplifier design. Thank you to our customers for the
best year yet!!!

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STU-
DIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273),
IN GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE FET-VALVE hybrd tube DAC.
amplifiers, and preamplifiers achieve ultimate faithfulness to
the spirit of the music. I /mega III active feedback amplifiers. full
function buffered preamplifiers, and technically optimized par-
allel processing DACs provide stunning clarity with economical
prices, striated heatsinks, rugged engineering, and no output
failures in years! New DAC-preamplifiers, basic line -
headphone preamplifiers, and phase inverters or your PAS,
PAT -4, PAT -5, AND ST -70 recycled with AVA circuits (kit or
wired) from $199 including new cards and precision controls.
Active feedback circuits for DYNACO and HAFLER AMPU-
FIER chassis set new standards for transparency, dynamic
range, and liquidity. Free illustrated catalog. Audio by Van
Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Bumsville, MN 55337. (612)
890-3517. Fax: (612) 894-3675. E-mail: avahifiru aol.com.

ENJOY JITTER -FREE MUSIC! AT $549 FOR THE BASIC
PLAYER AND $649 FOR THE REFERENCE ONE TRANS-
PORT WE HAVE BROKEN THE PRICE BARRIER. ISO-
LATED STABLE CLOCK MODULES AND OTHER UPDATES
STILL AVAILABLE. DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. G&D
TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155

B&O  B&W  CARVER  DENON  FOSGATE 
H/K  KEF  LEXICON  NAD  NAKAMICHI 
ONKYO  POLK  VELODYNE  24 HOUR AUTO-
MATED PRICING  MANUFACTURERS WAR-
RANTIES  COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE 
AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.
SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPO-
NENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY, FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH AN 800-467-7707.

AUDIO CONNECTION
= PERFECTION

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, AUDIOLAB, EARMAX, VAN-
DERSTEEN, QUICKSILVER, SONIC FRONTIERS.
OCM, PSE, MICROMEGA, B&W, PROAC, ROTEL, B&K,
VPI, MUSIC REFERENCE, PSB, NAIM, DPA, VERDIER,
CARY, KLIMO, SPICA, EPOS, GRADO, SUIVIIKO, WAD -
IA, ANGSTROM, ARCAM, AUDIO ALCHEMY, PLAT-
INUM, JOLIDA, KIMBER, OCOS, CARDAS, XLO, AUDI-
OQUEST, TARA LABS. MAGNAN, & MORE. AUDIO
CONNECTION, 615 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE, VER-
ONA, NJ 07044. (201) 239-1799. FAX: (201) 239-1725.

KEITH AUDIO GROUP
CODA, ROTEL, SNELL ACOUSTICS, TRANSPARENT,
CARY, PARASOUND. SYNERGISTIC RESEARCH,
CLASSE TOTEM, MIRAGE, BILLY BAGS, AudioTruth,
CEC, MAGNUM DYNALAB, CAL, HALES, ROSINANTE,
conrad-johnson, QUAD, AUDIOQUEST, SO-
NOGRAPHE, WHEATON. PROTON VIDEO, SUMIKO,
YBA, ELITE, EAD and MORE'

10 WEST NIFONG BLVD.
COLUMBIA, MO 65203

(314) 875-8099

HI Fl FARM ENTERS THE ARENA FOR HOME THEATER
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION (800)-752-4018

LOUDSPEAKERS
HALLADAY ACOUSTICS introduces the best little speaker
system on the market. The Model 6 system is a pair of
incredibly well Built & Designed 12 inch tall monitors. VIFA
LINEN Dome Tweeter, military grade TRANSILVER" cross-
over, beautiful oak cabinet, & air -suspension woofer. $350 per
pair. 30 -Day Satisfaction Guarantee. Our most popular model,
found all over the country. Call or write for 1995 catalogue.
HALLADAY ACOUSTICS, 73 Spring Street,
Suite 8, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866. (518) 581-8095.

USED LOUDSPEAKER SALE: ADS -M12: $600; Altec
Lansing 508: $500; Amrita Audio Tower: $750; B&W 640i:
$800; Boston Acoustics T1030: $650; Dahlquist D012:
$600; Definitive Tech CLR 1000: $250; Energy Ref. Con. 22:
$500; Genesis Genre I: $625; Harmon Kardon 60's: $1200;
JBL L5: $450; JBL THX Home Theatre System: $1500; KEF
Model 100: $250; Kindel] PLSA: $500; Magy MG -3A:
$1000; Merlin Sig III: $1050; Near 50M: $775; Polk CS100:
$75; Thiel CS2: $1150; Velodyne ULD151I: $1000. CALL
(217) 544-5252.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-
GRADE ANY SPEAKER. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE. FREE
DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 2844
CHARMONT DR., APOPKA. FL 32703-5972. (407)786-0623.

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell. Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS, POB
460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

11-11UMU 11-11-11LATIEIL)
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If you have been looking for Home Theater speakers
that are better than current choices on the market,
Madisound and Vifa have some good news for you.
Vifa has designed exceptional shielded high fidelity
loudspeakers for this purpose, Madisound has
matched these drivers with precise crossovers and
beautiful oak veneer cabinets. The result are systems
worthy of an Oscar for audio reproduction.

Vila Solo - Price Each $156.00

S

IL
O H - 12'

W - 8'
D - 10.25'

Nominal impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency range ±3dB: 80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

Vila A/V - Price Each $198.00

A

H - 18.5"
W - 8'
D - 10.5'

Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency range ±3dB: 40 Hz to 35 KHz - Vented

Vila Surround - Price Each $248.00

- 14'
W - 8'
D - 12'

Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms
Frequency range ±3dB: 80 Hz to 35 KHz - Sealed

The preceding designs were developed using
Madisound's anechoic chamber, Audio Precision
measurement and Leap analysis. All three systems
use the Vifa MI3SGO9 woofer. This is a 13cm paper
cone cast frame woofer. The tweeter is the
D25ASG05, which is also shielded and has a 25mm
aluminum dome. The cabinets are oak veneered
19mm fiber board, with solid rounded oak corners and
a black assembled grill. You may choose between
black stained or clear oak finishes. Everything you
need to complete the system is included. The cross-
overs are assembled and the cabinets are precut for
easy assembly. You can expect to assemble a pair of
speakers in one evening. As with all Madisound kits,
your satisfaction is guaranteed.

ild

2

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)

P.O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53711 U.S.A.

Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-1331-3771
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The HRSW12V
will extend the
bass of your
stereo or video
system for that
"air shaking all
around you"
effect. HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls"..."one heck of a thunder
buster"

John E. Johnson, Jr., Secrets of Horne Theatre and
Htgh Fdehty, May 1995

"...this woofer achieves a combination of extremely quick speed
and gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom experienced
from any subwooler"

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few short years of
existence"

Thomas J. Norton, Steroophile Guide to Horne Theater Vol 1 No 1, 1995
"Hsu's HRSW12V is a wonderful subwooler. Its good looking and
simple to use, and its performance invites nothing less than
superlatives, especially given es price"

Toni Nousaine, Sounds Image, Februaryrhlarch 1995

'The HRSW12V is one of the most potent subwoclers we have
used. Sonically, it is all one could wish for, and the price is right'

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Renew, December 1994

"...all of the non-boany. stomach -massaging bass energy was
coming from a single 12 -inch powered subwoofer ."

Peter Mitchell, Stereophtle Vol. 17 No 4, Aonl 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf..."
Brent Bunerwonh, Video Magazine. Apnl 1994

'One d the most effective subwooter demonstrations'
Gary Reber, Widescreen Renew Vol. 3 No 1, March 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V.
Write or call,

HSU RESEARCH
14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

HSU
Research
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"...reach -out -and -touch -it realism."
NY Times 800-783-1553 Ohm Acoustics
Corporation, 241 Taafe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205. FAX (718) 857-2472.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices, shipped
direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East
Charing Cross Or., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS
FOR TECHNOS AND TECH DON'T KNOWS.

NEW -FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

*Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts ae
Nationwide Service Since 1979

-800-NEW-FOAM 1-800-639-3626 NATIONWIDE
SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Call us
with your speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds of dollars wiong
 Kits to fit any speaker  Advent. AR,

JBL. Bose, Infin . EV, etc.
 Inc. surrounds. adhesive & instructions
 MC/VISA /Discover - No CODs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704-697-9001

or call Toll Free 800-747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock, NC 28731 AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replace-
ments any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY Foam
Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MCNISA/
DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your MS
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express.'"
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644

1000-338-05:1

1.,74.11

1-800-338-0531
Source Code: AUM

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts,
Dynaudio, Eclipse, Eton, LPG, Vita, more! Crossover parts,
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS, 2575 28th
St., S.W., Dept. A, Wvomina. MI 49509.16161 534-9121.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 663,
POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43291. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE '"
LP-78RPM-4CH . Turntables  Cartridges & Styli  Record
Cleaners from $99.95  10-12-16" Sleeves  Signal Pro-
cessors  Technics SL1200 W/78RPM!  2 -Speaker Surround!
 Stanton  Creek  JPW  Aphes  Symetnx  Free Catalog!
KAB Electro-Acoustica, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ
07062-0922 (908)754-1479.

HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pre -owned LP!;. F/Information,
Catalog, SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538. (508)
295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity - Wilson

Reference Recording - Chesky
Sheffield Lab - Harmonia Mund

Proprius  RCA Living Stereo - KlaWer
Mercury Living Presence - plus many more

in and out of print recordings,

Catalog S3 In USA, S5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
Visa P 0. BOX 2043  SALINA, KS 67402-2043

MasterCard 1-913-825-8609  FAX: 1-913-825-0156

WANTED TO BUY
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL, to pick-up, working or not,
MONO/Stereo: tube MARANTZ, McIntosh, TANNOY
B&W, B&O, SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL, Levinson, etc.
(718)387-7316 or (718)383-3205. NEW YORK.

WANT - JBL liartstield, EV Patrician, Brocinef; Transcen-
dent Singles OK, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment.
Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (312)
338-1042, evenings.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS High
End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad at the
beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD., POB
176VVB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200. 8AM-5PM
EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

AAAALWAYS PAYING TOP 5$ FOR CLEAN, COLLECTABLE
McINTOSH TUBE AND SOLID STATE, MARANTZ TUBE,
WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL-PARAGON, HARTSFIELDS,
ETC. & ALNICO PARTS. EV PATRICIANS, GEORGIANS &
MISC. PARTS. M. LEVINSON, KRELL, ARC, SPECTRAL
ETC. CALL ME LAST ONLY WHEN YOU'RE READY TO
SELL! JOHN: 1-800-628-0266.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid slate, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV, Jensen,
Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm, Temma--(516)
942-1212,(516) 496-2973,

CASH for USED AUDIO k VIDEO EQUIP. BUY-
ING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGH-
EST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

US 1st Exporter; David Yo since 1977 always buying: Tube
Marantz, McIntosh, ARC, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Dynaco, Vintage
speakers, units from VVestem Electric, Tannoy, EV, JBL, Altec,
Jensen, Thorens TD124, Garrard 301, etc. P.O. Box 280802,
Northridge, CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633.

CABLE TV
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices,
Quality Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The
ADVANTAGE. CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MC/Amex/Disc/
COD. ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riverwood
Dr., Burnsville, MN 55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DE -

SCRAMBLERS: Replacements for most mod-
els. 30 Day Trial -1 Year Warranty! Dealer
Inquiries Invited. Visa/MC/Disc/Amex/COD
FOR QUALITY, PRICE & SERVICE CALL:
1-800-259-1187. Eagle Electronics Inc., #1,
1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963. No
Florida Sales.
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS,
ALL MAJOR BRANDS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST
PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS
US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

LINK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR

EXPERIENCE! CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DE -

SCRAMBLERS. QUALITY, SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC/AMEX/
C.O.D. ACCEPTED. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
CABLE LINX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1-800-501-0095.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL
BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-
677-0321.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase prod-
ucts. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane, Carson,
CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422. Hours:
9am-4pm Pacific lime.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Clas-
sics, Ltd., inventor, and brmer Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856
Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.
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PUBLICATIONS

BUILD YOUR OWN
LOUDSPEAKERS
Speaker Builder the world's best
speaker periodical shows you how.
Send today for your first free copy
PO BOX 494. PETERBOROUCH NH 03458

CD CABINETS

STORADISC'"- See why CD Review picked our Library Series
as their "top choice". Fine-fumiture quality in a variety of
finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL, 555
Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 303n3. 1-800-848-9811.

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We'll beat an

ONY
DAT-120 749
DAT-124 Pr. 9.99

price! 5.95
- 1

X11-90 169
XLII-S 90 209

SHIPPING 
K

D-90
SA -90

FREE CAT.
FUJI

:-160H0 279
571 -1S -T120 6 49

T -120V 209 T 120 VT- : '9 SAX -90 l'iNS-1160 8.99
1.75013THG 399 ST 120 99 SAX -100 . _ - - 8'20 599

DENON -,'-' -  :: 29 T 120 RIG : 74 10 99
DAT-120 599 2 DAT-120 I - - 20 1.79
au vl x 99 9.74 r ' 2 99

TAPE WORLD 220 SPRING Sr.,MR. PA 1653 FAX 112 283 8298

V 12 IFF R K AM PAY HIPPIN M F

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Gel on our list -
to gel closer to this list.
 MIT MuttiCap  Wonder Cap  Kimber Kap  Solo  Hovland MusiCap
 Solen  Siemens  IMma  Holm  Rel-Cap  Oratorio  IRC  Allen-Bradley
 Jensen  Resists  Vishay  Caddock  Mills  Matsushita  TKD  Noble
 Cordes  Kimber Kable  van den Hul  Discovery  Audioquest  MIT
 Alps  Bourns  Shallco  Elma  Electroswitch  Nichicon  Gold Aero  RAM
 Mallory  Panasonic HFO  Nichicon  Elna  New Old Stock  Ruby Tubes
 UltraAnalog  Burr -Brown  Crystal  Linear Technology  Analog Devices
 Edison Price  International Rectifier  Hitachi  Motorola  UCC
 MagneOuest  Sonic Frontiers  Pearl  Tube Sockets  WBT  Neutrik
 Sound Coat  Curcio Audio Engineering  Assemblage and other kits

And it's growing and growing. To order The Parts Connection 1995
Catalog F. Resource Guide, send $10' and mailing information. You'll
also receive a Discount Coupon worth $10 off a purchase over $100
or $25 off a purchase over $250 as well as The Breadboard bulletin to
keep you updated on our latest news, information and growth spurts.

'or credit card information

THE PARTS
CONNECTION"

INTIM PP101411 INC

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville
Ontario, Canada L6H 514

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-769-0747
(U.S. & Canada only)

Tel (905) 829-5858
Fax (905) 829-5388

OM ME MI

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts
at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
MIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLEN, SCR, REL-CAP,
NicHicoN MUSE, BLACK GATE, CADDOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
HOLOD, REsisrx, MK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DEFUDI PANES,
C.ARDAS, KIMBER, ACROTEC:H, & pure silver chassis wires,
HEMMED diodes, Sore foil inductors, all types of audio
connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches,
stepped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
IntemationaVoverseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

73

w
.La

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC.

203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz. FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

TUBE COMPONENTS

SOUND VALVES '"
AFFORDABLE TUBE COMPONENTS! (See our

display ad October AUDIO.) Currently seeking
exclusive distributor relationships worldwide.
Write -Fax today. Visit us: January 5-8 1996,
Las Vegas WCES, Sahara #S-7112. Quality
100% Made -in -USA designs by Harry Klaus.
Preamps $699 -up; Amplifiers $899 -up. MO-
SFET Amplifiers $499 -up. Factory -direct sales
welcomed! UPS COD. 30 -day satisfaction
guarantee. Sound Valves, 185 North Yale Ave-
nue, Dept. AM11C, Columbus, Ohio
43222-1146. Phone:614-279-2383, 10-4
EST; Fax: 614-279-0368 .

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS
FREE Search Service: every title worldwide. Retail  Whole-
sale  Buy  Sell  Trade  Rent  Broker  Auction  Executive
Gifts. Anytime: 1-800-849-7309; FAX: 1-770-227-0873.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE YOUR DREAM COME TRUE. EARN $90,000 YEARLY
REPAIRING. NOT REPLACING, LARGE CRACKS IN WIND-
SHIELDS. TOLL FREE 1 800 826-8523 (U.S./Canada}
WRITE: GLASS MECHANIX, 4555 N.W. 103 AVE, FT.
LAUDERDALE, FL 33351.

EARN $40 PLUS/HR. as an independent Custom AudioNideo
Designer & Installer. Intensive 7 day Workshop gets you star-
ted. Must LOVE Music. Limited seating for next Workshop. Call
for Application & Registration Form. (303) 670-1808.

MISCELLANEOUS

Control Noise, Room Acoustics!
Enhance acoustics, control dB's, reverb, more!

Products  Answers  CatalogsAdvice
Call today! Quiet tomorrow!

1 -900 -89 -NOISE $2.139/min.
Acoustical Consultants of America, Inc.

VIDEO DUPLICATION,
CONVERSIONS

IF you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes
Converted, call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL:
CHECKOUT OUR HIGH QUALITY AUDIO KITS AND
PARTS)!) Dynaco modifications; Mosfet Amplifiers,
30013 Triode Amplifier Kits; Passive, Buffered and
Class -A Unestages; Tube Phonostages; AC Softstarts
and Lire Conditioners; Active Crossovers, Stepped
Attenuaiors; Largest Selection of Parts and Supplies
including: Kimber Kap, MIT MultiCap, Solen, WIMA,
Wonder InfiniCaps, Hovland MusiCap; NOS, RAM
Labs, Sovtek, and Golden Dragon Tubes; Kimber, DH
Labs, Vampire, Cardas, WBT, and Neutrik Connectors,
Cable and Hookup Wire; TKD, Alps, Noble and Bourns
Volume Controls; Solidstate/Tube Power Transformers,
Magnet:it:est"' Output Transformers; Caddock, Holco,
Resista and Mills Resistors; Enclosures, Damping
Material, Books and More. International Orders
Welcome. Send $12 (U.S./Canada) or $16
(International). Or call (303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-
5783. Visa/MC Accepted. WELBORNE LABS, P.O.
Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198.

CABLE TV
WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE ON CABLE CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE ON EQUIPMENT, CABLE RENTAL
FEES, & CONNECTION CHARGES. STEALTHS, M-80, ZE-
NITH, ETC. DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME. VISA/
MASTERCARD/DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAIN-
MENT 1(800) -72 -BOXES.

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

UMI
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

800 521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada
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SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Place
label
here

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with cor-
rections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and fill in coupon. For gift sub-
scriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $24.00

New subscription Renewal
 Payment enclosed Bill me
Canadian orders add $8 per year.
Foreign orders add $8 per year.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

/IP

1(303) 447-9330
AUDIO

P.O. Box 52548
BOULDER, CO 80322
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AudioQuest Cover IV
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Cambridge SoundWorks (8, 9) .... 31,32 & 33
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conrad-johnson (12) 69
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Pioneer (26) 59
Polk (27) 29
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PSB Speakers (29) 88
Reel to Real (30) 71
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Sennheiser (33) 18
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Thiel 19
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Velodyne (40) 87
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from a
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from a

Farm.
And our farmland is in trouble.
America is losing three acres of farmland every
single minute of every single day to shopping
malls, parking lots, subdivisions and a raft of
other residential and commercial develop-
ments. Help stop the loss of our nation's
productive farmland.
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OMNIMOUNT SYSTEMS
MODELS RST-UMK AND _ RWX-UMK

UNIVERSAL SPEAKER -MOUNTING KITS

Son things are truly useful; count these gadgets among them. OmniMount's
ever, djustable ball-and-socket joint allows you to orient loudspeakers in almost any

ection your room, mood, or wild imagination calls for. The RST version keeps
ers close to the wall (or ceiling, shelf, etc.), while the RWX's longer angled shaft

bit of potentially beneficial breathing room between the speaker and adjacent
su . Both versions cost $79.95 per pair.

I had trouble getting the mounts

GRADE: A -

not be rugged
commercial -grade brackets for these.)

The "53" series mounting kits are clear winners. They're utilitarian in the
best sense of the word, and they look good, too! Len Schneider

out of the complex packaging, I have to
admit that the packaging is
designed to keep small parts in.
The directions are thorough, but
if you're a certified "10 thumbs"
klutz, you may need help getting
the socket plate anchored to a
supporting surface. However, if
you've successfully hung
anything weighty, you should
have little trouble. There's
enough hardware supplied to

hang your mother-in-law.
Note that the stated loudspeaker weight limit for the

"53" series is 15 pounds. This can be stretched, but not
too far. Although these brackets are particularly useful
for surround speakers (I'd suggest the RST version for
dipoles and the RWX for direct radiators), they may

enough for heavy full -range main speakers. (OmniMount has
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ALLSOP
51200 CD REPAIR -KIT

H e you ever experienced "skipping" on a CD, and simply cleaning it
do the job? Allsop's 58200 CD Repair Kit, priced at $11.99, may be
ou need. To check it out, I purposely scratched a CD with a knife, but
n't skip. I made some more scratches. No use; even the error-
tion system in a $110 portable wasn't fazed! It seemed that narrow
es weren't enough. Then I made a
cuff with my knife blade, and this
use the disc to skip. So I applied a
of Allsop's
r -based,
egradable GRADE: B+
r solution

from the 1 -ounce
dispenser bottle, placed the CD on the
DiscGrip Application Base (which keeps
the disc from slipping), and polished it
with one of the four supplied washable
cotton cloths. After about 10 seconds of
polishing, I tried the CD in two different
players; voila, no skipping. E.M.L.
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CD Repair
Helps repair skip -causing !wretches on cos. Video
Laser Discs. Video Game Discs and CD-ROM

AlTDIO ARTISTRY
DVORAK SPEAKER SYSTEM

co
su
11 c

deep), cog $1,995 per air.p

The subs respond down to a

awned speaker crossover pioneer Siegfried
tz leads a design team at Audio Artistry, which
the five -piece Dvorak system. The main
s are quasi -dipole towers (54 inches high x 12
wide x 41/2 inches deep) priced at $3,995 per
hese units cover the range from 40 Hz to 25

sed solely, or from 100 Hz to 25 kHz if used in
tion with matching
s (271/2 inches high x
s wide x 20 inches Gar A_
stin

rumbling 20 Hz. A dedicated active crossover/equalizer
(supplied with the towers) is inserted between your preamp
and amplifier (or amplifiers), as use of the subwoofers
requires separate power sources. Black knit cloth covers the
front, rear, and sides of the towers and subs.

The nominally a -ohm Dvorak system throws a huge
soundstage, full of depth and rife with the true character of
the musical performance. And, given the relative complexity
of this five -piece system, I consider the smoothly integrated
tonal balance a major achievement. Excellent overall results
are maintained with vacuum tube or solid-state gear, more
good news for the audiophile with a collection of hardware.
The subs are lively and tuneful, with stunning impact, and yet
without the muddy, lagging quality that flaws many
competitors. The only thing, in my opinion, that keeps the
Dvorak from a place in the uppermost rank of cost -no -object
speakers is that it is missing that last scintilla of midrange
transparency. John Hallenborg
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o mTune
mitarach

ere are a number of good hi -ft equipment racks and
c inets on the market, but you should look hard at
R mTune's Justarack, particularly the Series 2 Deluxe rack
w h the recessed -top option. It is one of

only products on the market with
nitely adjustable shelf spacing, and
h shelves wide and deep enough-
I thick and strong enough-to hold

v tually all audio equipment, even
h h -end heavyweights or large
t ntables. Perhaps better, the finish is
durable enough to take even a review-
er's constant mishandling. Equally

important, the
system is both
rigid and strong
enough to allow

equipment to be clamped between

Elite PD -F109
100 -Disc CD Changer

Yesterday, you loaded 100 discs into the PD -F109, entered the artist names into
memory, and slid the CD booklets into the two binders, writing down all titles on
the index label sheet. Today, you want to play R.E.M.-but you can't find the

tt

R

In

w
at

GRADE: A -

shelves, which will not resonate or ad
to room vibration and acous
breakthrough problems. The feet a
cones shaped to transfer mechanical
energy without ripping carpets apart.
You may or may not become a fan of using cones and clamping to try to
improve the sound of your equipment, but you are almost certain to become
a fan of the Justarack. It is a
visually striking rack that you can
tailor to your own system needs,
and it provides excellent
ergonomics. The Series 2 Deluxe
rack ranges in price from $399 to
$759, depending on its height and
number of shelves. A.H.C.
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"PlayBack" mini -reviews are
the result of short, sweet,
and sometimes deadly test-
ing by our all -too -experi-
enced editors and writers.
These hands -and -ears -only
write-ups may look like new
product announcements,
but the grades and text
reflect what the reviewer
thought after less than
an afternoon's "honey-
moon."-E.P.

! Are you doomed to Remote -Control Hell? Nay, just press the "Search"
, move the cursor to
tter "R," and press
Enter" button on the
-friendly remote, and
TV -screen graphic
r interface is ready t,
ow you, six at a time,

every logged artist
beginning with tha,
letter. Then move tht

cursor by
pressing the "Down Scroll"
button to pass by Bonnie Raitt to
get to R.E.M. Now press "Enter,"

and the changer quietly hunts for the disc and begins play,
usually within 10 seconds. It's this kind of flexibility that
makes the handsome PD -F109 a joy to use. Additional features
include direct access to any track, three "Custom" modes (for
grouping discs by artist, music type, etc.), and 32 -step
programmed playback. You can reload three of the 25 -disc
racks while the fourth has a disc in play. You cannot, however,
remove and shelve racks. Other bummers: The active rack is
indicated by a constantly blinking, annoying light, and the
soft -plastic binders are rather downscale considering the PD-
F109's price tag of $875. (Leather binders are available to PD -
F109 owners for a limited time via mail -in coupons.) But these
are quibbles in the face of the changer's excellent
ergonomics-not to mention its pleasing sound, with a wide,
well-balanced soundstage rivalling that of some high -end,
single -disc CD players. Ken Richardson

I 11111111111I
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Audio-Technica AT82
ONE -POINT STEREO MICROPHONE

recording engineer, I spent years lugging heavy
anal recording gear and bulky mikes, but using the
Son CD -D7 DAT Walkman lightened my load.
How er, it needed a matching lightweight, compact
stereo mike with the same high -quality sound. Audio-
Technica designed the AT822 for the occasion. Its
trapezoidal head contains two cardioid electret
elements configured in coincidental X -Y pattern. A
bass roll -off on the body
adjustor subject and
acoustics. The mike weighs a
mere 5.8 ounces. Numerous
adaptors for a variety of
inputs, including portables, are supplied. The mike's stand adaptor is even contoured for hand-held use.
The mike and all its accessories fit snugly into the supplied pouch. The exceptionally natural stereo stage
and pleasing ambience that I captured are harder to achieve with separate mikes. The AT822 also serves
well as a stereo room/ambience mike when mixed with a single mike on a soloist. The sound tends
toward the bright, crisp end of the spectrum, but remains agreeably honest in tonal balance. It's no
Neumann, but what do you want for a list price of $399? Rich Warren
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Work for a living. Play for a life.

uthern'Co nfort Company, Liqueur, 2

P 
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me, Louisville, K ©1995 http:j7vw 93- iithe'rnonfort cgm

Take it easy.
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This picture tells you a lot about AudioQuest cables, but without a frame of reference
it doesn't tell you whether the boxes (or the viewer) are rising, falling or just floating.
Many inferior cables are popular, even though comparison against a proper reference
immediately reveals serious flaws. Because AudioQuest cables are referenced against

no cable (the bypass test), we understand each cable's strengths and weaknesses.
We know that AudioQuest cables will give

whether on a mini -system or on a"big rig." ciudioquestyou a performance closer to the original,

P.O.BOX 3060, SAN CLEMENTE. CA 92674 USA TEL (714) 498-2770 FAX (714) 498-5112


